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REPORT.

A course of studies is intended as a guide in determining (a)

the subjects of instruction that shall be pursued, (6) the time —

both relative and absolute — which shall be given to the various

subjects, (c) the order in which the subjects and parts of sub

jects shall be presented and reviewed and (d) the distribution

of subjects that shall be made in the program in respect both to

a proper correlation of studies and to the teaching force of the

school.

The questions here involved must be determined by consider

ations which relate to the child's nature and capacity, and by

the ends which are sought to be secured in education. It is

fair to presume that these considerations have been the guide

of persons in making the courses of studies now in use, and

any intelligent presentation of a new course or revision of an

old one should be governed, in some degree at least, by the

opinions of wise educators everywhere, as embodied in the

courses of studies which they have made. With this thought

in mind I caused to be sent to various places in this country

blanks calling for the following facts in relation to the courses

and programs now in actual operation : —

1. The age at which children are permitted to begin the

prescribed course and the length of the course.

2. The number of exercises or recitations in each subject

and grade and the average length of recitation.

3. Facts in relation to elective studies, including (a) the

names of studies that are elective, (b) the grades in which they

are pursued, (c) the proportion of the whole number of schools

in which some of the studies are elective and (d) a statement

of results observed.

4. Facts in relation to departmental instruction, including

(a) the proportion of teachers (except teachers of music, draw

ing and manual training) that teach one or more subjects in two
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or more rooms, and (b) details of plans pursued and results

observed.

5. Facts in relation to the correlation of studies, including

(a) the names of subjects that are grouped in the course and

the groupings that are made, (b) the proportion of teachers

that follow a systematic plan of correlation, and (c) methods

pursued, with some statement of results observed.

Blanks calling for this information were sent to all cities in

the country having more than one hundred thousand inhabitants,

to the practice departments of twenty typical normal schools

situated in various parts of the country and to the cities and

larger towns of Massachusetts. Replies, complete or partial,

from the following places have been received : —

Cities outside of Massachusetts.

Allegheny, Pa. Indianapolis, Ind. Providence, R I.

Brooklyn, N. Y. Louisville, Ky. St. Louis, Mo.

Cincinnati, 0. New Orleans, La. St. Paul, Minn.

Cleveland, 0. Omaha, Neb.

Denver, Col. Philadelphia, Pa.

Normal Schools (Practice Departments).

Bridgewater, Mass. New Britain, Conn, Trenton, N. J.

California, Pa. New York Teachers' Col Warrensburg, Mo.

Cedar Falls, Iowa. lege. Westfield, Mass.

Chicago, 111. (Cook Co.). Oshkosh, Wis. Winona, Minn.

Emporia, Kan. Oswego, N. Y.

Framinghani, Mass. Terre Haute, Ind.

Cities and Towns in Massachusetts.

Amherst. Fitehburg. Northampton.

Athol. Gardner. North Attleborough

Belmont. Gloucester. Pittsfield.

Boston. Greenfield. Quincy.

Braintree. Haverhill. Somerville.

Brockton. Lawrence. Springfield.

Brookline. Lowell. Stoneham.

Cambridge. Lynn. Taunton.

Canton. Maiden. Walpole.

Chelsea. Marlborough. Waltham.

Chicopee. Medford. Watertown.

Clinton. Middleborough. Wellesley.

Concord. Milton. Weymouth.

Dedham. New Bedford Winchester.

Everett. Newburyport. Woburn.

Fall River. North Adams. Worcester.
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In the responses to the circulars of inquiry, one significant

fact was brought out, namely, the transient or unsatisfactory

character of present courses in the estimation of many superin

tendents and teachers. Several State and city superintendents

gave as a reason for not filling out the blanks relating to time

schedules that they were about making out new courses and,

therefore, preferred not to submit a report. The extent to

which a revision of the course is going on indicates a wide

spread dissatisfaction in the courses in general use, both in

respect to subjects of instruction and to time allotments. This

fact alone would seem to justify an attempt to investigate pres

ent conditions, and to ascertain the opinions of advanced edu

cators as to certain changes which have been proposed.

The following facts are collected from the replies received

and from the courses of study accompanying them. Reference

also is made to the courses of study, either suggested or pre

scribed, issued by State superintendents, to the reports of

the Committee of Ten and of the Committee of Fifteen and to

the courses of study prescribed in foreign countries.

Age of Admission and Length of Course.

The earliest age at which children are permitted to attend

school in most of the western and central States is six years.

In most cities and towns of Massachusetts and in some other

eastern States it is five years. In most places where the earli

est age of admission is six years, the length of the elementary

course is eight years, and where the earliest age is five years,

the course is. generally nine years in length. Executions to

this are found in several cities of New England whose element

ary course is eight years in length for pupils who are permitted

to enter school at five years of age. It.should be said that in

all places where the earliest permitted age of admission is five

years, the actual average age of the admission of pupils into

the lowest grade is much higher. For example, Somerville

reports the average age of admission of pupils into the lowest

grade for the past three years to be five years, seven and one

half months. It is believed that this is a fair average of the

age of pupils admitted to the first grade in most cities which

permit children to attend school at five.
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In the public elementary schools of England children may

begin at three years of age and must begin at five, remaining

in the infants' school until the age of seven. The length of the

subsequent course is seven years.

In France and Germany the earliest age of admission to the

primary school is six years, and the length of the elementary

course is from six to eight years. In France, however, nearly

half of all the children from two to six years of age are enrolled

in the mother schools (dcoles malernelles) or lower primary

classes (classes enfantines). Many cities of Germany and of

this country also provide for children under the age of six in

the public kindergarten.

It is possible that the differences in this country in the earliest

age of admission to the elementary schools and in the length of

the course of such schools will disappear when the kindergarten

becomes universally a part of the public school system. It

may be fairly questioned, however, in any event, whether much

of the formal intellectual work now carried on in many first

year primary classes should be demanded of children before the

age of six. If, where children are permitted to eDter school at

five, a sub-primary course could be pursued, consisting largely

of manual and observational work, advancement in subsequent

work required would be likely to be quite as rapid as it is at

present where pupils are required to read and write much dur

ing the first year. In case there is a kindergarten course which

children can begin at three or four years of age, the work of

this sub-primary class could be supplementary to the work of

the kindergarten and preparatory for the more formal work

of the primary school. According to many of our best kinder

garteners and primary school teachers this connection between

the two schools is very much to be desired. Further details

of this plan will be given later in this report.

Subjects of Instruction.

The following table shows what subjects are taught in the

various grades of schools in 60 of the cities and towns reporting.

On account of incompleteness in the time schedules reported

the other 16 places above named are not included. In a com

parison of the figures it should be borne in mind that in 44
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of the places there are nine grades in the course, and that in

the other 16 places there are only eight grades.

Table I. — Showing the Number of Cities and Towns (out of 60

Places reporting) in which the Various Subjects are taught and in

what Grades the Subjects are taught.

[Grade 9 in 44 places.]
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

T.

Grade

8.

Grade

9.

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 59 43

60 60 60 60 60 59 55 52 36

Spelling (lists) 34 46 53 58 58 58 56 54 38

Language and composition, . 51 57 60 60 58 55 51 47 41

- - - 2 4 15 34 51 40

1 4 5 12

French or German, - - - - 1 1 3 2 3

53 59 60 60 59 60 59 57 41

6 11 22

2 4 5 6 8 6

History and biography, 9 12 15 22 29 32 47 57 39

9 14 23 38 40 40 41 39 24

Elementary science or nature study, 50 51 52 52 52 51 50 47 37

57 58 59 59 59 59 56 56 42

58 58 58 58 59 59 59 58 43

Manual training or cooking, . 7 5 5 10 13 14 15 13 38

* Forty-one places reporting, twenty-nine of them having nine grades.

From the above table it appears that the three E's still hold

the most prominent place in all the grades. Singing and draw

ing are taught in nearly every grade of all schools reported,

while spelling and language have almost as good a showing.

Geography and history are almost universally taught in the

upper grades, and their elements are not neglected in a large

proportion of the lower grades. If the supplementary reading

in these subjects had been counted there would doubtless have

been a better showing in all the lower grades.

The most surprising figures are those given in connection

with elementary science or nature study. That more than five

sixths of all the grades below the eighth and a scarcely less pro

portion in the eighth and ninth grades are receiving instruction
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in this branch is most gratifying. It will be remembered that

elementary science was one of the so-called high school branches

recommended by the Committee of Ten in their report three

years ago. It is believed that it has found its way into a large

number of the best schools since the report was made. The

other branches recommended, viz., Latin, French or German,

algebra and geometry, have not fared so well, and yet more than

one half of the whole number of courses reported have in them

one or more of these subjects. The following table will show

to what extent and with what success they have been introduced

into the grammar school. Manual training, embracing wood

working, sewing and cooking, is also included in the table.

Modeling, weaving, etc., done in the primary grades, are not

here reckoned as a part of manual training.

Table II. — Showing the Places and Grades of Schools where a

Foreign Language, Algebra, Geometry and Manual Training are

taught, and Some of the Results observed by the Superintendent

or Principal.

Grade

CITY OR TOWN. Subject. or
Tear in
School.

Remarks by the Superintendent of Schools
or Principal.

Amherst, . Algebra,1
Geometry,! .
Man'l Train'g,

7,8
9

5-9

Algebra and geometry ought to be useful imple
ments in the hands of a good teacher to de
velop clear and correct thinking, but with the
average teacher I am not sure that there is
much choice between them and arithmetic.
They help somewhat to displace useless por-
tions of the arithmetic work and to introduce
common sense methods. Results in manual
training satisfactory; I hope to have it ex
tended.

Belmont, . Latlr, .
Algebra, .
Man'l Train'g,

9
9

Algebra has been taught in grammar grade for
three or more years. Pupils are better pre
pared for their high school work in mathe
matics, and there is not such a gulf between
the high and grammar schools as formerly.
Latin only this year. No results yet. Pupils
are fond of manual training and they do their
work well.

4-9

Boston, . Man'l Train'g, 4-9 See opinions of the superintendent and some
of the grammar masters as to "Enrichment
Studies " on pages 451 and 452.

Braintree, Latin,' .
Algebra,3

7,8
7,8

During the past three years all pupils in the
two highest grades have been very glad of
the opportunity of studying both Latin and
algebra. (See statement of the superin.
tendent on page 447.)

1 Taken in connection with arithmetic. * Optional and taken in place of English grammar.

8 Optional and taken In place of arithmetic.
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Table II. — Showing Places and Grades of Schools, etc. — Continued.

Grade

CITY OR TOWN. Subject.
or

Year in
School.

Remarks by the Superintendent of Schools
or Principal.

Bridgewater (Prac
tice School).

Algebra,1
Man'l Train'g,

9
1-8

We have been much pleased with the good
results from the study of algebra. The
pupils enjoy it and it develops the power of
thought. The manual training is helpful in
quickening observation of material things and
processes and in developing skill in manipu
lation. It gives zest to other work. Both are
valuable branches for the grammar school
course.

Brookline, Latin,2 .
French,2 .
Algebra, .
Man'l Train'g,

0
7-9
9

We have been working for several years on a
process of enrichment which has changed our
primary and intermediate grade work to such
an extent that we can put English grammar
earlier than we could before. We are now
doing quite a good deal in this subject below
the eighth grade. The pupils who have French
and Latin do much less in English in the
upper grades. (See statement on page 447.)

3-9

Brooklyn, N. Y., . Algebra, .
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

7, 8
7, 8
5, 6

For opinion of the superintendent see page 448.

Cambridge, Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

8, 9
4-6

The time for teaching physics and geometry
was obtained in the revision of the program
by completing the study of geography in the
eighth grade and by some modifications of the
work in arithmetic. The results have been
satisfactory. Superintendent Cogswell recom
mends that the boys of the fourth grade be
allowed to join the class in sewing.

Canton, . Algebra, .
Geometry,

9
9

Taken in place of arithmetic for several years
with good results. The pupils have no diffi
culty in understanding the elements of these
subjects. They broaden the mind of the child
in a way not possible through arithmetic alone.

Cedar Falls, Iowa
(Practice School).

Latin,* . 8 -

Chelsea, . Latin,
Algebra, .

9
9

The study of Latin has been of great benefit in
easing up the first year of the high school. The
study does not meet with any opposition, every
pupil taking it. The only question is whether
or not French and German are not more prac
tical studies. One or more of the high school
studies should be taken in the grammar school.

Cleveland, Ohio, German,*
Man'l Train'g,

1-8
1-8

-

Clinton, . Algebra,4
Geometry,4 -

These subjects, with physics, may be taken in
well-graded schools without cramming or
crowding if they are wisely correlated with
other subjects, and the development of the
child is regarded as of more importance than
the teaching of subjects.

Concord, . Latin," .
Algebra, .
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

7, 8
8

Pupils enter the high school having pretty well
mastered the Latin inflections ana with con
siderable knowledge of Latin syntax, a fair
vocabulary and some ability to translate easy
Latin into English. Algebra not tried long
enough to see results. No demonstration
work in geometry; practical, and attended
with good results. Manual training confined
to sewing and whittling; sewing is feasible
and useful, whittling feasible and affords val
uable training.

7,8
5-8

!

1 Taken in connection with arithmetic. 2 Optional and partially extra. 8 Optional and extra*

* Optional and taken in place of arithmetic. 6 Optional and taken in place of English grammar,
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Table II. — Showing Places and Grades of Schools, etc Continued.

Grade

CITY OR TOWN. Subject.
or

Year in
School.

Remarks bj the Superintendent of Schools
or Principal.

Dedham, . Latin,' .
Man'l Train'g, 4-7

8 For opinion of the superintendent see page 448.

Denver, Col., . German,'
Algebra, .
Man'l Train'g,

5-8
7

0-8

For opinion of the superintendent see page 449.

Everett, . Algebra, .
Man'l Train'g, 5-8

e Algebra has been taught in the ninth grade one
year. The results have justified its introduc
tion. The pupils like it and they gain power
from its study. We shall save one period a
week in the high school, doing more in four
periods than we could in five before the sub.
Ject was taken in the grammar school.

Fitchburg, Man'l Train'g, 5-9 Teachers report an interest in the subject. There
is a tendency in many pupils to attend more
carefully to the work of other departments.

Framingham (Prac
tice School).

Latin,' .
Algebra, .
Man'l Train'g,

7-9
9

6-9

For opinion of the principal see page 449.

Gardner, . Latin,' . 9 For those who take Latin a part of the English
grammar and composition is omitted. In my
judgment it is desirable to have Latin as an
elective in grammar grades. The feasibility
of the plan depends on grading and organiza
tion, but especially on fitness of teachers.

Haverhill, Man'l Train'g, 5-9 It has made a pleasing change for the pupils
from the ordinary work. It has had its value
as a source of knowledge and has given a
facility in the use of tools. It has not had
any value in making the pupils more ready in
judgment or method in their other studies or
more self-controlled or manly in their deport
ment. My opinion is that its value as a branch,
of disciplinary education is greatly over-rated.
I think it has been well taught here, but it has
not fulfilled in its value my expectations.

Lynn, . . . Algebra, . 9 Last year's work too desultory. Present work
of pupils marked by more definite knowledge
of the relations and generalizations of num
bers or of quantities as represented by sym
bols, by clear comprehension of principles
and operations peculiar to algebra and by
understanding mathematical problems, espe
cially those involving the equations. The in
troduction of algebra into the ninth grade is a
success.

Maiden, . , Algebra,3 9 No obvious results yet perceived.

Medford, . Latin,* .
Algebra,3
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

8,9
5-8
5-9

9 _ _ _

Middleborough, Algebra,3 9 The results thus far have been satisfactory and
justify the introduction of the subject. Pupils
have done the arithmetic work better, besides
the additional work in algebra. It has given
increased power and interest.

' Optional and extra. 2 Optional and taken in place of English grammar.

3 Alternates with arithmetic.

* Elective and taken In place of English grammar and physical geography.
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Table II. —Showing Places and Grades of Schools, etc.— Continued.

Grade

CITY OR TOWN. Subject.
or

Year in
School.

Remarks by the Superintendent of Schools
or Principal.

Milton, . Latin,' .
Algebra,1
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

7,8
7,8
6,7
6 8

I look for this work to open avenues of knowl
edge to the pupil who does not go beyond the
grammar school which would otherwise be
always closed to him, and in which it will
always be profitable and pleasurable for him
to walk. For the pupil who goes to the high
school it means better and more comprehen
sive work in the same lines in the high school.

New Bedford, . Man'l Train'g, 7-9 The practical results from sewing and cooking
are gratifying. There is training in neatness,
order and economy in the cooking course;
something of hygiene also. Woodwork gives
the boys valuable training in exactness, order,
judgment and reasoning. Effect on drawing
also good.

Newburyport, . Algebra,3
Geometry,

7-9 We need more time before we can decide as to
the value of these branches. The teachers
are far from agreed in the matter. Some think
that algebra is of great help to the pupil in
abstract reasoning, while others, and I think
the majority, consider it of value only to those
who take the same subject afterwards in the
high school.

North Adams, . Latin, .
Algebra, .

9
9

Excellent results. Good effect on English. In
creased interest in school work.

New York (Teach,
era. College).

Man'l Train'g, 2-6 -

Northampton, . Algebra,8
Man'l Train'g,

9 Algebra has helped arithmetic and has made
high school work in thiB subject of greater
advantage to the pupils. Manual training,
wholly knife-work in the ordinary school
room. It gives accuracy and precision to the
hand; makes the pupils more attentive and
obedient to exact directions. There is little
or no complaint and most pupils particularly
enjoy it.

2-9

North Attleborough, Latin, .
Algebra, .

9
9

Two and a half years' experience with algebra
in the ninth grade convinces me that it is ad
mirably adapted to pupils of that grade. I am
surprised that its place in the grammar school
was not discovered long ago. Latin has been
tried only a half year, with good results, how
ever, so far. Both studies lead to closer
application than was required by previous
elementary work and therefore tend to bridge
the chasm between the elementary schools and
the high school.

Oshkosh,Wis. (Prac
tice School).

Latin, .
German, .
Algebra, .
Geometry,* .

9
9
8
9

For opinions of the principal see page 450.

Pittafield. . . . Algebra,1
Geometry,2 .

8,9
8,9

We introduced algebra and geometry into our
grammar school course for the improvement
of the grammar school work, and not for the
purpose of anticipating or shortening the work
of the high school. We aim to give our pupils,
through this brief study of algebra and geom
etry, clearer ideas of mathematical truths in
their practical aspects than they would natur
ally get from arithmetic alone, as well as some
what broader views and insight and mental
alertness. Our teachers seem to be agreed
that the ends aimed at are being attained.

t Optional and taken In place of English grammar. > Alternates with arithmetic.

a Taken In connection with arithmetic.
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Table II. — Showing Places and Grades of Schools, etc.— Concluded.

Grade

CITY OR TOWN. Subject.
or

Year in
School.

Remarks by the Superintendent of Schools
or Principal.

Omaha, Neb., . Algebra, .
Geometry,

8
7

The results from the algebra have been quite
satisfactory. The time allowed for the geom.
etry has been too short to show uniform or
extensive results. The feeling is favorable to
the departure on the whole.

Oswego, N. Y. (Prac
tice School).

Man'l Train'g, 4-9 Manual training has awakened much interest on
the part of pupils. It has increased their
power to express themselves through the use
of the hand. It cultivates accuracy, facility of
expression in all hand work and adds greatly to
the interest, especially in all lines of drawing.

Springfield, Man'lTrain'g,' 4-9 -

Stoneham, Algebra,2 9 We are much pleased with the results so far.
Arithmetic and algebra have equal time in the
ninth grade. Algebra ought to be begun in
the eighth grade. We are doing no less with
the oldtime subjects because of the introduc
tion of the new.

St. Paul, Minn., Algebra,2
Geometry,* .
Man'l Train'g,

7
8

4-8

Trenton, N. J. (Prac-
tice School).

Latin,' . 8 For pupils who are going to the high school,
and who desire to get the best knowledge of
English they can in the grammar school, the
study of Latin is a good thing as the most
direct way of strengthening the pupils' power
in English.

Warrensburg, Mo.
(Practice School).

Latin,
Algebra, .
Geometry,

6 9 All these subjects have been taught with excel
lent results. We have had occasional failures,
but they rank as the exceptions. If intro
duced into the grammar schools they should
perhaps be taken as optional studios.

7-9
9

Wellesley, Geometry, 7,8 No regular text-book in use. The scholars are
apt and interested. They see the point at once
and the reasonableness of the study and prac
tical investigation, as is not the case with alge
bra or Latin. The time is well spent, whether
for a scholar that plans for a college course or
for one that will enter business or a trade.

Waltham, Man'l Train'g, 5 9 -

Watertown, German,3
Algebra, .
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

9 I remain fully convinced of the desirability of
German, algebra and geometry as grammar
school subjects. The algebra and geometry
are correlated with arithmetic somewhat.
Teachers say that the difference between our
own hand-trained pupils and others is notice
able in the greater aptitude of our pupils
whenever anything is to be done.

8, 9
4-9
1-8

Winchester, . Latin,» .
French,1 .
German,1
Algebra, .
Geometry,
Man'l Train'g,

8,9
8, 9
8, 9
8, 9
6, 7
4,6

The course prescribes algebra and geometry for
all; Latin, French and German are elective.
Also more of elementary physics in grammar
schools. I have no doubt in this matter. Our
children are starving under the old regime.

Winona, Minn.
(Practice School) .

Algebra, . 7 -

Wobnrn, . Latin,' .
Algebra,2
Geometry," .

8, 9
8,9
8,9

It is too early to judge of the value of Latin,
algebra and geometry to the grammar school
course. My impressions are strongly in their
favor. At least, I would not willingly let
them go.

1 Optional and extra. 2 Alternates with arithmetic.

3 Optional and taken in place of English grammar.
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The returns from which the foregoing table was prepared

were accompanied by letters from which the following extracts

are made : —

[Superintendent Irvino W. Horne, Braintree, Mass.]

"From my study and experience in relation to the question of

introducing algebra, Latin and geometry into the grammar school

course I would earnestly advise that this be done. Algebra is dis

tinguished from arithmetic only in method. Does it not seem

reasonable that the higher or more useful method should supersede

the lower method wherever possible, as Dr. Harris advises in the

Committee of Fifteen report? It should not be taught as a science,

but it can and should be used to make the problems and processes of

arithmetic much easier than they otherwise would be. In this way

the pupils would not get the notion that they are two distinct

subjects but rather two related phases of the same subject. This

plan would embody both concentration of power and economy of

effort, — both highly desirable.

" It seems to me advisable to teach what may be called constructive

geometry in connection with mechanical, industrial or geometrical

drawing. Such a geometry is necessary to manual training and is a

most desirable preparation for demonstrative or scientific geometry in

the high school course. This constructive geometry is both easy and

fascinating because of its apparent practical nature.

" The Latin and English grammars are so nearly alike that each is

the constant interpretation of the other. In teaching the elements of

the syntax of both languages together, the teacher can more easily

give the pupils a clearer idea of the constructions in both languages

and especially in English. The Latin vocabulary at this time should

be made up largely of the best and most helpful English derivatives

in the interest of the pupils' vocabulary and spelling. It is more

natural and hence much easier for the child of twelve years to learn

and remember the Latin paradigms than for one of fifteen years. I

advocate Latin in preference to French, with the idea that the foreign

language is to be begun in the latter part of the grammar school

course. If the foreign language were to be begun with pupils at six

or seven years of age, then, of course, French would be a much

better language than Latin."

[Superintendent Samuel T. Dutton, Brookline, Mass.]

" In regard to the wisdom of putting French, Latin and algebra

into the grammar course I think there can be little question. The

younger children are able the more readily and unconsciously to take
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hold of the new language. As far as French is concerned, the

thoroughly ideal plan would be to have it taught from the kinder

garten up, but as that is hardly feasible we are satisfied to take it up

when the children are about eleven years old. A year and a half or

two years of Latin in the grammar schools is good language train

ing, even for those who do not enter the high school. I believe its

disciplinary value and its merit as a culture study fully justify its

introduction early.

" In regard to mathematics, there is a question whether putting in

algebra is sufficient. We are inclined to think here it would be

better to put in concrete geometry first, and then, perhaps, give a

half year of algebra later on toward the end of the ninth year.

Possibly a more practical reason for introducing these subjects in the

grammar school is the heavy demands made upon the high school by

the colleges, but I prefer to think specially of the educational reasons

for the change. We are not willing to admit that we are simply

preparing pupils for colleges."

[Superintendent William H. Maxwell, Brooklyn, N. Y.]

' 1 In reply to your postal card, received this morning, I would say

that algebra has been taught in the grammar schools for the last

twenty years ; inventional geometry was introduced about four years

ago ; manual training has not been introduced in the grammar

schools, except in the form of drawing, modeling in clay, cutting

and folding paper. I regard the inventional geometry as invaluable,

not only as a discipline in itself, but as an introduction to the

systematic study of geometry in the high school. I am in favor of

introducing woodwork in the grammar schools. I believe that great

care ought to be executed with regard to every boy in deciding

whether he shall pursue a literary course in the high school or

whether he shall enter a manual training high school. It is very

difficult to determine this question unless there is some simple wood

work in the grammar schools to test a boy as to his aptitude. I

think it is perfectly useless to send boys to our manual training high

school who have not some natural aptitude for mechanics."

[Superintendent Roderick W. Hine, Dedham, Mass.]

" Latin is an extra optional study in the ninth grammar grades. I

am in favor of all pupils taking some language besides English in the

grammar school. Pupils should be allowed to choose between Latin

and some modern language. With efficient teaching this year we

have secured excellent results, and as, generally speaking, only the

brighter pupils have elected Latin, the scholarship of the class has
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not been adversely affected. We hope to do in the ninth grade one

half the work usually accomplished in the first year of the high school.

Next year I hope to extend it to the eighth grade, and as soon as we

introduce a modern language, to see Latin confined mainly to those

who expect to take the college course in the high school.

"Manual training, including sloyd and sewing, is a part of the

course in grades IV., V., VI. and VII. The boys of grades V. and

VI. and VII. and the girls of grades VI. and VII. take sloyd, the

girls of IV. and V. sewing. Next year boys of IV., V., VI. and

VII. and girls of VII. will take sloyd, and girls of IV., V. and VI.

sewing. The drawing, modeling, etc., of grades I., II. and III.

prepare for this manual work.

"As outlined above, manual training is useful and feasible. The

time taken from other studies where the regular teachers are efficient

is not noticed.

"The work is practical. The children are, without exception,

interested.

"With the amount of money at our disposal, about $1,000 or

$1,200, it seems impossible to extend this study, with the possible

exception of adding cooking in one year at high school and extending

sewing through Grade VIII. This I hope to do in time."

[Superintendent Aaron Gove, Denver, Col.]

" In the overturning of the old order of things I spent the entire

school year just passed in such experiments as resulted in the course

of instruction sent to you. For six months the schools, principals

and teachers were given the greatest liberty. Schools were closed for

visits and inspection classes were assembled for instruction ; meetings

days and evenings, to the number of many score were held and hun

dreds of hours spent in discussion. The result is what you see, and

while it cannot be final I trust it is many steps in advance.

" It happens to but few generations to live in the midst of such a

revolution as has taken place and is taking place in methods of in

struction in our common schools. Those of us who made them and

worked with them ten years ago can scarcely realize what we are

doing to-day."

[Miss Ellen Hyde, Principal, Framingham, Mass., Normal School.]

" I do believe in ' enriching ' our present course of study by the

addition of inventional geometry and • either German or French.

But I also believe that there is no necessary connection between the

enriching of the course of study and enriching of the children's

lives. The young American soul is withering from shallow culture,
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but it will not be revived by additional subjects of study. We need

higher ideals in home and school, some rational correlation of sub

jects with each other and with life, and better teachers."

[President G. S. Albeb, Oshkosh, Wis., Normal School.]

" We have found it necessary to add a ninth year to the standard

grades of our model school to secure sufficient maturity in the young

people who, might become candidates for promotion to the normal

school work.

" We have always deemed it a duty of a normal school to consti

tute the grades of its school of practice as in some sense ' experi

ment stations,' for the development of possibilities not fully settled

in corresponding work of municipalities. The introduction, however,

of Latin and German is of course no innovation upon the practices

in many schools. We find children of the eighth grade in languages

not working well with the maturer normal school students who are

also beginning the same branches ; memory being more active, but

the reflective powers weaker. We therefore have been compelled to

section the work, that youth may be trained through different peda

gogical attitudes.

"The work in geometry is prefaced by extensive training in the

modeling of geometric forms, both in card-board work, clay and

drawings, long before the work in geometry is attempted, deferred

until the last year in the grammar department. Then some reason

ably strong work is done ; sometimes upon the concrete basis, at

other times by the demonstration of an enunciation in the abstract

and followed by concrete applications. The work in arithmetic is

closed in the seventh grade, and the eighth year is devoted to algebra.

"Although not called for in your work, I will say that the eighth

grade also devotes a year to English history. Previous to this the

story of American history has been gathered through different

channels in lower grades, but no formal determinations regarding the

political significances of American history. This year the English

history is thrown in as furnishing a background for American history

proper, pursued in the ninth grade.

" In response to your last question, I will say that we have found

the introduction of these branches attended with greater interest, in

the boys particularly, and by such an enlargement in their realiza

tions regarding the possibilities in schooling that they are stimulated

to continue school work further. One of the dangers, as it has

appeared to us, of the failure to introduce some of these educational

windows into the lower grades has been to breed a distaste or lack

of faith in further continuance of school work. By the time they
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reach the higher grades of the grammar school they become some

what weary of the iterations resulting from many years' work upon a

few branches begun in their primary work, and conclude that school

work is likely to grow more and more dry as the course grows more

prolonged. The somewhat early cessation of some of these branches

and the introduction of others, tending freely to make calls upon

their earlier work while opening up new vistas for the future, seem

to me thoroughly to warrant such amendment to prevailing courses."

The foregoing table (page 8) does not show all the instruc

tion in the indicated subjects that is being carried on in the 76

places under consideration. Some cities and towns are trying

the experiment in one or more of the schools, but the course

followed in them does not appear in the regular prescribed

course of studies ; consequently their record was not included

in the returns from which the table was prepared.

The masters of the grammar schools of Boston, for example,

are permitted to incorporate one or more of the above-named

subjects in their programs, and several of them have taken

advantage of the permission. At present Latin is taught in

five schools, French in nine, geometry in eight and algebra in

thirty-five. Last year 249 pupils in grades VII., Till. and

IX. were taught Latin, 656 pupils in nearly all grades above

the primary were taught French, 434 pupils in grades VI.,

VII., VIII. and IX. were taught geometry and 1,718 pupils in

grades VIII. and IX. were taught algebra. Instruction was

given to entire classes and to selected pupils either as an extra

or as a substitute for one of the regular studies.

The experiment in most of these instances has been tried for

nearly two years and the results are worthy of attention. The

following expressions of the opinions of some of the masters

are taken from the last report of Superintendent Seaver,

March, 1896: —

"The greatest benefit from this study [algebra] — to the limited

extent taught in this school — has been the help afforded in under

standing quickly and clearly certain parts of the arithmetic."

" The pupils have been interested [in algebra] and the better part

of the class have evidently been profited. I think the reaction on

the arithmetic has been helpful."
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" I have questioned some of the last year's graduates now in the high

school, and they say that what they learned last year [in algebra] is

a great help to them this year, and we are doing rather more this year

than we did last. But is it important that they should have this

help ? It is a question in my mind whether this small dose of algebra

is of greater educational value than a good drill in mental arithmetic,

— which it has in great measure curtailed, — especially to those

pupils who do not go to the high school."

" In regard to algebra . . . I believe it will tend to a better under

standing of numbers in all their relations. We may not turn out

quite so rapid automatic reckoning machines, but better thinkers."

" Results in algebra very good last year with the same expectation

for this. The report from those who went to the high school, as to

the good it was to them, more than justified the effort that was put

into it. One grammar in a grammar school would make Latin a

possibility in schools not a few."

" The question of English is growing more and more a vital question

in our district. [This is a district where many of the children and

most of the parents were born in foreign lands.]"

' ' Previous to this year I have been somewhat incredulous in regard

to the propriety of ' enriching the course ; ' but the interest taken

by the pupils [in French and in algebra] and the promising results

obtained immediately warrant the expenditure of time and effort

given to the subjects mentioned."

" The pupils have been interested in the study [of Latin] and fairly

faithful. The amount of benefit received remains to be determined

in the future. My own opinion is that the benefit derived has been

considerable."

" Some pupils who are poor in other studies have been encouraged

by their marked success in Latin, and the average pupil has made a

great gain in thought power, in English vocabulary and in the tech

nicalities of English grammar."

" The consensus of opinion of the teachers of the subjects [French,

algebra, geometry] is that the pupils as a whole have gained by the

introduction of the new studies. The studies from which the time has

been taken for the new studies seem not to have suffered thereby."

While the ends of education in this country and in foreign

countries are not identical, it cannot be said that they are

wholly different, and, therefore, some reference to the courses

of instruction abroad must be useful in this inquiry, especially

where the present curriculum of studies has been in operation

for many years.
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As is well known, the subjects of instruction in England,

France and Germany are determined by the central govern

ment, and are followed, with minor exceptions, in large and

small places alike.

In England the public elementary schools receive children at

the age of seven years. The course of seven years follow

ing the infants' school course includes the following subjects :

reading, writing, arithmetic, English and geography.

English, geography, elementary science and needlework (for

girls) are class subjects, but only two of them can be taken,

one of which must be English. Drawing and singing may also

be taught. Any two of the following subjects may be taken

by pupils of standards V., VI , VII. (last three years of the

course) : algebra, Euclid and mensuration, mechanics, Latin,

French, animal physiology, botany, principles of agriculture,

physics, domestic economy (for girls).

In France the subjects of instruction in the elementary

schools (icoles primaires dementaires) are as follows: —

1. Subjects and exercises which pertain to physical educa

tion, including hygiene, g3'mnastics, military exercises (with

out arms) , manual training.

2. Subjects which pertain to intellectual education, including

reading, writing, French language, history, geography, civics,

arithmetic, geometry, drawing, elementary science (animals,

plants, minerals, physiology and the elements of physics and

chemistry), agriculture, singing.

3. Subjects pertaining to moral education, including the

memorizing of poems, and regular talks and lessons upon

duties in the family, in society and in the State.

The above course covers seven years, from the age of six to

thirteen years.

The courses of higher schools, the icolesprimaires superieures

and the cows complemenlaires, are based directly upon the work

done in the lower schools. The first year of these courses cor

responds with the eighth or ninth year of our schools and adds

algebra and either German or English to the above subjects.

In Germany there are, in general, two kinds of elementary

schools, the first and by far the most numerous being the

public schools, which are free in most parts of the empire.

These schools, known as the people's schools ( Vblkschulen)

or community schools ( Gemeinde-schulen) , have a course from
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six to eight years in length, generally eight, comprising the

following subjects: religion, language (German), reading,

writing, arithmetic, history, geography, natural history, ge

ometry, physics, drawing, singing and gymnastics. In some

places a foreign language (either Latin, French or English)

and algebra are added to the course. This course, unlike

the elementary school courses in France and America, is not

directly connected with the high school courses, inasmuch as

the latter courses demand much more foreign language study

in the first six or eight years of school life than is given in the

common or people's school.

The second kind of elementary schools are included in the

lower grades of the various kinds of high schools and the pre

paratory schools ( Vorschulen) , which generally have a course

three years in length. Upon the supposition that the ele

mentary course in these schools covers a period of eight years,

three years in the preparatory school and five years in the

high school proper, the time given to Latin is five years ; to

French or English, two to four years; and to Greek, two

years, in addition to the subjects mentioned above. The lower

grade of high schools does not teach Greek and the girls' high

schools do not teach either Latin or Greek.

The committee appointed by the National Educational Asso

ciation, known as the "Committee of Ten," recommended in

its report of 1893, in respect to subjects not ordinarily pursued

in grammar schools, (1) that Latin be begun in the grammar

school, (2) that German or French be begun the fifth year of

school and continue through the course of eight years, (3) that

algebraic expressions and symbols be used in simple equations

in connection with arithmetic, (4) that concrete geometry be

studied from the fifth to the eighth year inclusive, and (5) that

natural history and elementary science be taken throughout the

course.

The report of the Committee of Fifteen, read at the Cleveland

meeting of the Department of Superintendence, in 1895, rec

ommended that the following subjects be taught (the figures

denote the year of school) : reading, 1—8 ; penmanship, 1-6 ;

spelling lists, 4-6 ; language and grammar, 1-7 ; Latin or

French or German, 8; arithmetic, 1-6; algebra, 7, 8; geog

raphy, 2-8 ; natural science and hygiene, 1-8 ; history of United
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States, 7, 8 ; Constitution of United States, 8; general history

and biography, 1-8 ; physical culture, 1-8 ; vocal music, 1-8 ;

drawing, 1-8 ; manual training, sewing and cooking, 7, 8.

From a review of the courses pursued in the English, French

and German elementary schools and the courses recommended

by the Committee of Ten and the Committee of Fifteen, it will

be seen that there is practical unanimity in respect to carrying

on, during the whole or a part of the time, reading, language,

penmanship (including spelling, composition, writing and

grammar), arithmetic, elementary science or nature study,

physiology and hygiene, geography, history.

The points of agreement or disagreement in all other sub

jects appear in the following table : —

Table III. — Showing the Place which is given to a Foreign Language,

Algebra, Geometry and Manual Training in English, French and

German Courses and in Courses recommended by the Committee of

Ten and Committee of Fifteen.

[Letters need to denote the courses are nsed as follows : E. English Public Elementary

School. Fr. French Elementary School. G. V. German People's School. G. G. Lower

classes of the German Gymnasium and the Preparatory Department. G. R. Lower

classes of the German Real-Gymnasium and the Preparatory Department. G. O.

Lower classes of the German Oberrealschal and the Preparatory Department. T.

Report of Committee of Ten. F. Report of Committee of Fifteen.]

Latin, . . . E.1 Fifth, sixth and seventh years.
G. G. Fourth to eighth year.
G. R. Fourth to eighth year.
T. Time not given.

F. Either Latin, French or German, eighth year.

One or more mod- E.1 Fifth, sixth and seventh years.
ern languages. G. G. Seventh and eighth years.

G. R. Sixth to eighth year, French ; eighth year, English.
G. O. Fourth to eighth year, French ; seventh and eighth years, English.
T. German or French, optional, fifth to eighth year.
F. Either Latin, French or German, eighth year.

Algehra, . . E.1 Fifth, sixth and seventh years.
G. G. Custom varies as to time and extent.
G. R. Custom varies ns to time and extent.
G. O. Custom varies as to time and extent.
T. With arithmetic in latter part of the course.

F. Seventh and eighth years.

Geometry, . . E.1 Fifth, sixth and seventh years.
Fr. All grades.
G. V. Seventh and eighth years, constructive and demonstrative.
G. G. Custom varies as to time and extent.
G. R. Custom varies as to time and extent.
G. O. Custom varies as to time and extent.
T. One period a week during last four years.

E. Needlework for girls required in all grades.
Fr. All grades, - cardboard and woodwork for boys ; needlework for

girls.
G. V. Sewing required in higher grades of girls' schools.
F. Seventh and eighth years.

1 Optional ; see page 19.
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The foregoing testimony of practice and opinion in respect

to suitable subjects of instruction in elementary schools seems

to be convincing so far at least as the usefulness and desirabil

ity of including some subjects in the curriculum of those schools

which have hitherto been begun in the high school. How far

such extension of the elementary school curriculum should be

carried will depend largely upon the way in which the subjects

are taught or upon what aspects the various subjects are pre

sented. As we come to know the choices and capacities of

pupils, we find that breadth rather than depth of knowledge is

needed in the earlier grades, and that the elements of any sub

ject may fittingly be presented to young children. But the

mistake must not be made of anticipating the child's mental

growth by presenting as a science or as philosophy what ought

to be matters of observation or fact. The present sharp divi

sion line between the grammar school course and the high

school course may be eliminated by an extension of the high

school studies into the lower grades, but the existing difficulty

will be greatly enhanced if these studies are brought down in

their present form. Such an extension of studies instead of

enrichment would be impoverishment and waste.

Again, in choosing subjects of instruction for the elementary

school course, the difficulty of a multiplicity of studies must

not be overlooked. So far as a correlation of kindred subjects,

either in the course of studies or in the teaching, can help to

meet the difficulty it should be made. And finally, the immedi

ate as well as ultimate and general needs of the children should

be met so far as circumstances will permit. While it is true

that the education of children and youth should be rounded off

at every stage, and that what is proper preparation for a higher

grade of instruction should be a proper preparation for life, it

is also true that a differentiation of studies somewhere in the

course, according to the taste and needs of pupils, may be

highly desirable whenever it can be done without detriment

to the best interests of the schools. These considerations,

namely, the recognition of the laws of mental growth and

development, the avoidance of multiplicity and complexity and

the differentiation of work required or permitted, should receive

careful attention in the apportionment of subjects. To assist

in the solution of these questions it seems desirable to ascertain
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the relative value of studies as expressed in the best programs

in actual use at the present time and as recommended by the

wisest educators.

Time Limits.

It is evident that the time to be given to each branch of

instruction must depend not only upon its value as an aid in

securing the ends of education, but also upon its value as com

pared with that of all other branches. As in determining

what subjects should be pursued, so in allotting the time to be

given to each subject, reference should be made to the course

of studies which is followed in the best schools. The time

programs of such schools ought to furnish the best evidence

of a wise and practicable apportionment of time to the various

subjects. This question will be greatly simplified if a classifi

cation and grouping be made of all subjects that are likely to

constitute the course. There may be a difference of opinion as

to the basis of classification and as to the number of groups to

be made, so far as a proper presentation of subjects is con

cerned, but as the present purpose of grouping is simply to

ascertain the amount of time which should be given to the

various subjects in the construction of a course of studies, the

division here will be made on lines which have been made

already in other investigations, as follows : —

1. Language, including reading, writing, language lessons,

grammar, Latin, French and German.

2. Mathematics, including number work, arithmetic, algebra

and geometry.

3. History, including literature, civil government, biogra

phy and history proper.

4. Natural science, including nature study, elementary

science and geography.

For convenience of comparison with results contained in

other reports no account will be taken for the present of sub

jects not named in the above list, viz., singing, drawing and

manual training. The place and time of these subjects in the

program will be discussed later.

A careful examination of the seventy-six courses under con

sideration shows great differences in respect to the relative

amounts of time given to the various groups of subjects named.
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These differences may be accounted for in part perhaps by the

differences of conditions under which the schools of the various

cities and towns are carried on, but more I believe by the

indifference on the part of some school officials to the highest

ends of education and to a proper adjustment of the subjects

to be taught. Little good would be accomplished by publish

ing the details of these courses, and an average of times

reported for each subject or group of subjects would not give

a reliable standard of values such as is desirable in mak

ing a course of studies. A nearer approach to such a standard

will be made by giving the details and averages of a few

courses with the object in view of ascertaining the relative time

given to subjects of limited and more extended curricula. I

have, therefore, gathered the following facts from ten typical

courses which were made with the most care by persons of

ability and good judgment, and which have been in successful

operation in schools of highest reputation. The table contains

the number of minutes a week that is given in recitation to a

pupil or group of pupils in each grade and in each subject of

the four groups named above. It will be seen that literature

is classed with history, it being assumed that pupils acquire

the mechanical process of learning to read during the first three

years, and that all reading done after the third year is either in

literature or history.

Reference will be made later to some modification of the

figures here given : —
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Table IV. — Showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent by a

Pupil or Group of Pupils in Recitation in Each Grade and Subject,

and the Percentage of Time given for Each Group of Studies.

[Figures enclosed in .parentheses indicate the time that is given to an optional

or alternative study. Figures ahove parentheses indicate the average time, weekly,

during the year.]

Course A.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

tlradt

4.

Grade

1 S.

Grade Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Icrade

9.

Per

0. Cent,

Reading 120 150 150 »_ *_ *_ *_ *_ *_

Writing 100 100 75 100 60 60 60 60 60

I. Spelling (lists), . - - 75 75 100 100 100 11 HI 100 • 45.7

Language and corapo'n, 45 60 75 60 60 60 60 60 60

.Grammar, - - - 80 60 75 75 60 60

[Arithmetic, . 75 75 75 125 125 12.,, 125 100 100
|l6.8n.

30

'Nature study, 30 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
)

III. .{ Physiology and hyg'ne, 15 15 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 ^25.1

.Geography, . 15 30 30 100 125 125 100 90 60 J

IV.-
Literature, _ - _ 100 100 100 75 75 75

J-12.2
Civil gov't and history, 80 90

I. Per cent., 66.2 63.2 65.7 43.3 38.8 40.1 43.0 39.1 38.6

II. Per cent 18.7 15.3 13.1 17.1 17.3 16.9 18.2 13.9 17.9 -

m. Per cent 15.0 21.4 21 0 26.0 29.8 29.2 27.7 25.1 20.6 -

IV. Per cent - - - 13.6 13.8 13.6 HI. 9 21.6 22.6 -

Course B.

Reading 120 150 135 *_ *_ *_ *_ *_ *_

Writing 120 120 60 60 60 60 45 60 -
|

Spelling (lists), . - 50 40 40 40 40 40 45 - . 44.2

Language and compo'n, 120 150 75 75 100 80 80 150 150

1 80 80 150 150

■■•{ |l6.4
Arithmetic, . 50 75 75 75 125 125 125 150 150

Bookkeeping, 60 |

f Nature study, 100 100 45 45 50 40 40 40 30 1

IH.^ Physiology and hyg'ne, 50 50 20 20 20 20 20 25 150 J- 21.0

(.Geography, . - 20 30 45 100 100 75 60 j

Literature, - - - 135 175 125 100 100 120

J-18.2
Civil gov't and history, - 10 15 15 20 20 50 90 150

i. 64.8 28.9 37.6 37.4 46.4 31.2Per cent 64.2 62.6 34.3

ii. 10.3 15.1 14.7 18.1 18.1 19.0 17.2 21.8Per cent 9.9 -

m. 23 4 19.1 21.5 23.1 20.6 14.3 18.7Per cent 26.7 24.6 -

IV. 21.0 23.0 21.8 28.1Per cent - 1.3 3.0 29.4 28.2 -

* Classed with literature-history.
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Table IV. — Showing Number of Minutes a Week, etc. — Continued.

Course C.

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

S.

Grade Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Per

Cent.

Reading,. 360 300 300 *_ *_ *_ *_

Writing, .

j 90

i 105 105 105 60 60 - -

SpeUing (lists), 1 90 90 90 90 60 60 60 . 45.5

Language and compo'n, 200 105 105 105 120 90 90 150

, Grammar, - - - - - 150 90 60

,Arithmetic, . • • 150 250 250 240 275 225

J 225
195

1

II.- Geometry, 27.4

(.Algebra,. • • - - - - - - 80 90 j

Physiology and hyg'ne,

^ Geography, .

15 15 15 15 15 15 15

225

15
'

225 225
. 11.0

H

Literature, . _ _ - 300 180 150 150 150 1

Civil gov't and history,
• 15.0

- - - - - - - 225
J

i. Per cent., 79.7 69.3 69.3 35.0 27.9 36.9 25.6 28.5

n. Per cent., 18.4 28.9 28.9 28.0 28.4 23.0 32.6 30.1

ni. Per cent.. 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 24.8 24.6 25.6 1.5 -

IV. Per cent., • » - - - 35.0 18.6 15.3 16.0 39.6 -

Course D.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade Grade Grade! Grade Grade Grade Grade C.nule Grade Per

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 7. 8. «C. Cent.

f Reading 150 200 200 » *_ *_ *_ *_ *_

Writing 75 75 75 90 90 90 90 - -

Spelling (lists), . - - - 50 50 50 40 20 20 •40.6

Language and compo'n, 75 75 100 200 200 200 120 120 90

120 120 90 .

Arithmetic, . 100 200 200 150 150 150 150 150 150 1

n.. Bookkeeping, 80 j-22.9

60 80 j

f Nature study, 80 80 80 30 30 30 30 30 80 1

m.^ Physiology and hyg'ne, 20 20 20 30 30 30 30 30 30 >18.5

I, Geography, . - - - 120 120 120 120 120 -
j

IV J
'Literature, - - - 200 200 175 175 120 120

IV.j
Civil gov't and history, - - - - - 30 30 90 120

>17.8

I. Per cent., . 60.0 53.8 55.5 39.0 39.0 38.8 40.8 30.2 23.2

II. Per cent., . . 20.0 30. 7 29.6 17.2 17.2 17.1 16.5 24.4 36.0

HI. Per cent., 20.0 15.3 14.8 20.6 20.6 20.5 19.8 20.9 12.7 -

IV. Per cent - - - 22.9 22.9 23.4 22.6 24.4 27.9 -

* Classed with literature-history.
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Table IV. — Showing Number of Minutes a Week, etc. — Continued.

Course 33.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade! Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade

9.

Per

1. ». 3. 4. 5. «. 7. 8. Cent.

'Reading 150 160 210 *. *_ *_ *_ *.

60
Writing 100 100 100 120 120 125 120 120 (120)

Spelling (lists), . 30 100 100 80 60 60 40 40 45
47.5

Language and coinpo'n, 50 40 120 160 160 100 30 30 45

Grammar, . - - - - - 30 75 100 115

'Arithmetic, . 82 125 115 170 125 150 120 150
[ 150

1

It. W9.1
60 |

(120) J

'Nature study, 40 30 60 60 40 50 40 40 45

m..
Physiology and hyg'ne, 10 15 12 20 40 30 40 40 35

>18.6
67

.Geography, . - - 40 120 90 80 80 100 (115) J

Literature, _ _ 150 100 90 120 120 140 1

IV.- 57 j-14.5
Civics and history, ~ 60 40 100 (115)

J

'. Per cent., 71.4 70.1 70.0 4(1 . 9 46.2 40.6 37.5 34.5 32.7 _

n. Per cent 17.7 21.9 15.1 19.3 17.1 19.3 17.0 17.8 25.9 -

III. Per cent 10.8 7.8 14.7 22.7 23.1 20.6 22.6 21.4 16.9 -

IV. Per cent - - - 17.0 13.6 19.3 22.6 26.1 24.3 -

Course F.
 

'Reading,. .

Writing, .

I.< Spelling (lists)

J Language and compo'n

I

II.

f Arithmetic, .

Algebra, .

Bookkeeping,

Geometry,

C Elementary science,

III. < Physiology and hyg'ne

I, Geography, .

IV.
| Literature, .

I Civics and history,

160

100

100

25

150

78

75

75

■200

150

100

75

50

100

75

200

15

50

50

100

125

1)0

20

90

150

50

125

90

20

90

150

(in

ISO

150

100

no

90

150

GO

ISO

100

30

60

150

90

I. Per cent.,

II. Percent.,

III. Per cent.,

IV. Per cent.,

77.7

5.5

16.6

71.4

14.2

14.2

75.8

13.7

10.3

31.2

17.3

21.5

29.8

25.8

16.1

25.8

32.2

20.7

18.5

29.6

31.1

27.5

18.7

27.5

26.2

27.5

18.7

23.7

30.0

• Classed with literature-history.
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Tablk IV. — Showing Number of Minutes a Week, etc. — Continued.

Course G.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade Grade Grade Grade, Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Per

1. a. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. S. •. Cent.

f Reading,. 150 180 180
, *_ »_ *_ »_ *_ *_

Writing, . 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 30 -

Spelling (lists), . 60 60 60 00 60 60 00 30 30 44.3

Lang., comp. and gram., 60 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120

(120) (120)

60 60
Arithmetic and geom'y, 80 80 80 120 120 120 120 (120) (120)

n. 60 60 .17.8
Algebra (120) (120)

_ Bookkeeping, 30

Ele. Bci. and physiology, 60 60 60 120 120 60 60 60 60

nr. 60 60 60 .19.4

L Geography, . . . - - - 60 60 120 (120) (120) (120)

f Literature, . _ _ - 180 180 120 120 60 60 1

IV. 60 60 60 >18.3

Civics and history, 120 (120) (120) (120)
J

I. Per cent., 70.2 75.0 75.0 33.2 33.3 30.7 36.3 33.3 27.7 _

II. Per cent 17.0 14.2 14.2 16.6 16.6 15.3 18.1 22.2 27.7 -

III. Per cent 12.7 10.7 10.7 25.1 25.0 23.0 18.1 22.2 22.2 -

IV. Per cent - - - 24.9 25.0 30.7 27.2 22.2 22.2 -

Course H.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

3.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Per

Cent.

Reading, .... 150 200 125 *_ *. *_ *. *_

Writing 75 75 75 75 50 50 30 30

I..
Spelling (lists), .

Language and compo'n,

English grammar, .

Latin

1 -
15 100 100 100 125 20 20 • 34.4

120 120

(120)(120)

'Arithmetic, . . .

Algebra,. . . .

120 120 100 100 100 125 90 60

90(60) • 20.9

(.Geometry, - - - - - 50 (60) - J

Elementary science,
]

physiology and hy

giene. },

75 75 75 75 75 90 90
. 23.2

L Geography, . - - 60 60 60 80 120 120

H

Literature, . - - - 125 125 125 90 90
21.3

Civics and history, - - 60 60 60 60 120 120
J

I. Per cent 55.1 59.7 50.4 20.4 26.3 25.3 22.9 22.9 _

II. Per cent., . . 27.5 24.7 16.8 16.8 17.5 25.3 20.2 20.2 -

III. Per cent 17.2 15.4 22.6 22.6 23.6 22.4 28.3 28.3 -

IV. Per cent - - 10.0 31.0 32.4 26.8 28.3 28.3 -

* Classed with literature-history.
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Table IV. — Showing Number of Minutes a Week, etc. — Concluded.

Course I.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

8.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Grade

9.

Per

Cent.

"Reading,. 225 200 300 *_ *^ *_ *_ *_ *_

Writing 300 75 60 90 75 40 50 60 -

I.
Spelling (lists), . . - 75 75 90 60 90 90 50 -

,43.2
Language and compo'n, 150 75 300 165 175 90 60

60

100

120

40

(80)

(200)

r

.

40 1
Arithmetic, . - 100 300 200 175 120 90 140 (80)

120

40
,18.4

Bookkeeping, (80)

Geometry, - - - - - 30 45 60 -

Elementary science, 15 30 75 60 120 60 60 50 40

Physiology and hygiene, 15 15 15 60 60 60 60 60 - . 20.1

l Geography, . - - - 200 175 90 90 100 (80)

■H
' Literature, - - - 180 300 150 120 120 160

. 18.1
Civics and history, - - - - - 60 60 120 160

i. Per cent., 95.7 74.5 65.3 33. e 27.1 27.8 33.1 33.6 15.7

n. Per cent - 17.5 26.6 19.1 15.3 18.9 17.1 20.4 26.3 _

in. Per cent., 4.2 7.8 8.0 30.6 31.1 26.5 26.7 21.4 15.7 -

IV. Per cent - - - 17.2 26.3 26.5 22.9 24.4 42.1 -

Course J.

BRANCHES.
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Per

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. Cent.

Reading 150 200 150 *_ *_ *. *_

Writing 150 100 100 100 75 60 60 30

I.
Spelling (lists), . 75 75 75 75 45 50 75 60

^ 46.6
Language and compo'n,

Grammar,

100 45 75 125 120 90 60

(150)

(150)

60

(120)

(120)Latin

'Arithmetic, . 150 100 100 125 120 90 60 60

.

1

n,

, Geometry, 30

60

30

> 16.J

'Elementary science, 60 40 60 100 60 60 60

.

- 1

ra.. Physiology and hyg'ne, - - 20 20 - - 60 - • 19.4

1, Geography, . - - 80 125 120 90 60 90 J

H

'Literature, - - - 125 150 150 90 90
. 17.5

History - - - - 90 90 120 90

i. Per cent 69.3 75.0 60.6 37.7 30.7 29.4 45.0 36.0

ii. Per cent., 21.8 17.8 15.1 15.7 15.3 13 2 11.7 20.0 -

in. Per cent 8.7 7.1 24.2 30.8 23.0 22.0 15.6 20.0

IV. Per cent - - 15.7 30.7 35.2 27.4 24.0 -

* Classed with llterature-Mstory.
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Resemblances and differences of times indicated in the fore

going schedules will appear in the following tables : —

Table V. — Showing Average Per Cent. of Recitation Time given to

Each of Four Groups of Studies pursued in Ten Cities and Toums.
 

COURSE.
Language

Group.

Mathematics

Group.

S ci e d ce

Group.

Literature-His

tory Group.

45. 7 16.8 25.1 12.2

44.2 16.4 21.0 18.2

45.5 27.4 11.0 15.0

40.6 22.9 18.5 17.8

47.5 19.1 18.6 14.5

r 38.8 18.1 22.0 21.0

G 44.3 17.8 19.4 18.3

H 34.4 20.9 23.2 21.3

43.2 18.4 20.1 18.1

46.6 16.2 19.4 17.5

43.0 19.4 19.8 17.4

Table VI. — Showing the Percentage of Recitation Time given in Each

Grade to Each of Four Groups of Studies pursued in Ten Cities

and Towns.

GRADE OR

YEAR OF

SCHOOL.

Groupof Studies.

Course

A.

Course

15.

Course

C.

Course

I).

Course

E.

Course

F.

Course

G.

Course

H.

Course

I.

Course

J.

Aver

age.

r
I. 66.2 64.2 79.7 60.0 71.4 77.7 70.2 55.1 95.7 69.3 70.9

II. 18.7 9.9 18.4 20.0 17.7 5.5 17.0 27.5 - 21.8 15.6

m. 15.0 26.7 1.8 20.0 10.8 16.6 12.7 17.2 4.2 8.7 13.4

i
IV.

r
i. 63.2 64.8 69.3 53.8 70.1 71.4 75.0 59.7 74.5 75.0 67.6

9 J
n. 15.3 10.3 28.9 30.7 21.9 14.2 14.2 24.7 17.5 17.8 19.5

*.> • -\

1 in. 21.4 23.4 1.7 15.3 7.8 14.2 10.7 15.4 7.8 7.1 12.4
1

IV. 1.3 .1I
-

.
i. 65.7 62.6 69.3 55.5 70.0 75.8 75.0 50.4 65.3 60.6 65.0

s
ii. 13.1 15.1 28.9 29.6 15.1 13.7 14.2 16.8 26.6 15.1 18.8

ra. 21.0 19.1 1.7 14.8 14.7 10.3 10.7 22.6 8.0 24.2 14.7

IV. - 3.0 - - - - - 10.0 - - 1.3

r i. 43.3 34.3 35.0 39.0 40.9 31.2 33.2 29.4 33.0 37.7 35.7

4
ii. 17.1 14.7 28.0 17.2 19.3 17.3 16.6 16.8 19.1 15.7 18.1

in. 26.0 21.5 1.7 20.6 22.7 21.5 25.1 22.6 30.6 30.8 22.3

1
IV. 13.6 29.4 35.0 22.9 17.0 29.8 24.9 31.0 17.2 15.7 23.6

r I. 38.8 28.9 ,27.9 39.0 46.2 25.8 33.3 26.3 27.1 30.7 32.4

■
II. 17.3 18.1 28.4 17.2 17.1 16.1 16.6 17.5 15.3 15.3 17.8

III. 29.8 24.6 24.8 20.6 23.1 25.8 25.0 23.6 31.1 23.0 26.1

IV. 13.8 28.2 18.6 22.9 13.6 32.2 25.0 32.4 26.3 30.7 24.3
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Table VI. — Showing the Percentage of Recitation Time, etc. —

Concluded.
 

GRADE OR

YEAR OF

SCHOOL.

Groupof Studies.

Course

A.

Course

B.

Course

C.

Course

D.

Course

E.

Course

F.

Course

G.

Course

H.

Course

I.

Course

J.

Aver

age.

f I. 40.1 37.6 36.9 38.8 40.6 20.7 30.7 25.3 27.8 29.4 32. 7

II. ie.9 18.1 23.0 17.1 19.3 18.5 15.3 25.3 18.9 13.2 18.5

I

m. 29.2 23.1 24.6 20.5 20.6 29.6 23.0 22.4 26.5 22.0 24.1

IV. 13.6 21.0 15.3 23.4 19.3 31.1 30.7 26.8 26.5 35.2 24.2

f
i. 43.0 37.4 25.6 40.8 37.5 27.5 36.3 22.9 33.1 45.0 34.9

n. 18.2 19.0 32.6 16.5 17.0 18.7 18.1 20.2 17.1 11.7 18.9

I

in. 27.7 20.6 25.6 19.8 22.6 27.5 18.1 28.3 26.7 15.6 23.2

IV. 10.9 23.0 16.0 22.6 22.6 26.2 27.2 28.3 22.9 27.4 22.7

r
i

i. 39.1 46.4 28.5 30.2 34.5 27.5 33.3 22.9 33.6 36.0 33.2

i ii. 13.9 17.2 30.1 24.4 17.8 18.7 22.2 20.2 20.4 20.0 20.4

j
m. 25.1 14.3 1.5 20.9 21.4 23.7 22.2 28.3 21.4 20.0 19.8

i IV. 21.6 21.8 39.6 24.4 26.1 30.0 22.2 28.3 24.4 24.0 26.2

C i. 38.6 31.2 - 23.2 32.7 23.5 27.7 - 15.7 - 27.5

I
n. 17.9 21.8 - 36.0 25.9 29.4 27.7 - 26.3 - 26.4

1

I

'n. 20.6 18.7 - 12.7 16.9 23.5 22.2 - 15.7 - 18.6

IV. 22.6 28.1 - 27.9 24.3 23.5 22.2 - 42.1 - 27.2

While some quite astonishing differences appear in the fore

going tables there is substantial agreement in many essential

features. All agree in giving the so-called content studies a

large share of time. In even the best schools of a few years

ago science, literature and history held a minor place in the

program, while mathematics and the formal side of language

absorbed a large share of the time. The same is true to-day of

our poorer schools. The courses under consideration agree

with considerable unanimity in giving to the science group and

to the literature-history group about the same time that is

allowed for mathematics, or about one fifth of the time for each

group. As the pupils progress, the average time allotment

for mathematics decreases and that for the other two groups

increases. The relatively large proportion of time given to

mathematics in the ninth grade is accounted for from the fact

that in three of the courses extra time is given to algebra,

geometry and bookkeeping.

It will be seen in Table VI. that the average time given to

language falls off suddenly after the third grade from about

two thirds to about one third of the time allotted for all. This.
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is accounted for largely by the fact that reading after the third

year is counted as literature, it being assumed that the process

of learning to read is completed at the end of that year and

that all reading after that time should be classed with literature

and history. But as a matter of fact, in the schools under

consideration not all of the first three years is taken for the

mechanical process of learning to read. It is safe to say that

one half of the reading time in the third grade and one quarter

of the time in the second grade are given to reading such pieces

as properly come under the fourth group of studies. It is also

to be observed that the foregoing tables were prepared from

daily programs which in no case included the general exer

cises in memory gems, or recitations and declamations, and to

story telling in the primary grades. These subjects would

also properly be classed with the literature-history group. By

a careful estimate based upon observation and special inquiry

there should be added on account of these exercises an average

of 40 minutes a week to the time given to Group IV. in the

primary grades and 20 minutes a week to the same group in all

other grades. With a revision of the time schedule (Table

V. ) in respect to the added time actually given to literature

and history, the average percentage of time given to each of

the four groups in all grades will appear as follows : —

Table VII. — Showing the Average Percentage of Time given in Ten

Courses to Each of the Four Groups of Studies in Each Grade.

GROUP OF STUDIES.
Grade

1.

Grade Grade Grade

3. | 4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Grade

9.

Aver

age.a.

I. Language, 65. r 58.0 49.1 34.7 31.5 32.0 34.3 32.5 27.1 40.3

II. Mathematics, . 14.4 18.5 17.1 17.6 17.4 18.1 18.5 20.0 25.9 18.6

III. Science, .... 12.4 12.1 12.8 21.6 24.5 23.6 22.7 19.4 18.2 18.5

IV. Literature-history, 7.4 13.1 20.8 25.8 26.2 25:8, 24.2 27.7 28.6 22.1

The percentages contained in the above table may be re

garded as a fair average of allotments made in the designated

groups of studies in our best schools, and represent some of the

best thought of the country respecting the relative value of

these groups. It will be interesting and useful to compare

these allotments with those recommended in other reports and

prescribed in courses of study of established merit.
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Report of the Committee of Ten. — The Committee of

Ten makes several recommendations as to studies which should

be pursued in the primary and grammar schools, but gives spe

cific times for only a few. Its recommendations as to the

number of periods to be given during the last four years of the

grammar school course are as follows : —

Fifth Grade. — German or French, 5 ; concrete geometry, 1 ;

science, 5 ; natural history, 2 ; biography and mythology, 3.

Sixth Grade. — German or French, 4 ; concrete geometry, 1 ;

science, 5 ; natural history, 2 ; biography and mythology, 3.

Seventh Grade. — German or French, 3 ; concrete geometry,

1 ; science, 5 ; natural history, 2 ; history and civil govern

ment, 3.

Eighth Grade. — English grammar, 3; German or French,

3 ; concrete geometry, 1 ; science, 5 ; natural history, 2 ; Greek

and Roman history, 3.

A school day of 5j hours, or 330 minutes, which allows 40

minutes for physical exercises, recesses and devotional exer

cises, yields 290 minutes for recitation and study. If from this

90 minutes are taken for study there are left 200 minutes for

recitation. Giving the shortest time for a period recommended

by the committee for the above-named subjects there would be

left from 68 to 92 minutes a day for reading, writing, com

position, arithmetic and geography, not counting Latin, which

is recommended to be begun in the grammar school, and sing

ing, drawing and manual training, which are not named in the

report. It is evident that, for any help in establishing a true

proportion of time for the various elementary school studies,

this report is of little value. Yet in emphasizing so strongly

as it does the value of elementary science and a modern

language, in giving four years of nearly full time to history

and in placing geography and arithmetic on an equality so far

as time is concerned, the report will greatly aid in determining

the place or rank of approved studies.

Report of the Committee of Fifteen. — Specific times

for all subjects to be taught are given in the report of the

Committee of Fifteen, from which is arranged the following

table for comparison with those already made : —
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Table VIII. — Showing the Number of Minutes a Week recommended

by the Committee of Fifteen to be spent in Recitation by a Pupil or

Group of Pupils in Each Grade and Subject, and the Percentage

of Time for Each Group of Subjects.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

Si.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Per

150 150 100

Cent.

150 150 100 100 75 75 - -

.!, Spelling (lists), - - - 80 100 100 - - •38.8

| Composition and grammar, . 75 75 100 100 125 . 125 150 -

150

60 60 100 100 125 125 - -
15.1

150 150

Ill (GeograPby 60 60 60/100 100 125 125 90 90

, ) Natural science and hygiene, . 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
21.0

(United States history, . 150 150/ 1

jy J United States constitution, /150
^24.9

General history, 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

J',Literature, .... - - - 100 125 125 150 150

I. Per cent 60.9

9.7

60.9

9.7

50.0

16.6

23.3

10.0

40.0

14.2

22.8

22.8

37.7

15.7

23.2

23.2

37.7

15.7

23.2

23.2

18.5

18.5

18.5

44.4

18.5

18.5

18.5

44.4

II. Per cent., -

III. Per cent., 19.5

9.7

19.5

9.7IV. Per cent.,

* Classed with literature-history.

It will be seen that the time allotted for mathematics is less

throughout the course than is given in Table VII. The amount

of time also in science and history is considerably larger in

some grades and more variable than is given in the averages

contained in the table. In the main, however, there are several

points of agreement between the two tables. These points of

agreement will aid materially in the construction of a time

program.

California Report. — An important investigation is now

being made by a committee of the California Council of Educa

tion, to consider the question of a uniform course of study for

the elementary schools of the State. The first report of the

committee was presented a year ago, in which were given some

opinions of eminent educators and the conclusions of school

superintendents and county institutes. One of the questions

asked was in reference to the proportion of time which should

be given in each grade to each of the four groups of subjects

named above. The committee received many replies to this
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question from which they selected two examples which might

serve as representatives of the whole number. The replies are

as follows : —

Report of Santa Cruz County Institute.

1st, 2d and 3d
Tears.

4th, 5th and 6th
Years.

7th, 8th and 9th
Tears.

\ of the time, | of the time, J of the time.

l-6th " " i 41
j „4

1.0th " " 1 H • •
4

1-Sth " i " " j "

Report prepared by the Joint Institute of the City and County of

Sacramento.

[The numbers represent the per cent, of the whole time given to the group of studies

indicated.]

GRADE. Language.

History
(including
Literature).

Arithmetic
(Numbers).

Science
(including

Geography).

Natural

85 5 5 5

2 50 20 15 15

50 15 25 10

50 15 20 15

40 15 25 20

35 20 25 20

Arranging these estimates in a table similar to previous

tables, we have the following : —

Table IX. — Showing the Percentage of Time recommended for Each

Group of Studies in Two Counties of California.

REPORT OP
Group Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

S.

Grade

O.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Grade

D.

Aver
age

Perof
Studies. Cent.

Language, . 50.0 50.0 50.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 25.0 25.0 25.0 36.1

Santa Cruz
Mathematics, 16.6 16.6 16.6 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 22.2

County In
Science, 16.8 16.6 16.6 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 22.2

stitute.
Literature-

history, . 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 25.0 25.0 25.0 19.4

Joint Institute Language, . 85.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 35.0 35.0 48.3

of the City Mathematics, 5.0 15.0 25.0 20.0 20.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 . 25.0 20.5

and County' Science, 5.0 15.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 16.6

of Sacra Literature-

mento. history, . 5.0 20.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 16.0
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French Schools. —Mention has been made of the lower

primary schools of France and the cours complementaires, con

stituting the first eight years of school for children beginning

at seven years of age. The following table is prepared from

the time schedule of a lower primary school, — six years. The

times of the electives of the last two years are not given.

Table X. — Showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent by a Pupil

or Ghroup of Pupils of a French Lower Primary School in Recita

tion in Each Grade and Subject, and the Percentage of Time given

for Each Group of Studies. »

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th Per
Year. Year. Year. Year. Year. Year. Cent.

300 300 150 *_ *_ •u
1

1

150 150 1 > 34.6

. Language and grammar, . 75 75 j 375
375 375 375 J

n. Arithmetic and geometry, . 150 150 300 300 300 300 19.2

'Object lessons and natnre

75 75 150 150 150 150
| 19.2

.Geography 75 75 150 150 150 150

TV
Literature, .... - - - 150 150 150

I 9ft 0.IV.
Morals, civics and history, . 225 225 300 300 300 300

I. Per cent., .... 50.0 50.0 41.1 26.3 26.3 26.3

n. Per cent 14.2 14.2 23.5 21.0 21.0 21.0 -

m. Percent., .... 14.2 14.2 23.5 21.0 21.0 21.0 -

IV. Per cent 21.4 21.4 23.5 31.5 31.5 31.5

* Classed with literature-history.

The relatively large amount of time given to Group IV. is

due to the fact that regular lessons in morals are required

throughout the course. It will be noticed that contrary to the

record given in tables VII. and VIII. mathematics is kept on

a par with science throughout the course.

German Schools. —The elementary schools of Germany,

as has already been said,* are in general of two kinds. The

time schedules of those which are independent of the high

schools are not all alike, and yet are determined to some ex

tent by general regulations of the government. The following

table is prepared from the time schedule of one of the people's

schools. The increased amount of time over that of our

• Page 19.
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schools may be accounted for from the fact that the daily ses

sions are longer than those of our schools, and also from the

fact that, unlike our schools, the greater part of the time of

pupils is spent in recitation.

Table XI. — Showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent by a Pupil

or Group of Pupils of a German People's School in Recitation in

Each Grade and Subject, and the Percentage of Time given for Each

Group of Studies.
 

BRANCHES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

Per

Cent.

200

300

200

. 250

200

350

*_ *_ *_ * _
|36.0

(Language and grammar, 350 400 350 350 350

f Arithmetic 150 200 200 200 200 200

50

200

100

200

100
| 20.9

f Object lessons and nature I

150 150 150 150 100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

>16.2

j

f Literature 200

200

150

200

100

150

200

100

100

200

100

100

100

100

1

IV.-i Religious instruction, . 100 100 150 J-26.7

j

I. Per cent., 55.5

16.6

16.6

11.1

50.0

22.2

16.6

11.1

52.3

19.0

14.2

14.2

31.8

18.1

13.0

36.3

82.0

16.0

16.0

36.0

28.0

20.0

16. 1

35.6

28.0

24. J

16.0

32.0

30.4

26.0

17.3

26.0

II. Per cent

III. Per cent

IV. Per cent.,

* Classed with literature-history.

It will be observed that while the times for mathematics and

science here given keep quite close to the averages for those

branches given in Table VII., the time for mathematics in all

grades beyond the primary is greater and the time for science

during the same period is less than the corresponding times

in that table. The two pr grams give language nearly equal

prominence throughout the course. The similarity would doubt

less be more apparent if the same revision had been made in

the German program that was made in the averages given in

Table VI. The comparatively high percentage of time given

to the fourth group in the middle and upper grades of this pro

gram is due to the fact that it includes that part of religious

instruction which has to do with Bible and church history.
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Looking over the whole field of observation so far as we

have gone in this inquiry, let us see what help we have for the

fixing of time limits in the various subjects of instruction.

Eeference has been made in the earlier part of this report *

to the differences in the age at which children are permitted to

begin the elementary school course in various places and in the

length of the course. The suggestions there made as to the

advisability of having sub-primary classes for children under

the age of six years are supported and reinforced by a study of

primary school requirements. In many schools where children

are permitted to enter at five, as much is attempted and fre

quently as much is done in reading, writing and number as is

done in schools whose minimum age of admission is six years.

That this gain is only an apparent one is obvious to all who are

able to compare results at the end of the course. The plan that

I would recommend is that in all places where children are per

mitted to enter school at five years of age, sub-primary classes

be established, whose work shall consist largely of an extension

or modification of the manual and observational work of the

kindergarten, supplemented by some of the nature work and

drawing now pursued in our best primary schools and by a

little reading, writing and number work.

If sub-primary classes are formed for children under six

years of age, the nine years' course for children who enter

school at five will be reduced to . an eight years' primary and

grammar school course, thus agreeing in age of admission,

grades and age of graduation with our present eight years'

course for children who are admitted at six years of age. By

this arrangement the second year time limits of all reported

nine years' courses may be regarded, for purposes of com

parison, as the limits for the first year, the third year's limits

as those of the second, and so on.

It may be well first to look at the time programs to ascer

tain some general points of agreement or disagreement. All

agree in giving the language group a larger share of time in the

first three years than is given to any other group. All agree

also in increasing the time for literature and history as the

pupils advance. The programs differ in the relative time to

* Page 0.
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be given to mathematics, but more than three fourths of the

programs give an equal or greater time to mathematics than

is given to science. The report of the Committee of Ten, not

included in the foregoing tables of time programs, assigns a

much larger place to science than to mathematics, giving to

geography alone as much time as is given to arithmetic. In

addition to this, five periods a week are allotted for science and

two periods a week for natural history.

Let us now inquire what modification of the time limits indi

cated in Table VII. should be made in the light of other time

limits reported and the apparent demands of an extended or

" enriched " course.

Sub-primary Grade. — If there is a kindergarten connected

with the schools this grade of children may be called the con

necting class. Assuming that 35 per cent, of the school time

is spent in physical exercises, games, manual training, etc.,

we may give 45 per cent, of the remaining time to exercises

which belong to the language group, 10 per cent, to number,

30 per cent, to observation or nature lessons and 15 per cent,

to story telling and memorizing of gems. These are nearty the

proportions of time given in some good " connecting classes."

Grade 1. —The average for language given seems to have

the support of the other courses and may be placed at 55 per

cent. The averages give about equal time to science and his

tory and a little more to mathematics than to either, but in

every other course reported science has an equal or greater

amount of time given to it than to mathematics. A fair ap

portionment in view of the kind of work needed to be done

would give the same amount of time, or 15 per cent., to each of

the three groups. The allotment as thus made would stand :

language 55, number 15, nature study 15, literature and his

tory 15.

The average given for language, 49.1, is a slight falling off

from the amount assigned for Grade 1 , but as an allowance was

made in the actual average in reading, for history and litera

ture, the revised average is not far from the estimates given

in other courses. If we place for the other three groups,

mathematics 15, science 15 and literature-history 20, we shall

have very nearly an average of the corresponding times in all

six tables.
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Grade 3. — The average time given to language for this

grade in Table VH. is considerably less than the time allotted

in the other programs. But as the figures given in the

report of the Committee of Fifteen and in the French and

German programs are intended to include the time given to

reading the difference is not great. The average for language

and history, given in Table VII., is therefore kept as a fair

proportion of time for the proposed program. An average

of the allotted times for mathematics and science in the six

tables gives a result of about 20 for each group, which is very

nearly the time allotted in Table VII. The percentages for

this grade will be language 35, mathematics 20, science 20

and history 25.

Grades 4, 5, 6. —The times given to the mathematics and

history groups in these grades seem to be about the same as

the corresponding times in Grade 3. They are therefore

recommended for the proposed program. The only change

proposed is to take 5 from the language group and give it to

the science, making the times allotted to science and history

the same.

Grade 7. —The only change proposed for this grade from

the percentages given in Grade G is to take 5 from the science

group and to add 5 to the literature-history group. This

change would seem to be warranted by the figures given in

most of the tables.

Grade 8. — The time allotted to mathematics for this grade

in Table VIL is about 5 per cent. more than that given for

Grade 7. If this extra time is made up from the time allotted

in Grade 6 to science, the result will be not far from an average

of the times given in all the tables. The percentages for lan

guage and history will remain as given for Grade 7.

The following table shows the percentages of time recom

mended as the basis for a proposed time program, together

with the percentages given in previous tables : —
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Table XI. — Showing the Percentage of Time recommended as a

Basis for a Proposed Time Program, together with Percentages

given in Previous Tables.

idles. California
Report.

PUPIL S AGE AND

GRADE.

Groupof Sto Table

VII.

Com
r rench

Schools.

German

Schools.

Pro

posed

Course.
Santa
Cruz

County.

Sacra
mento
County.

mittee of

Fifteen.

Age 6 to 6, called Grade 1 j

in Nine Tear's Course, . |

f
I. 65.7 60.0 85.0 _

1 I 10-0
II. 14.4 16.6 5.0 - -

III.

IV.

12.4

7.4

16.6

16.6

6.0

5.0

a i 30.0
•§ 1 15.0

- _
GO

I. 56.0 60.0 50.0 60.9 50 0 55.6 55.0

Age 6 to 7, Grade 1 or J II. 18.6 16.6 16.0 9.7 14 2 16.6 15.0

Grade 2 j III. 12.1 16.6 15.0 19.5 14 2 16.6 15.0

IV. 13.1 16.6 20.0 9.7 21 4 11.1 15.0

f
I. 49.1 50.0 50.0 60.9 50 0 50.0 50.0

Age' 7 to 8, Grade 2 or 1

Grade 3 |

II. 17.1 16.6 25.0 9.7 14 2 22.2 15.0

III. 12.8 16.6 10.0 19.5 14 2 16.6 15.0

IV. 20.8 16.6 15.0 9.7 21 4 11.1 20.0

I. 34.7 33.3 50.0 50.0 41 1 52.3 35.0

Ago 8 to 9, Grade 3 or J

Grade 4 |

II. 17.6 25.0 20.0 16.6 23 5 19.0 20.0

III. 21 6 25.0 15.0 23.3 23 5 14.2 20.0

I IV. 25.8 i 16.6 15.0 10.0 23 5 14.2 25.0

f
I. 31.5 33.3 60.0 40.0 26 3 31.8 30.0

Age 9 to 10, Grade 4 orj II. 17.4 26.0 20 0 14.2 21 0 18.1 20.0

Grade 5 j III. 24.6 25.0 15.0 | 22.8 21 0 13.6 25.0

I IV 26.2 16.6 15.0 22.8 31 5 36.3 25.0

f I. 32.0 33.3 40.0 37.7 26 3 32.0 30.0

Age 10 to 11, Grade 5 or 1 II. 18.1 25.0 25.0 15.7 21 0 16.0 20.0

Grade 6, . . . .) III. 23.6 25.0 20.0 23.2 21 0 16.0 25.0

1 IV. 25.8 16.6 15.0 23.2 31 5 36.0 25.0

r I. 34.3 25.0 40.0 37.7 26 3 28.0 30.0

Age 11 to 12, Grade 6 or J II. 18.5 25.0 25.0 15.7 21 0 20.0 20.0

Grade 7 j III. 22.7 25.0 20.0 | 23.2 21 0 16.0 25 0

I IV. 24.2 25.0 15.0 23.2 31 5 35.6 25.0

f I. 32.5 25.0 35.0 18.5 28.0 30.0

Age 12 to 13, Grade 7 or J II. 20.0 25.0 25.0 18.5 24.0 20 0

Grade 8 j III. 19.4 25.0 20.0 18.5 16.0 20.0

I IV. 27.7 25.0 20.0 41.4 32.0 30.0

r
I. 27.1 25.0 36.0 18.5 - 30.4 30.0

Age 13 to 14, Grade 8 or) II. 26.9 25.0 25.0 18.5 26.0 25.0

Grade 9 j

I

III. 18.2 25.0 20.0 18.5 17.3 15.0

-IV. 28.6 25.0 20.0 44.4 26.0 30.0

In making a time program some exercises not named in the

above-mentioned groups must be provided for. These exer

cises are singing, drawing and manual training. The percent
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age of the entire recitation time allotted for this miscellaneous

group of subjects in the ten courses under consideration is

shown in the following : —

Table XII. — Showing the Percentage of the Entire Recitation Time

allotted for Singing, Drawing and Manual Training in Ten

Courses.

COURSES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

s.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

A, 27.2 23.4 17.2 13.9 14.2 14.0 14.9 14.3

B 15.1 13.6 16.8 16.3 15.5 15.5 16.5 12.1

0 16.4 15.6 15.6 16.1 13.4 13.3 13.8 16.0

D, 28.5 23.5 23.2 16.3 16.3 16.2 12.5 13.1

E 30.7 25.1 26.0 16.8 24.6 21.3 22.9 20.0

F 28.0 34.3 27.5 25.7 24.0 25.4 22.6 22.6

G 20.3 16.6 17.6 . 14.2 14.2 13.3 15.3 18.1

H 22.3 24.2 21.6 21.7 22.4 24.5 26.1 26.7

I 26.1 23.5 11.8 11.8 15.5 21.0 25.6 21.6

J 17.8 22.2 23.0 22.3 20.8 22.3 15.0 20.6

Average, 23.2 22.2 20.0 17.5 18.0 18.6 18.5 18.5

The percentage of recitation time allotted for these subjects

in the French and German programs referred to above, and in

the course recommended by the Committee of Fifteen, is shown

in the following : —

Table XIII.— Showing the Percentage of the Entire Recitation Time

allotted for Singing, Drawing and Manual Training in French

and German Courses of Study and in the Course recommended by

the Committee of Fifteen.

COURSES.
Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

France, .... 22.2 22.2 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 _ _

Germany 10.0 10.0 19.0 16.4 13.8 13.8 13.8 14.8

Committee of Fifteen, 16.3 16.3 16.6 14.6 13.1 13.1 22.8 22.8

It will be seen from the above table that the time allotments

for the French course most nearly resemble the averages of the

ten courses given in Table XII. The comparatively low per

centage of time allowance for these subjects in the German

course and in the course recommended by the Committee of
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Fifteen is due to the fact that no time is allowed for manual

training in those courses except one hour a week in the last

two years of the latter course. It is apparent that the higher

percentages must be maintained if manual training is pursued

in all grades of the course. Even the averages given in Table

XII. do not show the full proportion of time that must be

given in a course which includes all three subjects of the mis

cellaneous group, and which gives from 60 to 90 minutes a

week to each subject. With this fact in mind, and the fact

that a comparatively greater amount of time will be needed for

these subjects in the lower grades, the approximate percentages

of time to be allowed for subjects of the miscellaneous group

in the proposed course may be as follows : —

First grade, 24 ; second grade, 24 ; third grade, 22 ; fourth

grade, 20; fifth grade, 20; sixth grade, 20; seventh grade,

20 ; eighth grade, 20.

The above percentages are of the entire recitation time of a

pupil or- group of pupils. The approximate percentages of a

proposed course given in Table XI. are based upon the time

given to four groups alone. A readjustment of these percent^

ages so as to be based upon the entire recitation time is shown

in the following : —

Table XIV. — Shotting the Approximate Percentage, in a Proposed

Course of Studies, of the Entire Recitation Time of a Pupil or

Group of Pupils spent in I. Language (including Beading, Writing,

Spelling, Composition, English Grammar and a Foreign Language),

II. Mathematics (including Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry and

Book-keeping), III. Elementary Science (including Nature Study,

Physiology, Hygiene and Geography), IV. History (including

English Literature, Civil Government, Biography and History

Proper), V. Miscellaneous Exercises (including Singing, Drawing

and Manual Training) .

GROUPS OF 8TUDIE8.
Sab-

primary.

Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

*.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

I. Language, . 29.0 40.0 37.0 28.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0

n. Mathematics, 6.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 20.0

m. Science, . 20.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 16.0 12.0

rv. History, 10.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 24.0 24.0

v. Miscellaneous, 35.0* 24.0 24.0 22.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

* Including physical exercises, games, manual training, form study, etc.
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The above percentages may be said to represent fairly the

present relative value in education of the given groups of

subjects as expressed in the most carefully planned courses of

study in this country. Besides serving as a basis for further

investigations, it is hoped that they will serve a two-fold pur

pose, first, in testing time programs in present use, and, sec

ondly, in assisting superintendents and teachers to make new

programs. To show a possible use of Table XIV. in the latter

direction the following time program is given, in which the

number of minutes a week of recitation time is found after

subtracting from the entire school time the time given to open

ing exercises, to study or busy work and to recesses and phys

ical exercises, the school day being 5 J hours long and there

being 5 days in the week.

Time Program, showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent in Reci

tation by a Pupil or Group of Pupils in Five Groups of Subjects;

also the Number of Minutes a Week given to Opening Exercises and

Recesses and to Study in School.
 

GROUPS OF STUDIES.

Sub-

pri

mary.*

Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade' Grade

S. 6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

325 360 333 273 234 240 240 276 276

II. Mathematics, 75 108 108 146 156 160 160 184 230

III. Elementary science, . 225 108 108 146 105 200 200 184 138

IV. History and literature, 125 108 135 195 195 200 200 276 276

V. Miscellaneous, 450f 216 216 215 195 200 200 230 230

Opening exercises, physical exer

cises and recesses, - 250 250 225 225 200 200 200 200

- 500 500 450 450 450 450 300 300

Total school time, . 1,200 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650

* Figures in this column indicate the number of minutes spent in recitation and busy work

taken together.

| Including physical exercises, games, kindergarten occupations, etc.

The recitation time indicated in the above program is in

tended to include the time more or less of which is spent under

the direction of the teacher, or which is spent in quiet work by

the pupil, as in some language work, nature study, drawing

and writing. The study time includes only the time that is

spent by the pupil without direction or aid from the teacher.

Of course the time allowed for busy work or study will
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depend upon the number of sections or groups in which the

recitations are heard. The above time program is made on the

supposition that the class or school is divided into three sec

tions in the first and second grades and into two sections in all

other grades, and that in some of the exercises the three or two

sections recite together.

Conclusions.

I have endeavored in this report to call attention to existing

courses of studies and practices in the best schools in the hope

of contributing, in a measure, to a solution of the questions

relating to (a) the age and admission of pupils and length of

the elementary course, (5) subjects of instruction to be pur

sued in the elementary schools, and [c) the relative amount of

time which should be given to five groups of subjects. The

conclusions, so far as they can be made from the data given,

are as follows : —

1. An eight-years' course should be provided for all pupils

whose age of entrance in school is six years, and for pupils

who enter at five years of age there should be formed a sub-

primary class, whose course is preparatory to the regular

elementary course or is a means of connection between the

elementary school and kindergarten wherever the kindergarten

is made a part of the public school system.

2. An extension of the elementary school curriculum so as

to include the elements of science, algebra, geometry, one for

eign language and manual training is both wise and practicable ;

but these subjects should be concrete and practical, and be closely

correlated with allied subjects that are ordinarily pursued in the

elementary schools. The reading of standard authors should

be begun in the third grade and be continued throughout the

course to the extent of several books every year.

3. In the sub-primary class, or connecting class between the

kindergarten and the first grade primary, a larger share of

time should be given to observation lessons, games, weaving,

paper cutting, etc., than is given in subsequent grades, while

a comparatively short time should be given to reading, writing

and number, the proportional allotments for this grade being

approximately as follows : for physical exercises, games,

manual training, etc., a little more than one third; for lan
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guage, including reading, writing and composition, a little less

than one third ; for number, one sixteenth ; for observation

lessons, one fifth, and for story telling and memorizing of

gems, one tenth.

The formal language studies should occupy a larger propor

tion of time in the earlier grades of the regular elementary

course than in the later grades ; while mathematics should have

a less prominent place in the lower grades than in the upper,

the approximate proportion of time for formal language exer

cises being from two fifths to one fourth and for mathematics

from one eighth to one fifth. The time allotted to elementary

science or nature study should be at the beginning of the

course about one eighth of the time, increasing in amount

until in the middle grades it is one fifth of the time, and falling

off in the last two grades to one sixth and one eighth of the

time. History, including literature, biography, civil govern

ment and history proper, should occupy about as much time as

science in the first six grades. In the two upper grades about

one fourth of the time should be given to the history group.

To singing, drawing and manual training there should be but

little difference in the proportion of time given in the various

grades of the course, the approximate proportion of time being

from one fourth to one fifth.

The above conclusions relate to the first two features of a

course of studies named in the beginning of this report. A

consideration of other features, involving the order in which

subjects and parts of subjects shall be presented and the dis

tribution of subjects in respect to both correlation and depart

mental instruction, must be left for a subsequent report.
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In a previous preliminary report upon A Course of Studies

for Elementary Schools * I discussed some features of the best

courses in this and other countries for the purpose of reach

ing a standard of practice respecting the studies to be pur

sued and a proper allotment of time to be given them. The

conclusions reached in that report were as follows : —

1. An eight years' course should be provided for all pupils

whose age of entrance in school is six years, and for pupils

who enter at five years of age there should be formed a sub-

primary class, whose course is preparatory to the regular

elementary course or is a means of connection between the

elementary school and kindergarten whenever the kindergarten

is made a part of the public school system.

2. An extension of the elementary school curriculum so as

to include the elements of science, algebra, geometry, one for

eign language and manual training is both wise and practicable ;

but these subjects should be concrete and practical, and be closely

correlated with allied subjects that are ordinarily pursued in the

elementary schools. The reading of standard authors should

be begun in the third grade and be continued throughout the

course to the extent of several books every year.

3. In the sub-primary class, or connecting class between the

kindergarten and the first grade primary, a larger share of

time should be given to observation lessons, games, weaving,

paper cutting, etc., than is given in subsequent grades, while

a comparatively short time should be given to reading, writing

and number, the proportional allotments for this grade being

approximately as follows : for physical exercises, games,

manual training, etc. , a little more than one third ; for lan

guage, including reading, writing and composition, a little less

than one third ; for number, one sixteenth ; for observation

lessons, one fifth, and for story telling and memorizing of

gems, one tenth.

* Sixtieth report of the Massachusetts Board of Education, pp. 437-480.
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The formal language studies should occupy a larger propor

tion of time in the earlier grades of the regular elementary

course than in the later grades ; while mathematics should have

a less prominent place in the lower grades than in the upper,

the approximate proportion of time for formal language exer

cises being from two fifths to one fourth and for mathematics

from one eighth to one fifth. The time allotted to elementary

science or nature study should be at the beginning of the

course about one eighth of the time, increasing in amount

until in the middle grades it is one fifth of the time, and falling

off in the last two grades to one sixth and one eighth of the

time. History, including literature, biography, civil govern

ment and history proper, should occupy about as much time as

science in the first six grades. In the two upper grades about

one fourth of the time should be given to the history-literature

group. In sipging, drawing and manual training there should

be but little difference in the proportion of time given in the

various grades of the course, the approximate proportion of

time being from one fourth to one fifth.

The last table of the report (Table XIV.) gives the per

centages of time for each group of subjects. It is as follows : —

Table XIV. — Showing the Approximate Percentage, in a Proposed

Course of Studies, of the Entire Recitation Time of a Pupil or

Group of Pupils spent in I. Language (including Beading, Writing,

Spelling, Composition, English Grammar and a Foreign Language) ,

II. Mathematics (including Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry and

Bookkeeping), III. Elementary Science (including Nature Study,

Physiology, Hygiene and Geography), IV. History (including

English Literature, Civil Government, Biography and History

Proper) , V. Miscellaneous Exercises (including Singing, Drawing

and Manual Training) .

Groups of Studies.
Sub-

primary.

Grade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

5.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

I. Language, 29.0 40.0 37.0 28.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0

II. Mathematics, 6.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 20.0

III. Science, 20.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 16.0 12.0

IV. History, 10.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 24.0 24.0

V. Miscellaneous, 35.0* 24.0 24.0 22.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

* Including physical exercises, games, manual training, form study, etc.
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In a circular letter sent to upwards of two hundred leading

teachers and superintendents, I asked, among other questions,

what change, if any, they would propose for the grouping

given in the above table. Few pronounced opinions were

expressed in respect to time allotments. Some would give

less time to science and history and others would give more ;

a few express a doubt as to the wisdom of reducing the time

for mathematics so much, while others would go even further in

the reduction. These and other opposing views lead me to

believe that the percentages stated in the table are approxi

mately near what should be given to the various groups of

subjects in a model course.

As to the grouping of subjects, some differences of opinion

appear. It should be said that the above division of subjects

was made so that comparisons of present courses could be

made with courses proposed in the report of the Committee of

Ten and in the California reports. Other divisions might very

properly be made, and for purposes of correlation would per

haps be preferred. Dr. Soldan, superintendent of the public

schools of St. Louis, says that "English literature should be

classed with ' language,' not with ' history.' The historical

part of it is not prominent enough to classify it under history."

This arrangement would agree substantially with that contained

in the report of the Committee of Fifteen, which classifies the

subjects as follows : —

I. Language, including reading, penmanship, spelling, literature

and grammar.

II. Mathematics, including arithmetic, algebra and geometry.

III. Geography, including the elements of science as well as

geography proper.

IV. History, including biography and civil government.

V. Miscellaneous, including drawing, singing, manual training

and physical culture.

A rearrangement of Table XIV. so as to include literature in

the language group would change the percentages in the first

and fourth groups, as shown in the following : —



Table XV. — Showing the Approximate Percentage, in a Proposed

Course of Studies, of the Entire Recitation Time of a Pupil or

Group of Pupils spent in I. Language (including Beading, Writing,

Spelling, Composition, English Grammar and Literature and a

Foreign Language), II. Mathematics (including Arithmetic,

Algebra, Geometry and Bookkeeping), III. Elementary Science

(including Nature Study, Physiology, Hygiene and Geography),

IV. History (including Civil Government, Biography and History

Proper), V. Miscellaneous Exercises (including Singing, Draw

ing and Manual Training) .

Groups of Studies.
Sub-

primary.

Qrade

1.

Grade

2.

Grade

3.

Grade

4.

Grade

S.

Grade

6.

Grade

7.

Grade

8.

I. Language, . 29.0 42.0 42.0 38.0 32.0 32.0 32.0 33.0 33.0

II. Mathematics, 6.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 20.0

III. Science, 20.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 16.0 12.0

IV. History, 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 15.0

V. Miscellaneous, 35.0* 24.0 24.0 22.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

* Including physical exercises, games, manual training, form study, etc.

The groupings made in the above tables suggest a matter of

vital importance in respect to a course of studies. I refer

to the—

Correlation of Studies.

As is well known, this subject has attracted much attention

of late among educators. To ascertain how far it has been

carried into practice, I made inquiry in my letter to superin

tendents of schools as to whether subjects are grouped with

special reference to correlation, and to what extent, if at all,

the teachers are following a systematic plan of a correlation of

studies. The answers to these inquiries show that in a large

percentage of schools the teachers are in the effort at least to

follow a well-defined plan of correlation. In most cases the

plan is that of a natural or logical correlation of two or three

subjects, as geography with history, nature study with geog

raphy and language with all other studies. In some replies

this idea is enlarged somewhat, as in the following : —

Jersey City, N. J. — "In primary department nature study with

(1) language and composition, (2) with reading, (3) with drawing ;

reading with language and composition. In grammar department,
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geography with history, nature study with reading, language and

composition, drawing with all, particularly with history."

Brookline, Mass. — "Geography, history and literature are corre

lated in every grade. Recently we have been trying to correlate the

music, using songs appropriate to the season and to the various sub

jects of nature study as they are taken up ; also songs of different

countries. Reading, drawing and language are correlated with all

other subjects."

, Springfield, Mass. — " Language studies are taught chiefly in con

nection. with thought studies. Physics and geography on the one

hand and geography and history on the other are closely connected.

The drawing is closely connected with geography, history, literature

and nature study."

Pawtucket, R. I. — " Geography is considered a large subject,

embracing these two content or thought centres : (1) nature study,

(2), history and literature. Topics selected from these centres are

presented' with a view to subsequent language work. The teacher

keeps this thought continually in mind : ' Am I presenting the sub

ject in a way to secure on the part of pupils a successful giving back

in, words ? ' The reading matter is selected with a view to supple

menting the instruction given by the teacher in lower grades and

text-book in the higher."

Gardner, Mass. — "A single exercise includes nature study, lan

guage and drawing. The reading is often selected with reference to

work done in other studies. Studies of animals, plants, etc., are

made to correspond with geography and history."

Pittsfield, Mass. — "In the first three years the information and

culture work coincides with geography, and the oral language and

written work are expected to depend mainly upon this for subject

matter. We are trying to base reading, spelling, writing and lan

guage drill upon the same vocabulary. We aim in our course of

study and instruction to secure breadth, accuracy, facility and in

spiration. The results seem to indicate that we are moving in the

right direction."

In quite a number of places the idea of correlation within

each of three or more groups is embodied, as shown in the

following : —

Winona, Minn., Normal Practice School. — (1) History, geog

raphy, drawing, natural science ; (2) reading, language and litera

ture ; (3) mathematics ; (4) vocal music and physical exercises.

"These groups interlace somewhat at some points. In primary

grades the most successful correlations are with language, read
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ing, natural science (nature study). The correlation of numbers

with these subjects has not proved successful, and has been largely

discontinued. In grammar grades the correlation of geography with

natural history and natural philosophy is very successful. Grammar,

reading and study of authors are well correlated."

Clinton, Mass. — "The groupings are: (1) history and civil

government ; (2) algebra, arithmetic and geography ; (3) literature

and language ; (4) nature study, geography and drawing. Lan

guage, writing, drawing and spelling are correlated with nature study,

geography and history. By this arrangement there is much saving

of time and effort and a more complete understanding of the subject."

St. Paul, Minn. — " Groupings are : (1) nature study ; (2) geog

raphy; (3) history and literature. Reading and 'language work

based upon these three so far as possible, also drawing, painting,

making and modelling. Results encouraging. Interest in school

work greatly increased."

Dedham, Mass. — " Groupings are : (1) history, civil government

and literature ; (2) elementary science and geography ; (3) arith

metic, geometry and mechanical drawing. Language, spelling, read

ing and writing are correlated with each of the above groups."

Bridgewater, Mass., Normal Practice School. — "The studies are

taken in five groups, viz.: (1) nature study; (2) mathematics;

(3) history ; (4) geography ; (5) language, including reading, spell

ing, penmanship, grammar, literature, composition, drawing, manual

training, music. The aim in all grades is definite knowledge of the

objects of thought and accurate expression in good English, oral and

written, centering the thought upon the child's activities rather than

upon the subject matter. The objects of thought are things and their

relations ; with the older pupils, causes according to their ability.

The results are that the children are observant, thoughtful, able to

express what they know. The constant endeavor is to make all the

work contribute to the unfolding and perfecting of the child's life."

Cleveland, 0. — The groupings made are as follows : —

r Plant study,

A. Nature study, . . . J Animal study,

Human body,

The earth, or geography.

United States history,! United

Civics,

Conduct and morals,

Industries.

r Study of authors and their works,

C Literature, . . Literature accompanying other branches,

I Reading.
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Objective study of language or construo-

D. Language,

I tion work,

| Spelling,

I Compositions, oral and written.

" The important relations are everywhere observed. Geography,

nature study and industries ; history and geography ; civics, morals

and history ; physiology, morals, physical culture and physics ; litera

ture and reading with all. The method is the natural method of

association, consciously carried out by the teacher under direction of

supervisors."

In some instances the correlation followed evidently includes

the idea of concentration, with one or two central studies, as

shown in the following plans : —

Minneapolis, Minn. — "In primary grades, reading, spelling,

writing, singing (to a degree), language (oral and written), drawing

and industrial work are correlated, as expressing and supplementing

the central thought of the morning talk. The subjects of the morn

ing lessons are nature study in spring and fall and literature in the

winter. In grammar grades there is no center of correlation. Lan

guage and composition are related to geography, history or general

lesson."

Cook County Normal School, Chicago. — " The central subjects are

science, geography and history. Writing, oral reading and all the

art work are concentrated upon the central subjects. Nearly ten

years ago the faculty began the work of correlation of all subjects.

The entire movement of the school is based upon this fundamental

principle. All modes of expression spring directly from investiga

tion and study of geography, history and nature study. Arithmetic

is Carefully correlated with all subjects."

Framingham, Mass., Normal Practice School. — " In the first grade,

all subjects are taken in one group, based on literature, — " the story

of Hiawatha." In the second and third grades, studies are grouped

as much as possible around science work. Some reading which is

real literature and number work are grouped with form as well as

science. In the grammar grades, reading is correlated with history,

geography, language and science ; language with reading, geography,

science, history and drawing ; geography with history."

California, Pa., Normal Practice School. — "Science and litera

ture are central studies. With them are associated reading, spelling,

writing, language, geography, and to some extent arithmetic and

drawing. The aim in general is to teach the form studies through

the content studies."
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Some replies give in detail the method pursued. The fol

lowing are among the best of the outlines of lessons pre

sented : —

Worcester, Mass. — Illustrative work in correlation of history,

literature, language (oral and written) and drawing (maps, pict

ures) : —

Settlement of Plymouth.

I. History. — Each child has geography open at map of Massachusetts,

(a) Description of town from recent visit.

(6) Historical points of interest, as " The Rock," " Pilgrim Hall," " Cem

etery," etc.

(c) Historical facts connected with points of interest. Illustrative pict

ures shown.

(d) Why people came ; England ; Holland ; " Mayflower " ; voyage ;

landing. Geography open at map of world.

(e) Experiences of first winter ; food ; climate ; Indians, etc. ; customs

of people.

II. Literature. — " Courtship of Myles Standish," "The Landing of the

Pilgrims " and " The Pilgrim Fathers " read and talked about.

III. Language. — Oral and written reproduction for clear, concise state

ments; paragraphing ; capitalizing ; punctuation, etc.

IV. Drawings, to illustrate written work, are made from pictures con

nected with subject matter; where possible, drawings are made from

objects ; also map of Massachusetts, locating Plymouth.

North Attleborough, Mass. — Illustrative work of one day in second

grade, October 20 : subject of morning talk, " Winds." The good

the winds do ; the harm. Direction of wind (this helped to review

points of compass). Children infer which is the cold winds, the

warm wind, the rain wind, and the wind which brings pleasant

weather. Memory gems in connection with winds learned and little

songs sung, — " Clouds of gray," " Come, little leaves," and " Which

way does the wind blow ? "

In spelling, such words as would be used in written work given.

In language, the words " hear" and " sea " and forms of " blow "

brought in connection with the subject. Filling of blanks in sen

tences like " Oh the wind ! " " The wind has the

leaves from the tree." Sentences written in answer to questions

placed upon the blackboard, such as, "Which is the cold wind?"

" Which wind brings rain ? "

Stories read and told : " Odysseus and his bag of winds ; " " How

the West Wind helped Dandelion;" "Four Winds," from "Hia

watha."

Normal, III. — Sixth grade. " History: Causes of the French and

Indian War ; desire of France and England to secure the fur trade ;
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differences in religion, etc. " Geography: Valley of St. Lawrence;

the Great Lakes ; Ohio River ; Nova Scotia and New Brunswick ;

Lake Champlain and Lake George ; pineries of west and north ; fish

eries on coast. Science : Fur-bearing animals, — beaver, otter, mink,

bear, buffalo, raccoon; also deer and moose. Arithmetic: Relative

size of the lakes, expressed decimally ; of the States in the once dis

puted territory ; relative worth of various kinds of furs, etc."

Some of the above extracts suggest possible dangers of over-

correlation, — the dangers of restraining limitations on the one

hand and of the forcing of unnatural relations on the other.

But some of them also suggest lines of correlation which every

course of study should indicate. If the desired correlation of

studies signifies nothing more than a means of remembering

certain facts of a subject, it may be limited to incidental refer

ences which any good teacher makes in her teaching, and no

mention need be made of such references in the course of

studies more than to state the fact that in every study the

teacher should bring together in the recitation certain related

ideas for the purpose of fixing those ideas more firmly in the

pupils' minds. It is asserted by some that a correlation of

studies means only a sequence of studies such as would be

made with the ends of education clearly in view. According

to others, these views of correlation are insufficient as a guide

to education. The mind, they say, naturally unifies the knowl

edge it receives, and it is the function of the course of studies,

as it is of the teacher, to assist nature in this work. With the

idea of incidental association of ideas only in mind, or that

of a proper sequence of topics in the study of a subject, the

teacher finds it difficult to "assist nature" in following some

of our present courses of studies. With these courses only as

guides, she might lead her pupils to learn the commercial cities

of Europe, the history of Mexico, the names of the planets and

the distinguishing characteristics of an orchid, to conjugate the

verb "to be," to write a composition upon perseverance, to read

about the exploits of John Smith, to perform problems in par

tial payments and to spell the names of the diseases, — all to

be studied and recited on the same day. This many teachers

will say is not an exaggerated record of what they are expected

to do in a single day. In other words, the course of studies

in many cases is simply an aggregation of subjects put to
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gether with no reference to their natural relations. Moreover

the burden is becoming more heavy and the trial more per

plexing as year by year new studies are added to the curri

culum. A true correlation of studies will help to solve the

difficulty by furnishing to the teacher helps both in the unifica

tion and in the co-ordination of studies. To accomplish these

ends it will be necessary to select the parts of all subjects for

a given term or month that have a close relation to one another,

and to arrange them in groups that are in some degree co-ordi

nate ; i. e. equally essential as a means of gaining the chief

ends of education. There are parts of literature, history,

science, mathematics and the language arts that are clearly con

nected, logically and psychologically. These subjects should

be arranged in a course of studies so that they may be carried

on together. It will not be necessary to confine the work of

the school to these related subjects, but they constitute both in

kind and in amount the essential work to be done in a given

time. That the education may be harmonious or many-sided,

at least one subject of each of the great co-ordinate group of

studies must be pursued during the entire school period.

In the matter of grouping with the above ends in view, there

is some difference of opinion. Some of the groups given on

previous pages of this report are the results of wise experience,

and may serve as guides to correlation. Other groupings are

found in the returns, among the most suggestive of which is

the one made by President Snyder of the Colorado State

Normal School. It is as follows : —

I. Science or Nature Group, . \ Physics- chemistry. zoS1ogy. botany.

( geography, etc.

II. Social or Man Group, . . 5 Geography government, economics,

( history and literature.

III. Spiritual or Ethical Group, . History, literature, ethics, religion.

{(1) Qualitative: speech, drawing,

art, construction.

(2) Quantitative : construction, math

ematics.

In my annual report of two years ago I presented a group

ing of subjects which was intended to suggest lines of separa

tion for departmental instruction. That grouping, with some

modifications and additions, might also serve as a basis for
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correlation. It bears a close resemblance to groupings else

where made in this report, especially to that which is given

in Table XV.* With that table as a guide, a plan of studies

may be arranged having the following features : —

1. The selection of topics should be so made as to be of

general use. This general course to serve as a basis for more

detailed courses in given localities.

2. The selection of topics should be made from all groups,

so that at least one subject of every group will be presented

for a given time.

3. The selection of topics from each group for a given time

should be made with reference to their logical relations to the

topics of all other groups, so far as the nature of the subjects

and a proper treatment of each will permit.

4. No reference to a centre or to centres of correlation

need be made in the general course, it being understood that

each subject taught will be the centre, with which all other

subjects at the time will be correlated.

5. No reference to the place or time of isolation in teaching

need be indicated, since that and all other matters relating to

methods of treatment will be left to the teacher.

Departmental Instruction.

Departmental instruction has attracted especial attention

during the past few years, having been tried under different

circumstances in various places. The following facts are

gleaned from the returns received last year and from some

courses of study not covered by the returns. They relate only

to the departmental instruction which is carried on by regular

teachers in the primary and grammar schools. The work of

special teachers of music, drawing, manual training and ele

mentary science is not here noted.

Braintree, Mass. — Thirteen teachers, in a total of twenty-six, of

grades five to nine, have been teaching departmentally during the

past two years. Each teacher has charge of a room, and remains in

it about half of the school time. The superintendent reports as fol

lows upon the advantages and disadvantages of the plan : "I think

* Page 6.
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it is too mechanical ; does not recognize natural economical and com

mon-sense correlations to any adequate extent. The cause of this

is a lack of knowledge of correlations and a good working scheme of

them. Slight friction in discipline at times is a disadvantage. A

balanced emphasis in teaching is placed upon all subjects, — none

are neglected. Some subjects which could not be taught at all with

out a special teacher are taught excellently. It is an advantage for a

teacher to be with pupils more than one year."

Brooklyn, N. Y. — About one fifth of the teachers of the city

follow the departmental plan in the sixth, seventh and one half of

the eighth school years. Each departmental teacher has charge of a

room, seeing to the opening exercises and the records of her room,

and teaching in it from one fifth to one half of her time. Each teacher

teaches her specialty or a correlated subject. The plan has been in

operation four years, and the following results are reported : " The

special teachers become better acquainted with peculiarities of indi

vidual scholars, become better acquainted with subject matter and

method. Weak teachers may be assigned to relatively unimportant

studies. On boys' side, strong disciplinarians are needed to make

the system successful."

Concord, Mass. — Eight out of nineteen teachers teach outside of

their rooms more than half the time. Of the plan, which has been

in operation four years, the superintendent writes : "I have seen

no disadvantages that seem to me of importance. The average

teacher seems to teach any subject through a course of three or four

years much better than three or four average teachers teach the same

subject in fragments during the same period of time. This results

in better mental training of the pupil and in better discipline. The

plan demands wise administration and proper subordination of

teachers to a principal."

Dedham, Mass. — Each of the teachers of grades seven, eight and

nine follows the departmental plan, remaining in her room about two

and three fourths hours daily. A "great gain in scholarship" is

reported as a result of the plan, which has been in operation a few

months.

Chelsea, Mass. — About one half of the teachers, all in the grammar

grades, teach one or more subjects outside of their rooms. The plan

followed is by an exchange of subjects, generally some subject for

geography. The superintendent writes (November, 1896) : " Our

scheme in geography is so difficult that it becomes necessary to have

special teachers. The only disadvantage is when a teacher is weak

in discipline. A specialist in geography brings about splendid

results with us, as we are using Mr. Murdock's plan entire."
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Everett, Mass. — The superintendent says of the work done here :

" We have no set plan in this direction. If we have good, strong

teachers, subjects are exchanged to the best advantage in individual

cases. With one poor or ordinary teacher, the classes suffer in

discipline, etc. With all strong teachers it is a success in the higher

classes."

Gardner, Mass. — For two years a few teachers of the lower grades

have taught outside of their rooms for one hour of the day. " With

present teachers and conditions, the plan appears to be profitable."

Lawrence, Mass. — Twenty out of two hundred teachers teach one

or more subjects in two or more rooms, of grades seven and eight.

Each departmental teacher has charge of a room about one half of

the time. The teachers specialize in one subject only. The

advantages given, after one year's trial, are: "Better preparation

on the part of teachers, more enthusiasm among pupils and more

systematic instruction."

Lowell, Mass. —A few teachers teach departmentally in the seventh

and eighth grades. Various plans are pursued. In one school one

teacher has charge of the music in four rooms. A few teachers ex

change subjects, e. g., arithmetic for grammar, geography for history.

The results noted after several years' experience are as follows:

masters are advised to encourage exchanges between teachers in

upper grammar grades. " It has been done in a few cases, but the

success has not been sufficiently marked to cause any considerable

increase in departmental teaching."

Lynn, Mass.—Eleven out of eighty-six teachers in the grammar

grades teach subjects outside of their respective rooms. Thus in one

school arithmetic and algebra are taught by one teacher, history and

geography by another, language and grammar by a third, civics

and history by a fourth, penmanship by a fifth, reading by a sixth

and elementary science by a seventh. The plan has been in opera

tion two years, and the advantages and disadvantages are reported

as follows : " Advantages : the teacher is definite in purpose as to

matter, method and interest ; ample preparation ; enabled to corre

late subjects. Pupils broadened in scope ; trained toward accurate

observations and clear, connected thinking ; fairly adequate expres

sion. It leads pupils to further or renewed interest and extended

definite reading. Disadvantages : in some instances lack of person

ality in teachers. Individual comparisons of teachers and false esti

mates of teachers by pupils."

Maiden, Mass. — Departmental instruction is carried on by two

thirds of the teachers in all grades above the third. All the depart

mental teachers have charge of a room except one, who does work
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with special classes, doing two years' work in one. About half of the

time on an average is given by a teacher to one subject outside of

his or her room. The plan has been in partial operation one and one

fourth years, and in full operation three months. So far the plan is

liked, because each teacher can be given work suited to her taste and

ability.

Marlborough, Mass. — One third of the teachers are employed de-

partmentally in all grades above the fourth. Each teacher has

charge of a room, but no more time is spent in that room than in any

other room, as the work is wholly in departments. The plan has

been in operation two years, with the following results: " Every

advantage. Better work, better discipline, easier for teacher. Gen

eral tone is better. Teachers all prefer it."

Medford, Mass About forty per cent. of the teachers in grades

six, seven and eight teach departmentally, each having charge of a

room in which she is teaching about three hours. Each teacher

teaches in her room the subjects which she teaches in other rooms.

The results after three years' trial are reported as follows : " The

advantages are chiefly on the teachers' side. There is less nervous

tension than when one carries so many subjects. The disadvantage

is chiefly that teachers do not come into such close relations with

pupils as under the other plan."

Middleborough, Mass. — The departmental plan has been followed

to a small extent in the upper grades. The advantages observed by

the superintendent are : " (1) It renders possible an enrichment of

the course of study without increasing the burdens of teachers and

pupils ; (2) it improves the skill and scholarship of the teachers ; (3)

subjects are better taught; (4) time and energy are saved; (5) it

gives a certain unity to the instruction in each subject ; (6) it

improves the scholarship of the pupils."

Milton, Mass. — About one eighth of the teachers, mainly in the

upper grades, have followed the plan for three years, each teacher

having charge of a room and remaining in it about half the time.

The superintendent reports, as a result, " Better teaching ; no

disadvantages."

New Bedford, Mass. — Thirty-eight of the forty-four teachers in

the grammar grades follow departmental teaching ; each having

charge of a room, in which she teaches from one third to one half of

her time. There being several classes of each grade in the same

building, the work of each grade is distributed among a few teachers.

After two years of trial, the disadvantages are said to be trifling.

The advantages are better teaching and better preparation.

Quincy, Mass. —The departmental plan is followed by about ten
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per cent, of the teachers, mainly in the upper grades. Each depart

mental teacher has charge of a room and teaches in it about one third

of the time. In one large school building the plan is followed by

all the teachers. "In this school," says the superintendent, "the

change in the teaching force has been so slight and the teachers have

been so evenly balanced in discipline and in teaching power that the

principal considers his results better than he could secure before the

change. In our other schools I prefer to limit such departmental

work to grades seven and eight, because of the incessant change of

teachers."

Springfield, Mass. — About ten per cent, of the teachers teach

departmentally, under the direction of principals. Each of such

teachers has charge of a room, and teaches in it about two hours

daily. They are generally teachers of grades six to nine. The

results reported by the superintendent are as follows: "Teaching

is more effectively done. There is little opportunity for routine

' lesson-hearing ' where one teacher follows another before the same

class. If teachers work together harmoniously, the co-ordination of

various studies is easily made ; if they don't work together, this

suffers. Discipline is a trifle harder under the departmental plan.

Poor teachers cannot survive under it."

Worcester, Mass. —Thirty-five or forty teachers are doing a little

departmental work, mainly in the upper grades, each teacher having

charge of a room, and teaching outside of it but a small portion of

the day. The advantages observed by the superintendent are as fol

lows : '« The advantages most evident are : first, that a teacher can

in a degree become a specialist, if she has but a limited number of

subjects to teach ; second, the quality of instruction is decidedly

improved. If teachers undertake to do departmental work who are

not good disciplinarians, confusion is likely to follow. The most

successful instances of departmental work that I have seen are where

two teachers work together. If the circle is larger, the difficulties

multiply in geometrical ratio. In cases where there are two ninth

grades in a single building, departmental work is almost universal,

and applies to nearly all the subjects taught."

As would be expected, the expression of opinions in respect

*to the disadvantages of the departmental plan is not full or

pronounced. The fact that the number of places reporting no

departmental teaching far exceeds the number reporting such

teaching is partial evidence of its not being favored. An ex

pression of reasons for not following the plan was not called
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for, and yet several expressions of that kind were given by

some of our most thoughtful superintendents. The following

quotations will show the character of these objections : —

" If knowledge were the end of education, the departmental plan

might be used ; but, as character is the one end and aim of onr work,

the departmental plan, therefore, has no place in our teaching."

" We are likely to have more departmental work in the grammar

schools, but I question whether its advantages will offset the oppor

tunity for that fine correlation of studies that obtains in the system

of class instruction."

" Detrimental in the extreme ; undermining the personal influence

of the teacher, which is the greatest possible factor in the moral edu

cation of the child."

" Having tried, in a school of twelve teachers, the departmental

system for two years, I dropped it, and am prepared to state why that

system in elementary schools is not for the best interests of our

children."

" A poor teacher on any subject has the opportunity to spoil more

children in teaching half a dozen classes in that branch than in teach

ing only one class. It is difficult to fix responsibility on pupils for

bad conduct when they are with several teachers."

"I think that the departmental plan tends to narrowness and

irresponsibility on the part of teachers and laxity of discipline on the

part of pupils, and, with laxity of discipline, poorer w^rk. In cases

where there is an assembly study room with recitation rooms, the

departmental plan is more likely to produce good results. I am

satisfied, from my observations, that departmental work in an

ordinary building and for the ordinary studies rather weakens than

strengthens the instruction as a whole."

From so many contrary opinions it is difficult to form con

clusions in any degree satisfactory to all. I venture, however,

in the light of this investigation and of direct observation in

the schools, to recommend the adoption of the departmental

plan of instruction in the elementary schools, subject to the

following limitations : —

1. Departmental instruction should be confined to the

middle and higher grades.

2. Each teacher should have charge of a room, and should

teach the pupils of that room at least three fifths of the time

during at least one year.
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3. A teacher should teach outside of her room but one sub

ject, or two closely correlated subjects.

4. There should be frequent consultations of teachers, for

the purpose of laying out correlated work and of making a

proper balance of work for the pupils.

Elective Studies.

It has been generally assumed that the subjects pursued

in grades below the high school are subjects needed for all

pupils, unmindful of their expected career, and that, therefore,

such subjects should be made obligatory in these grades. But

the introduction of new studies into the grammar school course

has brought up anew the question of carrying the elective

system below the high school, where the system has been

followed successfully for several years in many cities and large

towns. In my letters of inquiry last year, information was

sought concerning elective studies. From the responses

received there are only sixteen which reported that a choice of

studies was permitted pupils in the elementary grades, either

as extra, or as optional between two studies. The following

table shows the extent to which electives are permitted in

sixteen of the seventy-six places reporting : —
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Table XVI. — Showing the Places and Grades of Grammar Schools

in which Electives are permitted, and Some of the Results observed

by the Superintendent or Principal.

CiTr or Town. Subject.

Gradeinwhichthe
Subjectiselected.

NumberofTears tbePlanhasbeen

inOperation.

Remarks of the Superintendent or
Principal.

Braintfee, Latin,' .
Algebra,2

7.8
7, 8

2 Every pupil in the class haB chosen the
subjects. No definite results yet.

Brookllne, Latin, .
French, .

9
7-9 -

-

Cedar Falls, Iowa
(Practice School).

Latin,' . 8 2 Have fonnd the introduction of Latin as
an elective a benefit to the work of the
school, and the progress made by the
pupils sufficient to assure me that it is
a desirable grade in which to begin
the subject.

Cleveland, O., .. German," 1-3 -

Clinton, . Algebra,3
Geometry,* .

7-9
7-9

2
2

Results are good. We like the plan.

Concord, . Latin,' . 7,8 4 Results are reasouably good.

Dedham, . Latin,' . 9 3 -

Denver, Col., . German,3 5-8 - It should be as all other studies, entirely
compulsory or not pursued at all.

Framingham (Prac
tice School).

Latin,' . 7-9 1 All pupils decided to take the subject.

Gardner, . Latin,' . 9 -

Milton, . Latin,! . 7-8 3 About sixty .per cent, of pupils elect
Latin. The choice is made between
Latin, including English grammar, and
English grammar alone.

Springfield, . Man'lTrain'g,3 4-9 - Manual training and sewing, grades 4-9;
cooking, grades 7 and 8. Practically
all the pupils elect these.

Trenton, N.J. (Prac
tice Sohool).

Latin,' . 8 - -

Watertown, . German,1 9 5

Winchester, . Latin,' .
French,3

8, 9
8,8

2
2

The results have been favorable to in
terest and to progress.

Woburn, . Latin,! . 8,9 2 Tho plan is working satisfactorily.

1 Taken in place of English grammar. ' Taken in place of arithmetic. 3 Extra.

From the experience outlined above, it would seem that the

main question of elementary school electives is at present in

connection with a foreign language. Algebra and geometry

may well be taken with arithmetic, and be required from all
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pupils in the upper grades. There is also no question as to the

desirability of making elementary science or nature study a

required study in all grades. In respect to a foreign language,

whatever we may think of it as desirable for all pupils in the

higher grades of the grammar school, we cannot look upon it

as one of the great co-ordinate subjects or group of subjects

necessary to the highest interest of all. The prejudices of the

people also must be considered in making up a list of required

subjects. There are those who regard time spent upon any

thing but English branches as an absolute waste, especially for

those who are to leave school at the end of the grammar school

course. It would seem best, therefore, to make the study of a

foreign language optional, either by making it an extra study

or by permitting it to be taken in place of some part of the

work in English grammar.

Thus far I have treated those features of a course of studies

only which deal with the subjects of study, their arrangement

and proper adjustment to teaching conditions. There is a-

phase of the subject which properly belongs to the organization

of the school, but which vitally affects the course in its adapta

tion to the needs of the pupils. I refer to —

The Grading and Promotion of Pupils.

There is no question of school organization at present more

important than that of a proper adjustment of conditions to the

needs of individual pupils. The assumption upon which most

courses of study seem to be based, that just so much ground

must be gone over with equal throughness by all pupils in the

same time, is the greatest bane of our public school system.

The courses in use are probably intended to meet the needs

and capacity of pupils of average ability. Such, however, is

the difference of ability between the brightest third and the

dullest third of almost every class of pupils, that the work thus

required is enfeebling to one part while it is discouraging or

unduly excessive to the other. To neither group is there the

stimulus of success with effort. To one group there is success

without effort ; to the other there is effort without success. The

difficulty, it is feared, is enhanced by the want of ability or in

clination on the part of many teachers to adapt each lesson's
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requirements to the capacity of individual members of the

class.

There are some signs of reaction against a system which en

courages or permits a dead uniformity of ability and effort.

The only fear is that the opposite extreme of individualism

will be sought as a remedy. As between the practice by which

forty or fifty pupils of all degrees of ability are required to do

the same work with nearly equal efficiency, and a return to

individual teaching such as was carried on in ungraded schools

forty years ago, there is but little choice, although the ill effects

of the two practices must be felt in widely different ways. But

a choice between these extremes of practice ought not to be

necessary. No more useful service can be rendered the public

schools than that of devising ways by which the benefits of a

class system of teaching will be secured, and at the same time

such an adjustment of work be made as will permit pupils of

varied abilities to do the most for themselves. To this task

many educators have given much time and effort of late. Out

of all the plans that have been devised, there should be found

some which can be readily adapted to any conditions that are

likely to exist. It is evident that no one scheme will do for

all. A classification which can be made in large schools should

not be made in small ones, and a system of promotion that is

feasible in small ungraded schools would be wholly inoperative

in large graded ones.

In responses to letters of inquiry to prominent school super

intendents throughout the country, concerning plans of classi

fication and promotion, over eighty replies have been received,

from which the following facts and conclusions are gathered : —

The written examination as the sole means of ascertaining

the pupils' fitness for promotion seems to be passing away.

Out of the entire number of places reported, there are but

seven in which entrance to the high school is determined solely

by examinations, and only two in which promotions from grade

to grade in grammar schools are so determined. It is pleasant

also to record the fact that in only four cities is the determin

ing element for admission to the high school the superin

tendent's examination alone. The teachers' judgment alone

generally determines the class in which pupils of the primary

schools are placed. Promotions from grade to grade in the
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grammar schools of about two thirds of the places reported are

based upon the combined judgment of the class teacher and

that of the superintendent or principal. In a few instances

the examination by the superintendent or principal is made

the determining element in all doubtful cases only, or cases

in which the teacher is not able to decide.

The intervals between classes or grades in about two thirds

of the cities and towns reporting are one year. In the other

third the intervals are one half year or less. In the report of

the Commissioner of Education for 1890-91 returns from four

hundred and sixty-five cities and towns of over four thousand

inhabitants show the proportion of short intervals to be much

greater than this. Several places report shorter intervals for

the primary schools than for the grammar schools.

The methods of promotion will first be considered of those

places in which the intervals between the classes are one year.

In about one half of the cities and towns reporting, special

provision is made for individual promotions or promotions out

of course. Where no such provision is made, there are re

ported either few individual promotions or none at all. Quite

a number of superintendents report that the matter is left with

teachers, with the request that pupils be promoted whenever

they are qualified ; but in such cases there is either no report

of the number of individual promotions, or else the number of

such promotions is so small they may be said to be rare

exceptions. A few superintendents seem opposed to double

promotions, on the ground that some portion of the course is

either done slightingly or else entirely omitted, or, as one

superintendent says, "Good pupils are spoiled by . being

advanced beyond their depth, merely because they are bright."

Where special provision is made for advancing pupils out of

course, the widest difference of practice and of results is

reported. In some cases the teachers are asked to report all

pupils who by superior scholarship or by maturity are deserv

ing of promotion out of course. A list of such pupils is kept

by the principal or superintendent, and special facilities are

afforded those who desire to be advanced. A few superintend

ents cause each grade to be divided into two sections, according

to scholarship, thus enabling pupils to pass more easily from

one grade to another during the year. In the primary schools
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the pupils of a single class or grade are sometimes divided into

three sections or groups in the same way. In one city where

the latter plan is followed a modi6ed form of the monitorial

system is followed, in which the larger pupils from the highest

grades often hear pupils of the lower grades in reading, either

individually or in groups of two or three.

The group system of classification is carried out still further

in a few towns, as in Leominster, Mass., whose superintendent

reports as follows : —

In the lowest grades we divide pupils into four or five groups,

higher grades into three and sometimes possibly only two. Pupils

pass readily from one group to the next higher without the so-called

" jump," whereby a certain amount of work is always lost. Pupils

in the most advanced group in a room are doing about the same work

as pupils in the lowest division or group of the next higher room.

This enables pupils to go readily from one group to another, and at

the same time also from one room to another.

Several cities and a few towns report the opening of an

ungraded school in each of the large graded school buildings.

In this school are placed backward pupils or pupils who cannot

be readily classified in existing classes. Here, too, are pupils

who are trying to get into a higher grade. The superintendents

in their letters and reports speak in unqualified terms of the

great good accomplished by the establishment of these ungraded

schools. In some places the same end is reached by one or

more assistants going from school to school in a building to

assist backward pupils or pupils who are trying to get into an

advanced division.

A number of superintendents whose schools have the one year

interval between the classes report a plan of dividing the

classes into small sections in two or three essential subjects,

and of permitting pupils who do especially well in these

subjects to be pushed forward. Elizabeth, N. J., is a con

spicuous example of this kind of classification. Here a class or

grade of pupils is divided into three or four divisions in each

of the most important subjects, as arithmetic and grammar, the

divisions going forward as rapidly as they are able to, and

continuing their pace even after the grade promotions are made.

« ' Thoroughness in essentials " is made the motto. Individual
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promotions are made generally at the end of each month, but

it is understood that any pupil may be advanced as soon as he

shows that he can do more for himself in another division. A

complete record of every pupil is kept, which shows the exact

amount and character of the work done, the pupil's character

istics, etc. This is a kind of life-book such as is made in the

French schools, and is passed on from teacher to teacher, as

the pupil advances. Last year's statistics show that twenty-

three per cent, of the pupils earned irregular promotions, and

that sixty per cent, of them were reclassified during the year

and placed where they could do better work.*

Of other plans followed in schools having one-year intervals

between the classes, a few will be given somewhat in detail.

The plan pursued in Cambridge, Mass., deals only with the

grammar school course, which is supposed to cover six years'

time of pupils of average ability. A few weeks after the

pupils enter the grammar school, in September, they are sepa

rated into two divisions, according to ability, one division

called grade A, and the other division called fourth grade.

The pupils of grade A move forward with the aim of completing

the prescribed grammar school course in four years, succeeding

grades being called B, C and D. The pupils of the fourth

grade go forward more slowly, aiming to do each year only

one sixth of the work prescribed for the grammar school. The

grades of these pupils in succeeding years are known as fifth,

sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth. At the beginning of the

second year the pupils of what was grade A, now called grade

B, go into a room with pupils of the sixth grade. During the

first part of the year the pupils of the sixth grade are in ad

vance of the pupils of grade B, but, owing to the superior

ability of the latter division, they all come together during the

latter part of the year. At the beginning of the third year

precisely the same conditions exist as existed at the beginning

of the first year. The pupils of grade C recite with the pupils

of the seventh grade for a few weeks, when a readjustment is

made, the abler pupils moving on at a pace sufficiently rapid

to finish the course in two years, leaving the others to finish

it in three years.

* The details of this plan were published in the "Atlantic Monthly " for June, 1897.
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The fifth grade pupils are alone in a room under one teacher

during an entire year ; the same is true of the eighth grade

pupils. In all other rooms there are two grades or divisions,

one belonging to the four years' course and the other to the six

years' course.

A pupil who begins with the fourth grade and remains in the

slower division to the end of the course will graduate in six

years, unless he has to repeat. A pupil who begins with grade

A and remains in the more rapid divisions to the end of the

course will graduate in four years. A pupil at the end of the

sixth grade or of grade B may go on with a division which will

enable him to complete the course in five years. Thus it

will be seen that the entire course of study may be finished in

four, five or six years, depending upon the strength or ability

of the pupils, and all without the omission or repetition of any

part of the course.

All promotions both from the grammar to the high school

and from grade to grade are made by the class teachers, under

the direction of the principal and superintendent. No pre-

announced examinations are given, but there are frequent

written reviews given by the teacher, the results of which help

to determine the fitness of pupils to go forward. One feat

ure of the plan which has helped it to succeed is that of the

employment ofa special teacher in each building, whose business

it is to assist pupils who are behind in their classes in any

studies, or who are trying to get into an advanced class. This

assistance, however, is no essential part of the plan. It may

properly be used with advantage in carrying out any plan.

Of the four hundred and sixty-seven grammar school grad

uates in the year 1896, eight per cent, completed the course in

four years, thirty-three per cent, in five years, forty-nine per

cent, in six years, and ten per cent, in seven or more years.

One good evidence of the benefits gained by the plan is the

kind of work which is done by the pupils after leaving the

grammar school. The following table, furnished by Super

intendent Cogswell, shows how the pupils who completed the

grammar school course in four years and in five years sustained

themselves during the first year in the high schools, the results

being compared with those of pupils who were six years in the

grammar schools : —
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In the Latin School.

Record of Thbee
Different Classes.

Four Years in
Grammar Schools.

Five Years in
Grammar Schools.

Six Years in
Grammar Schools.

First Year
In High Schools.

Average
in High Schools.

Average
in High Schools.

Average
in High Schools.

Class of 1897, 79.3 per cent. 72.8 per cent.

77.0 " "

66.9 per cent.

71.6 " "

76.4 " "

71.6 " "

Class of 1896, 80.4 " »

78.7 " "

79.4 " "

Class of 1895, 78.9 " '•

76.2 " "Average for 3 years, .

Whole number of pupils In
the classes, 21.5 per cent. 39.8 per cent. 38.7 per cent.

In the English High, General Course.

Class of 1897, 79.7 per cent.

85.9 " "

77.3 " "

80.9 " "

78.7 per cent. 72.2 per cent.

76.4 " "

73.4 " "

74.0 " "

Class of 1896, 75.1 " "

Class of 1895, 76.2 " •'

76.6 " "Average for 3 years, .

Whole number of pupils in
the classes, 13.8 per cent. 43.1 per cent. 43.1 per cent.

In the English High, Commercial Course.

Class of 1897, 76.3 per cent. 69.0 per cent.

70.9 " "

73.5 " "

69.3 per cent.

Class of 1896, 74.8 " "

73.7 " "

68.4 " "

69.8 " "

69.1 " "

Class of 1895,

Average for 3 years, . 74.9 " " 71.1 " "

Whole number of pupils in
the classes, 12.1 per cent. 38.4 per cent. 49.5 per cent.

In the Manual Training Course.

Class of 1897, 78.6 per cent.

79.2 " "

72.6 " "

76.8 " "

67.2 per cent.

63.5 " "

65.4 " "

61.7 per cent.

65.2 " "

65.9 " "

64.2 " "

Class of 1896, .

Class of 1895,

Average for 3 years, . 65.3 " "

Whole number of pupils In
the classes, 9.9 per cent. 39.5 per cent. 50.6 per cent.

To the criticism that this plan of classification can he used

only in large systems of schools or in large buildings, it may

be said that in one of the Cambridge schools, where the plan
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is in full and successful operation, there are only three hundred

and thirty pupils distributed in six rooms, one room having

eighty pupils, with two teachers. Of the present graduating

class, numbering fifty pupils, four will probably have com

pleted the nine years' course in six years at the time of grad

uation, twelve in seven years, sixteen in eight years, fifteen in

nine years and three in ten years. Principal Cutter of this

school says of the plan : —

It is my belief that the plan can be successfully carried out in a

school requiring but four or three teachers. There is more than one

way to bring about a desired result. The eighteen pupils who were

last year in grade A entered in September the same room with grade

VI., and are now well abreast of the pupils of this grade. The same

thing is true of the ten pupils of grade C in joining the ninth grade.

In neither case is there a pupil who is now failing to sustain himself

with credit. I am a hearty believer in the scheme ; and it can no

longer be said that in a graded system the brighter pupils must be

kept marking time to the pace of the slower ones.

Added testimony to the adaptation of this plan to a small

system of schools is found in Middleborough, Mass., whose

enrolment of pupils is about eleven hundred, the enrolment in

the three buildings where the plan is in operation being four

hundred and seventy- four, with eleven teachers. Of the present

.graduating class, numbering fifty, about fifteen will complete

the course in one year less than the prescribed time. Concern

ing the advantages that may be claimed for the Cambridge plan,

Superintendent Jacoby writes as follows : —

1. It gives pupils an opportunity to do the grammar school work

in four, five or six years, without omitting any essential part of the

work.

2. It enables pupils to better use their ability and time.

3. It permits the grouping of pupils of the same degree of advance

ment, thus making the conditions for successful work more favorable.

4. It does not complicate or destroy the organization of the schools.

In Woburn, Mass., a plan of " double promotions " has been

in operation for some years, and has been attended with good

results. In the primary schools the interval between classes

is made short by dividing the pupils into small sections. As
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there are three or more sections in each room, the class intervals

are so short as to permit frequent changes, the section rather

than the grade being the unit of promotion. The nominal time

for the completion of the primary school course is three years,

but many complete it in much less time. In each of the

grammar grades the essential features of the entire work pre

scribed for the year are taken during the first half year, and

those pupils who have successfully performed the work, espe

cially in language and arithmetic, at the end of the half year,

are promoted to the next higher grade. During the second

half year a more minute study of the topics in language and

arithmetic already pursued is made, by which an opportunity is

afforded for new pupils to do the work of the grade, and for those

who have done it imperfectly to review it. By this plan bright

pupils are given the opportunity of passing through two grades

in one year. The number of pupils who won mid-year promo

tions last year in the grammar grades was one hundred and

twenty-nine, of whom one hundred and four received a second

promotion at the end of the year. The number of mid-year pro

motions in 1895 in the same grades was three hundred and fifteen.

Of this number, all but seventy-eight were again promoted at the

end of the year. The present total enrolment in the ninth grade

is one hundred and forty-five. Of these, three have completed

the nine years' course in six years, ten in seven years, thirty-

three in eight years and ninety-nine in nine or more years.

Some possible objections to the plan are met by Superin

tendent Emerson, who says : —

The conditionS of promotion in every case are punctual and

constant attendance, high rank, good conduct, good health and the

consent of parents.

And again : —

This special adjustment of the work in language and arithmetic is

necessary on account of the nature of these subjects, each principle

being so related to those that precede it that the pupil is obliged to

carry in his mind a general outline of the entire subject. This is not

true of the other branches of study, such as geography, history,

spelling, etc. It is of little moment which hemisphere is studied

first, which continent shall have the precedence, or in what order the

countries of a given continent are studied.
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In Keene, N. H., a plan has been in operation for three

years which embodies some features of plans already described.

Its resemblance to the Cambridge plan consists in the division

of two grades into A and B sections, one of which goes forward

at a more rapid pace than the other, with opportunity for

pupils to cover a six years' course in four or five years. Its

plan of reviews at stated times for the convenience of those

who omit some portions of the work, as well as for those who

need more drill in the subjects reviewed, resembles in some

respects one of the essential features of the Woburn plan. In

the Keene plan, the A or advancing divisions do not work

ahead in all subjects, but only in those subjects in which con

secutive work is necessary, as grammar and arithmetic, the

plan resembling in one important respect those followed in

both Elizabeth and Woburn. There are other features of the

Keene plan which are unique, and show the value of skilful

planning and careful oversight. There are ten grades below

the high school. Often hundred and fifty-six pupils belonging

last year, forty-eight special promotions were made during the

year. In the present graduating class of eighty-four in the

grammar school, fourteen will have completed the course in

nine years, four in eight years and one in seven years.

The reports of plans of promotions in schools having short

intervals between the classes are almost as varied as those

already referred to. In nearly all of these schools the re

ported number of double promotions during the past year far

exceeds the number reported from schools where class intervals

are one year in length, the percentage of such promotions,

based upon the number of pupils enrolled, ranging from three

to thirty per cent. In a majority of this class of schools there

are twenty-week intervals between the classes, regular pro

motions being made twice a year. When two sections twenty

weeks apart recite in the same room to the same teacher,

transfers from the lower to the higher divisions are said to be

comparatively easy to make. Sometimes the classes, especially

when they are large, are separated into two or more divisions,

making the intervals between the divisions only ten or twelve

weeks. This arrangement is not unlike that which is made in

several cities and towns by which all the pupils are divided
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into small sections according to attainments, with provision for

promotions at the end of eight, ten or twelve weeks. There

are some differences in the details of plans followed, but in

general the principle recognized is the same, which is to make

as short intervals between the classes as possible, with frequent

promotions. This principle was applied in the classification

of the elementary schools of St. Louis, twenty-five years ago,

under the direction of Dr. Harris, now Commissioner of Edu

cation. In his report of 1871-72 Dr. Harris thus describes

the plan as directed by him : —

The principle is clearly this : not a procrustean bed of grades, on

which the school is to be stretched so as to reduce the number of

grades of advancement to ten or any other special number, but a

thorough classification of all the pupils into classes on a certain quota

as a basis, whether this be thirty or twenty-five, or whatever other

number is considered the best. The endeavor will be to have the

classes separated by as small an interval as possible ; but four, six or

even ten weeks' work is small enough for all practical purposes ; and,

in order to make this arrangement uniform, the pupils in the upper

grades, when too few to form classes with the required quota, should

be brought together in central schools. If the highest grade in the

high school consisted of sixty pupils or more, the division of it into

two classes would be required.

This process of continual readjustment of classification in our

schools will render the whole system elastic and mobile. Like the

current of a river, there will be everywhere forward motion ; in the

middle the current is more rapid, at the sides the current flows more

slowly. The work of the grade laid down for a year's study will be

accomplished in three or three and a half quarters by the brightest ;

by the dullest and slowest, in five quarters. There will be no temp

tation to push on a slow pupil or drag him beyond his powers ; no

temptation to promote a pupil to a new grade's work before thoroughly

completing what is below his.

To the possible objection that may be urged against the

plan, Dr. Harris writes as follows : —

There may be some points on which doubts may rest. For example,

it may be urged that this system would cause a collection of dull and

stupid pupils into classes by themselves, — a deplorable result. But

this is one of the evils which this system is adapted to correct. The
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fact that the best pupils from below are allowed to rise through

the masses above them as fast as their ability can carry them is

surely not likely to prevent the slower pupils, who are their com

panions, from exerting all their energies and making considerable

progress. The stream of bright pupils from below is inexhaustible.

From the primary grades it ascends, continually passing fixed points

or points that move on more slowly. In every class there will be its

quota of bright pupils, some leading the class and some just sustain

ing themselves in it, having recently joined it. But in the old system

all the bright pupils had attained the top of the class, and the dull

ones had fallen hopelessly to the bottom long before the needed

reclassification took place.

Another may urge that this system causes so rapid a change from

teacher to teacher that the very important personal influence of the

teacher is materially impaired. But under this system in the higher

grades the pupil would hardly change teachers oftener than once or

twice a year, and a change as often as this is desirable for the healthy

individual culture of the child. The school should not be a family

influence exclusively. It is the transition to civil society ; conse

quently, the pupil must change teachers often enough to correct any

one-sided tendencies of social culture that he may be liable to acquire

from the individual teacher. For it must be remembered that reclas

sification of a whole school of seven hundred pupils, distributed

through twelve rooms, does not imply a change of teachers on the

part of more than one sixth of the pupils, even when one third of the

best pupils in each class are promoted to the next higher. , Each

teacher, having two classes (or in the lower grades three classes),

will have one third of the pupils from her advanced class promoted to

the lower class in the next room above. She will likewise receive

from the next room below one third of the pupils from the advanced

class there. In her own room, one third of the pupils will be pro

moted from her second to her first class, but will still remain under

the same teacher. In fact, she will have promoted to the next room

one sixth of her pupils, and have received one sixth from the next

lower room, — that is to say, one third is promoted from each class ;

but practically this is the maximum, and in ordinary cases a less pro

portion of the class will be transferred. If reclassification is insti

tuted four times per year, and on each occasion one sixth of the

pupils are promoted to the next room, it will follow that each pupil

will be taught one year and a half by the same teacher. But, as

frequent transfer is necessary in some schools, to make up for the

depletion of pupils in the higher grades, it will happen that this

period will be reduced one half or two thirds.
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The question is likely to arise : Do these pupils who are promoted

from one class to the next omit that portion of their studies gone

over in the interval of time between the two classes ? It is expected

that this will be taken up by a review of the ground embraced in the

mentioned interval.

Of the cities in this country which have adopted this plan in

whole or in part, Dayton, O., may be mentioned as a con

spicuous example. Of the plan in Dayton, Superintendent

White writes : —

The aim is to have from thirty to thirty-five pupils in each room.

The work is assigned for the year by grades. The pupils of each

grade are assigned to rooms, as before stated, commencing with the

one having the highest standing, and so on down to the end. In

districts where there are several rooms of the same grade it makes

classification very close, and enables the teacher to present the work

to each class in such a manner as to be within the comprehension of

each individual child. Each of these rooms is again divided into

two classes, according to standing, and the work is presented to the

two groups separately. When the work for the ensuing year is com

pleted, the pupils of any group, or any particular pupil in the group,

may be advanced to the next higher grade at any time within the

year.

We are trying to preserve the class organization and retain the

benefits of class instruction at the same time that we are utilizing the

individual instruction of pupils.

Our teachers, principals, patrons, pupils and Board of Education

take kindly to the new arrangement, and the work of the schools is

perhaps more harmonious than it has ever been in its history. This

arrangement takes closer and more methodical supervision, and a

great deal of patient, skilful work on the part of those in authority,

but we anticipate for it very gratifying results.

It is asserted by some that this plan is only adapted to the

schools of large cities or to schools of large size. Two cities

of small size report that they are following the plan essentially

with success, — Le Mars, la., and Centralia, 111. Of the work

in Le Mars, Superintendent Coleman writes : —

Our class intervals are short. In the primaries they are from six

to eight weeks, in the grammar grades from eight to twelve. At
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intervals varying somewhat each class is reviewed back to the next

lower class ; but all pupils very strong in the work, as indicated by

the recommendation of the teacher, are excused from said review,

and are promoted to the class that reviews to meet them. Our rate

of progress between these reviews is determined largely by the ability

of the stronger members of the class, as we expect the others to

review soon. This is our sixth year on this plan, and we find an

increasingly large number of pupils ready for the promotions.

We have admitted three classes into our high school this year, one

in September, one the first of November and one in December. There

are forty-nine pupils in these three classes, and five of them took ten

years to complete their preparation for the high school ; Jive took

nine years ; eight took eight years ; thirteen took seven years ; fifteen

took six years ; two took five years ; and one took four years.

In the Centralia schools four hundred and twenty-five pupils,

or over thirty per cent., out of thirteen hundred and seventy-

four, the whole number belonging, were promoted out of course

last year. Of the plan pursued Superintendent Mather says : —

Our system of promotion has to do largely with the individual

pupil. Each grade is divided into A and B sections. No grade in

the system is more than six weeks, or seven, beyond the next lower.

When a pupil, in the judgment of the teachers, is able to do the

work of the grade beyond, he is promoted to it. With my strong

teachers, those of good judgment, I permit the recommendation to

take the place of an examination. Every month and many times

every week pupils are promoted. By keeping the grades thus far

apart the school is not disorganized, and sufficient encouragement is

given to all pupils.

Thus far I have given somewhat in detail the plans of grad

ing and promotion culled from letters and reports which are

in actual operation in this country. They express in forcible

terms the feeling of opposition quite generally felt in pro

gressive centres to the lock-step marching by platoons from

grade to grade, which still characterizes the practice of grading

and promotions in many schools of both hemispheres.

In all the examples given there is doubtless much that is

good. It is evident, owing to varied circumstances, that no
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one plan is suited to all places ; and yet it is possible to select

certain common elements of excellence, and from them derive

some principles of value to all who are seeking to solve the

difficult problem of making such grading and promotions as

will give individual pupils the largest measure of opportunity.

To these principles I will add some conclusions of my own,

based upon experience and observation, and upon opinions

from trustworthy sources.

1. First as to length of intervals between the classes. It is

significant, that although in my recent inquiry only about one

third of the places reported shorter intervals than one year,

and in the investigation made by Commissioner Harris in 1893

the proportion of places having short intervals was but a little

greater, the opinions of superintendents as shown in the latter

investigation very generally favored the shorter interval ; only

sixty-five out of four hundred and sixty-five reporting as being

in favor of the one-year interval. I place, therefore, first,

among the principles of grading, the making of as short inter

vals between the classes as circumstances will permit. In a

collection of children numbering one hundred or more the

graduation should be of such a kind as to permit intervals of

one half year or less in at least two branches of study ; and

where the number of children is more than two hundred, such

intervals may profitably exist in nearly all the required studies.

Where the numbers warrant it, as in buildings having four

hundred or more pupils, the intervals should be nine or ten

weeks in all subjects, and may be less than that in some sub

jects. Where the number of pupils covering the entire course

must be placed under the charge of two teachers, their distribu

tion will depend upon circumstances, such as the relative number

of advanced pupils, number of beginners, etc. But generally

it may be said that a little more than half of the work usually

assigned to the course should be given to the primary teacher,

and the rest to the grammar school teacher. An arrangement

of classes in both rooms should be made by which the intervals

are less than one year between classes in sequential subjects,

like reading and number in the lower grades and arithmetic

and grammar in the upper grades. With such classification

pupils should be permitted to recite in an advanced division in
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any one~or two subjects, whenever they show ability to do the

work of that division, with a view of working up into a higher

grade in all subjects.

2. Where the work of one teacher must cover the entire

course, close gradation in all subjects should be avoided. The

pupils may be heard together or in two or three divisions

in all subjects whose parts are not closely dependent, like

language, nature study, geography and history. In other

subjects, as arithmetic, grammar and some parts of reading,

the school should be divided into four or more divisions.

Pupils should be permitted to recite in any division or in any

subject in which they can do the most for themselves, and be

permitted to pass from one division to another whenever they

show that it is for their advantage to do so. The more

advanced divisions in some subjects may be heard two or

three times a week, with correspondingly long lessons assigned

if they are full-time subjects. The number of daily recita

tions in rural schools will depend upon circumstances, but

should not exceed twenty.

3. The course of studies as far as possible should be made

so as to assist the teacher in adapting the work assigned and

called for to the abilities of all pupils in every class. This can

be done by designating important or principal features which

must be taken by all for a proper understanding of the subjects,

and by suggesting supplementary work that may be done

profitably by pupils after they have acquired the necessary

portions, and while they are waiting for others who have not

acquired them.

4. Regular times of grade or class promotions are desirable

with special arrangements for the promotion of individual pupils

or of sections of pupils whenever they show their ability to

perform the work of a subsequent grade. A specific plan for

irregular as well as for regular promotions should be made and

carried out by the principal or superintendent. As a rule,

merely general directions or a reliance upon the judgment of

the teachers to promote pupils out of course is not sufficient to

meet the requirements of all cases.

5. " Double promotions," where the intervals between the

classes are one year or more, or where there is no arrangement
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by which the work in sequential subjects of all grades is covered,

may be a benefit to some pupils in the saving of time, but are

likely to be attended with dangers that do not offset the benefit

gained. If the course of studies is what it should be, there is,

in " skipping" a portion of the work, a loss which cannot be

easily made up.

6. Pupils should not be heard in recitation together in all

subjects, but should be separated into two or more divisions,

one division of pupils being given an opportunity for study

while others are reciting. In some exercises all the pupils of a

grade may recite together, as in penmanship, and some kinds

of language and nature study in the lower grades, and in some

forms of written and oral reviews in the upper grades. In

some subjects, like arithmetic and grammar, at least three

divisions of a class may with profit be made. In large buildings

the divisions may be distributed in the rooms on the basis of

those subjects in which the shorter interval is made ; that is,

two or three divisions in arithmetic, constituting one class or

grade, may be placed together in one room.

7. Promotions from grade to grade should not depend upon

examinations made by a person other than the class teacher.

In general, the class teacher should determine the promotion

or non-promotion of all pupils whose ability or non-ability to

perform the work of the subsequent grade is unquestioned by

her. The place of all other pupils should be determined by the

principal or superintendent, by means of examinations and such

other evidence of their ability and needs as is attainable.

8. Provision should be made in the course of studies for

reviews at such times and in such subjects as will permit

rapidly advancing pupils to lose no part of the work outlined

in the course.

9. Wherever it can be done, the help of one or more assist

ant teachers should be secured, whose special work will be to

give assistance to backward pupils, or to pupils who are

endeavoring to work up into a higher division or grade.

10. For the purpose of knowing the characteristics and

needs of individual pupils, a teacher should be in charge of the

same class of pupils for at least one year. In some cases,

where pupils are promoted out of course from one room to
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another, the time of such pupils with one teacher might be less

than a year.

11. Although the number of pupils to a teacher has not

been a special object of inquiry in this investigation, it has been

brought out incidentally that attention to the needs of individual

pupils demands that in no case should there be more than forty

pupils to a teacher ; and that, where the ages and attainments

of pupils are widely different, as in so-called ungraded schools,

no teacher should have more than twenty-five pupils.

JOHN T. PEINCE.

Jam. 1, 1898.
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REPORT.

In previous reports upon a course of studies for elementary

schools* I presented some conclusions based upon a careful

inquiry respecting the opinions of prominent educators and the

practices of types of the best schools in this and other countries.

These conclusions relate to (1) the age of admitting pupils, (2)

subjects of instruction, (3) the grouping of subjects, (4) the

relative amount of time which should be given to each group,

(5) correlation of studies, (6) departmental instruction, (7)

elective studies, and (8) the grading and promotion of pupils.

There remain to be considered four other features of a course,

viz., the scope, relations, sequence and limitations of the various

subjects.

The consideration of these features will be confined mainly

to suggestions and recommendations for the making of a course,

followed by a brief outline of a general course. The conclu

sions reached are drawn from observation and experience, sup

plemented by a careful study of some of the best courses in the

country and of various general and special reports that have

been made.

Before referring to the special subjects of a course, I desire

to direct attention to some general features of existing courses

of studies and practices relating to them.

My observations of schools, coupled with the present investi

gation of courses of studies, have led me to believe that the

plan of putting before teachers a detailed statement of all they

are expected to accomplish during fixed periods of time, is

wrong in principle, as it is harmful in practice. Some courses

even go so far as to point out the exact pages of the text-book

which are to be gone over in a given period, the presumption

* See reports of Massachusetts Board of Education, 1895-96, pp. 437-480, and 1896-

97, pp. 279-314. These reports are also printed in pamphlet form, and will be referred

to in this report as " Preliminary Report " and " Second Report."
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being that the topics included in those pages constitute the

entire work of all the pupils. The leveling system is complete

where examinations based upon these requirements are given

by some one other than the teacher. Nothing in this inquiry

has been more evident than the fact that much more should

be done than is now generally done to reach individual pu

pils, by giving them instruction and training suited to them

both in kind and amount. The excessive number of pupils

to a teacher found in most schools renders it impossible to

accomplish this result in any degree satisfactory to the best

teachers. The brighter and quicker pupils, as well as the duller

and slower ones, are not reached in the way they should be

reached. The present generally followed plan of keeping to

gether for long periods all the pupils of a large class upon the

same kind of work is harmful alike to the quicker pupils and

the slower, — to the former in undue suppression and lack of

stimulation to healthful effort, and to the latter in discourage

ment and superficialness.

It is well known that the tendency of unwise and unskilled

teachers is to emphasize the quantitative rather than the quali

tative side of their work ; to regard the work of teaching

mainly as an assistance to the pupils in obtaining a certain

amount of knowledge or information, and, as this can be meas

ured best by the pages of the book or the per cent. marks in an

examination, these standards are uppermost in their minds.

The method of apportioning the subjects and topics in a course

of studies so that the attention is fixed mainly upon the amount

to be learned tends to strengthen these convictions of unwise

teachers and places unnecessary restraints upon wise ones. It

may be said that, whenever a course of studies, gives a great

degree of freedom to teachers, there is likely to be a neglect of

essentials and a weakening of work that may be called consecu

tive. But this can be true only of unwise and unskilled teach

ers. With those teachers who understand what all their pupils

most need and who know how they are best to be provided

with it, the faults above alluded to are not likely to exist. To

them the fixed bounds of non-essentials stand in the way of a

proper adjustment of the work to the needs of the pupils. In

matters only that are essential or important should limitations

be indicated in a course of studies. But even the limits of the
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essentials of knowledge might well be omitted in a course to be

followed by one teacher alone. It is only in a system of schools

where two or more teachers are employed that a limited plan

or program of studies is needed. The fact that the non-essential

subjects are almost limitless in number and kind renders it

impossible to make a selection of such subjects which will be

suitable aUke for all schools and classes or for the pupils of all

teachers.

For these reasons, a course of studies intended for the schools

of a large section, as of a county or State, should first of all

be general in character, and be confined largely to the designa

tion of subjects that are essential or important. This course

may well be used as a basis of a more detailed course for a

comparatively small group of schools. Moreover, the sub

jects assigned to particular times should be so arranged as to

permit a division of the school into groups or sections of pupils

of different degrees of ability. Further, the subjects should

be so arranged as to permit extra work to be done by individual

pupils. This feature of a course was mentioned in one of the

recommendations contained in the report upon the grading and

promotion of pupils. It was as follows : —

The course of studies as far as possible should be made so as to

assist the teacher in adapting the work assigned and called for to the

abilities of all pupils in every class. This can be done by designat

ing important or principal features which must be taken by all for a

proper understanding of the subjects, and by suggesting supple

mentary work that may be done profitably by pupils after they have

acquired the necessary portions, and while they are waiting for others

who have not acquired them.*

One other feature of a general course of studies should ap

pear, — that of giving all subjects such a place as will permit

a rational and orderly correlation of the studies not only of a

single group but also of all groups so far as it is possible to do

this. Upon this and other points the recommendations of the

Second Keport are as follows : —

1. The selection of topics should be so made as to be of general

use. This general course to serve as a basis for more detailed courses

in given localities.

* Page 36 of Second Report.
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2. The selection of topics should be made from all groups, so that

at least one subject of every group will be presented for a given time.

3. The selection of topics from each group for a given time

should be made with reference to their logical relations to the topics

of all other groups, so far as the nature of the subjects and a proper

treatment of each will permit.

4. No reference to a centre or to centres of correlation need be

made in the general course, it being understood that each subject

taught»will be the centre, with which all other subjects at the time

will be correlated.

5. No reference to the place or time of isolation in teaching need

be indicated, since that and all other matters relating to methods of

treatment will be left to the teacher.*

It may be necessary to designate periods of time during

which prescribed work must be accomplished, but it should be

done in such a way as to permit the elastic system of grading

and promotions recommended at the close of the Second Re

port, f This may be done by designating the minimum of work

which is to be done within certain periods, and by placing in a

parallel column the time at which all that goes before shall be

completed. The outline of subjects thus presented will be only

the essential or most important work required to be done.

Some superintendents follow the plan of placing a general

course before their teachers, and of supplementing this course

by specific directions in monthly grade meetings. This plan

succeeds well where too many details are not given, and where

the independence and originality of the teachers are not inter

fered with. It has the advantage of affording opportunity for

constant adjustment of work to new and varied conditions, and

of assisting untrained or inexperienced teachers in a proper

interpretation of directions. This plan is especially advanta

geous for directors of special subjects, like drawing and nature

study, inasmuch as it gives opportunity for instructing teachers

in technical details which are not well understood by them.

The plan of issuing separate pamphlets or slips, containing

the prescribed work for each subject in all the grades, has the

advantage of bringing before each teacher a statement of what

is expected to be done in a given subject in all the grades, thus

* Page 13 of Second Report. t Pages 35-37 of Second Report.
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making it easy for every teacher to know what every other

teacher is expected to do, — a necessary condition for good

work. This practice of teachers is likely to bo discouraged and

the work narrowed by following the plan adopted by a few

superintendents, in presenting the prescribed course of each

grade in a single pamphlet.

The features of a course of studies which I shall consider

briefly in this report are : first, the scope or aim and range of

subjects to be presented under each group ; second, the relation

-which the subjects of a group bear to each other and to the

subjects of other groups ; third, the sequence or order in which

the various subjects or parts of subjects should be presented ;

and, fourth, the limitations both in time and substance which

should be made in each branch of study.

The aim or purpose of a given subject may be general and

remote, or specific and immediate ; a course of studies has to

do mainly with the former, the latter aim belonging more to a

statement of methods which are supposed to be known by

teachers. The range of topics outlined in each branch of study

will be determined partly by the aim and partly by the condi

tions under which the school is carried on, — these conditions

being the number of pupils, the number of classes, the length

of the course, the number and character of the teaching force.

It is understood, of course, that, as "preparation for complete

living "is the end of education, so all subjects and parts of

subjects that do not contribute to this end are to be excluded

from the course.

The subjects of study should be so placed in a course as to

assist the teacher to correlate them in teaching ; that is, to

present them in right relations, by which each fact of knowledge

or information acquired shall be fortified and enriched by others,

and by which good habits of thinking shall be encouraged. So

far as possible, the relation of each subject to its use, and

especially to its use in life, should be indicated.

The sequence or order in which the various topics should be

presented is determined by their relations of dependence one

upon another, and by the natural order in which the mind acts.

The sequence of subjects in a course should not be so marked

or finely drawn as to cause the teacher to think more of the
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relation or dependence of subjects one with another than of the

relation of each subject to the mind and life of the child.

The limitations of any branch of study in respect to time

and subject-matter will be determined largely by the relative

importance of that branch or of the subjects of that branch as a

means of accomplishing the ends to be desired. Other limita

tions are those which are determined by the length of the

session and school year and by the number of classes and pupils

to a teacher.

The percentages contained in the tables of the Preliminary

Report of this series are intended to show the relative impor

tance of the various subjects, and the time program on page 44

of that report shows the actual time given to each group of

subjects, on the supposition that the school day is five and one-

half hours long, and that there are five school days in the week.

For future reference in the apportionment of time limits to

separate subjects, that table is here reproduced, with change

of groupings made in Table XV., in which literature is classed

with language instead of history. The table is as follows : —

Time Program, showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent in Reci

tation by a Pupil or Group of Pupils in Five Groups of Subjects ;

also the Number of Minutes a Week given to Opening Exercises

and Recesses and to Study in School.

GROUPS OF STUDIES.
Sub-
pri

mary.*

Grade
1.

Grade Grade
3.

Grade
4.

Grade
5.

Grade
6.

Grade
7.

Grade
8.a.

I. Language and literature,

II. Mathematics, ....

III. Elementary science,

348

72

240

120

420f

378

108

108

90

216

378

108

108

90

216

371

146

146

97

215

312

156

195

117

195

320

160

200

120

200

320

160

200

120

200

380

184

184

172

230

380

230

138

172

230V. Miscellaneous,

Opening exercises, physical exer

cises and recesses,

Study in school

- 250

500

250

500

225

450

225

450

200

450

200

450

200

300

200

300

Total school time, . 1,200 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650 1,650

* Figures in this column indicate the number of minutes spent in recitation and busy work

taken together.

f Including physical exercises, games, kindergarten occupations, etc

It should be understood that the figures in the above table

represent the amount of time given in recitation only by a
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pupil or a group of pupils. They do not express the amount

of time given to study, which of course will depend upon the

number of sections in a room and upon how much the sections

recite together.

In considering the five groups, the subjects of scope, rela

tions, sequence and limitations will be set off by figures in the

order named.

Group I. — Language.

1. Language is the expression of thought. The term as

used in the school curriculum is intended to mean the expression

of thought in words. As a subject of instruction, it relates to

getting thought by means of the printed or written page, and

to expressing thought both by speaking and by writing. Lan

guage, therefore, includes upon the practical side reading and

composition. Upon the theoretical side it includes grammar,

rhetoric and logic, the elements only of which should be taught

in the grammar school, and always in close connection with

reading and composition. In some schools a foreign language

may be taught during the last years of the grammar school

course, the subject being offered as an elective for those who

can carry on the regular English branches.

The immediate aim in language teaching is the power to gain

and communicate ideas through written or spoken words. This

will involve («) power to read intelligently and (6) power to

speak and write correctly and effectively.

The reading must include, first, a mastery of the symbols,

that is, learning to read ; and, second, such companionship

with and study of good literature as shall develop power to

understand and appreciate the best in literature.

The power to speak and write correctly and effectively in

volves, first, the mastery of written and spoken forms in

accordance with accepted usage ; second, analysis of language

to discover the rules of usage ; and, third, constant practice in

speaking and writing, both before and after such analysis.

While the elementary course in grammar has for its chief

end correctness, it may also include some features of effective

ness, such as clearness, conciseness and force. The most

important fact to be kept in mind is that the study of this sub

ject in the grammar school should be elementary and very
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practical, the aim being to teach principles by which the pupil

is enabled, first, to understand the language of literature ; and,

second, to express his thoughts in some measure as they should

be expressed. An incidental but by no means unimportant

end in the study of grammar is mental discipline, — a power of

the mind to generalize, to make rules from facts, and to apply

principles and rules to practice.

2. It is plain to see that all forms of language as branches

of study are closely related to one another and to nearly all

other branches. The forms of expression in the reading books

become, models for imitation and practice in all departments of

composition work, which serves both as a means and as an end

of grammar and rhetoric. The relation of the theoretical side

of language to practice both in reading and in writing should

be indicated by prescribing practice in analysis of sentences

and in constant application of the rules of syntax most fre

quently violated.

The work in composition should be closely related to the

pupils' thinking ; and, as the regular subjects of study are

supposed to occasion thought, they therefore constitute a good

basis for language in the recitation. Moreover, the regular

studies, especially geography, history, science and reading,

should furnish topics constantly for composition.

Some of the most obvious relations which the branches of

this group have with one another and with other subjects of

study are matters of apperceptive teaching, which every good

teacher understands, and which therefore need not be indicated

in a course of studies.

3. In securing a mastery of forms in language, a certain

definite order should be followed. In learning to read, that

order is governed by a well-known principle of proceeding

from a vague knowledge of the whole through analysis and

synthesis to a clear knowledge of the whole. While a course

of studies may not give the steps by which this principle is

observed, it may properly state that the teaching should begin

either with words alone or with words in sentences, and that

analysis and synthesis of words follow in natural order. It

may also state that the first words and sentences should be read

from the blackboard, and afterwards from the chart and from

the first readers. The order to be followed at this stage in the
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selection of reading material is sufficiently indicated by the

ordinary first and second readers. The order of selection after

the pupils have acquired skill in reading should be determined

by the tastes and abilities of the children, the selection to be

made from given lists of books.

The sequence to be followed in the technique of writing may

be sufficiently indicated by stating that during the first two

years much copying of good texts should be done, beginning

with words whose letters are easily made, as man and cow, and

proceeding by degrees to words more difficult to write. Some

courses prescribe much practice with single letters to be taken

up in a given order.

In spelling, it appears to be the custom in the best courses to

prescribe some oral spelling for the lower grades, the main

attention, however, to be given to writing words in sentences.

The words selected for drill in these grades are to be found in

the regular reading books. Beyond the third grade, in addi

tion to the words used in the composition exercises, lists of

words such as are found in a good spelling book may be used

with profit for dictation, the words to be written both singly

and in sentences.

English grammar may be regarded as one of the few strictly

sequential subjects of the elementary course. Each topic should

lead up to the next, and all should have distinct reference to

the ends already pointed out. The following general outline

shows the order which may be pursued in an elementary study

in this subject : —

(1) The sentence and kinds of sentences defined.

(2) Subject and predicate, simple and complete.

(3) Parts of speech.

(4) Limiting phrases and clauses.

(5) Nouns, — kinds and forms.

(6) Pronouns, — kinds and forms.

(7) Rules of syntax, respecting case of pronouns.

(8) Verbs, — kinds and forms.

(9) Rule of syntax, respecting the form of the verb.

(10) Adjectives, — kinds, forms and uses.

(11) Adverbs, — kinds, forms and uses.

(12) Prepositions, —uses.

(13) Conjunctions, —kinds and uses.
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4. The amount that can be done in the various language

subjects will depend largely upon the grade and natural abili

ties of the pupils. The exact amount to be done in some sub

jects should not be prescribed, while in others the amount

prescribed will indicate the least that should be done in a given

period, with a provision for sufficient time to permit classes or

individual pupils to do as much as they are able to do.

At the end of the second year the pupils should have so far

mastered the symbols of reading as to read easily at sight any

ordinary second reader. To accomplish this, several first read

ers and several second readers should have been read through

during the two years. After the second year the reading should

be carried on in the two lines already indicated, an average of

ten pages a week of each kind being required in all grades. It

should be remembered that this is the minimum required, and

does not include the amount of reading done at home or the

extra reading by individual pupils. In most schools probably

the limit set is no more than half of what can be well done.

Except in special instances, no set exercises in writing should

be given after the fifth year. Whatever is needed to secure

legibility and rapidity of writing after this time should be done

in connection with the composition and dictation work.

Most of the special instruction in spelling should be given

during the first six years. With the exception of occasional

reviews, the work in this branch during the last two years of

the course should be confined to the correction of words mis

spelled in,the composition and other written exercises.

The limits in written language are difficult to define. It is

understood that more depends upon the quality of work done

than upon the quantity ; and yet it is manifestly the latter feature

only that can be presented in a course of studies. An average

of ten lines a day Of carefully written original work during the

entire course beyond the second grade, and an equal amount

of dictation for instruction in punctuation, spelling, etc., from

the third to the sixth grades inclusive, should be the minimum

of written work required, it being understood that monthly

compositions should be required of all pupils in the three high

est grades.

In designating the subjects of this group, no mention was
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made of memorizing choice selections of poetry and prose.

While such an exercise may be brought into close connection

with the reading and dictation, particular mention of it should

be made in the course. An average of at least ten lines a week

should be required to be memorized by pupils of all grades, it

being understood that the selections memorized shall be of a

high order of literary merit, and adapted to the capacity of the

children.

' The necessity of limiting the study of grammar in the gram

mar school to the elements of the study and to its use in analy

sis and syntax has been referred to. Only those properties of

the parts of speech should be required to be learned that are

needed for analysis of sentences and for a proper understand

ing of the rules of syntax. These rules should be limited to

rules which are most commonly violated. Not more than ten

rules should be made and learned, but they should form the

basis of constant practice in the construction of sentences.

These and other limitations of the subject appear in what has

been said upon the sequence of topics to be studied.

Where there are so many branches in a group as are included

in this group, it may be well to designate approximately the

amount of time to which the recitation in each branch should

be limited. For example, if the recitation time for the lan

guage studies should be as given on a previous page of this

report, the allotment for each branch may be based upon that

time, as shown in the following : —

Time Program, showing the Number of Minutes a Week spent in

Recitation by a Pupil or Group of Pupils in Beading, Writing,

Spelling, Composition and Grammar* 

8CBJECT.
Sub-
pri
mary.

Grade
1.

Grade
a.

Grade
3.

Grade
4.

Grade
S.

Grade
6.

Grade
7.

Grade
8.

198* 190 190 150 120 120 120 120 120

1 100 1
50 50 50 50 50

1
1 1 8O 60 75 60 60 J. 200 160 160

50 78 78 96 82 90 J

100 100

348 378 378 371 312 320 320 380 380

* Including story -telling.



It should be understood that the above figures are only ten

tative and approximate, and are given merely to show how an

apportionment may be made under given conditions. It should

be understood also that the time given is the recitation time

only of a pupil or group of pupils. The time for writing at

the seat outside of recitation in copying or composing is not

counted. One advantage as a saving of time which composi

tion, spelling and writing have over some other subjects should

be taken into account, and that is the practicability of having all

the pupils of a school recite together.

Group II. —Mathematics.

1. Mathematics, or the knowledge of quantity and space

relations, is taught both for its practical and for its disciplinary

value. In the elementary schools it is taught mainly as an

art, although the foundations of mathematical science are laid

throughout the grammar school course, and in the upper grades

something of the science itself is taught. The department

chiefly pursued in the elementary schools is that of arithmetic,

the elements of geometry and algebra being taught in the upper

grades. To these is added a simple form of book-keeping,

which may be regarded as an extension of the practical side of

arithmetic.

Arithmetic is a knowledge of numbers, their expression,

relations and operations. The numbers to be learned are in

tegral and fractional, simple and denominate. So much of this

knowledge should be acquired as will help the pupils to solve

all the ordinary problems of daily life, and at the same time to

serve as a means of mental discipline. The scope of arithmetic

in successive grades will be determined largely by the power

of the pupils to grasp new relations and conditions. In recent

courses a broad basis of subjects has been prescribed in the

lower grades, including fractions (both common and decimal),

percentage and measurements. The two kinds of work, com

putations with abstract numbers and work in practical prob

lems, should be presented in all grades, the amount of the

former decreasing and of the latter increasing in successive

grades.
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The aim of geometry in the grammar school is chiefly to sup

plement the course in arithmetic, and to furnish a good basis

for instruction in mechanical drawing and manual training.

The work required should be both constructive and inventional,

supplemented by as many simple demonstrations as circum

stances will permit, the aim being to make the work as prac

tical as possible.

The design of algebra in the grammar school is to give pupils

a general idea of numerical relations and operations. Besides

furnishing short and easy solutions of problems which are in

arithmetic quite difficult, algebra gives pupils the power to state

in general terms the conditions of a problem and the process of

its solution, and thereby to deal with formulae and rules more

easily than by arithmetic. Moreover, the elementary work in

algebra may be so arranged as to give support to the higher

form of the study in the high school.

Bookkeeping may be regarded as only one of the many

practical applications of arithmetic. Its end in the grammar

school is ability to keep accounts which would be ordinarily

needed by a farmer, mechanic or small retail shopkeeper. In

cidentally there will be acquired in the study some knowledge

useful in higher forms of bookkeeping.

2. The close relations of the various departments of mathe

matics to one another are apparent. So close are these rela

tions in the early stages of algebra and geometry that the

subjects may be said to be continuous rather than discrete.

This is especially true in many kinds of practical work in which

arithmetical processes are shortened by the use of algebraic

symbols, and are practically applied in geometrical measure

ments.

The relation of the subjects of this group to other subjects

of study is not so close as to make it necessary to bring them

together constantly. Yet the facts of geography, history and

elementary science may be sometimes employed in arithmetical

operations, to the advantage of all the subjects involved.

3. While it is true, as has been said, that there should be

a broad basis of subjects in the lower grades, there is a pro

gressive order in the operations to be performed with numbers

which should be prescribed in a course of studies. This order
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has to do with the relative complexity of processes and also

with the size of the numbers. In integral numbers, the work

prescribed should be in successive steps, as follows : (a) from

1 to 10, (b) from 1 to 20, (c) from 1 to 100, (d) from 1 to

1,000, (e) from 1 to 1,000,000, (/) unlimited. In fractional

numbers the fractional parts of numbers should first be taught

almost from the beginning, and proceed in the third grade with

fractional units, using in succession halves, fourths, eighths,

thirds, sixths, twelfths, ninths, fifths, tenths, sevenths and

elevenths. Decimals begun as early as the fourth grade should

be taught by steps from tenths, hundredths and thousandths,

which are the only decimals used for one year, to decimals of a

lower denomination. Denominate numbers should be taught

from the very beginning, the order of instruction being gen

erally from measures most familiar to those that are less so.

The order of teaching numbers of all kinds should be first

with objects and afterward without objects, and also first with

out figures and afterward with figures ; the warning being

expressed that too much dependence should not be had either

by using the objects too long or by employing figures unneces

sarily in the solution of problems.

The sequence of steps in algebra and geometry will be indi

cated later, when their limitations are treated.

4. The time allotted to arithmetic should be given mainly

to what may be called the essentials of the subject, or to such

work as will be found useful in everyday life. The following

topics will indicate the degree of restriction that may be made :

(1) Correctness and rapidity in adding, subtracting, multi

plying and dividing. (2) Ability to work without the aid of

figures in all operations, to 100 in whole numbers, to twelfths

in common fractions and to thousandths in decimals. (3)

Knowledge and skill in the use of such denominate numbers as

are used ordinarily in buying and selling and in keeping ac

counts. (4) Knowledge of percentage and of the simple appli

cations of percentage, such as are needed in ordinary business

affairs. (5) Knowledge of geometrical measurements, so far

as to perform problems involved in the ordinary affairs of life.

It should be understood that, if more is done than is comprised

in the above outline, it should not be at the expense of thor
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oughness in these subjects. It is believed that a large part of

this work can be done in the first six grades. During the last

two grades one or two lessons a week might be given to the

more difficult problems involved.

The geometrical exercises of the grammar school should be

limited to work in mensuration carried on in connection with

arithmetic, and to exercises of a concrete and experimental

kind. The following outline in mensuration, followed in the

Springfield, Mass., course, sufficiently indicates the needed

limitations of this part of the subject : —

A. Surfaces. — (1) Parts, (a) number of sides, (b) rela

tive direction of sides (whether parallel, perpendicular, etc.),

(c) angles. (2) Comparison with other surfaces as to (a), (b)

and (c). (3) Length of perimeter or circumference. (4)

Area.

B. Solids. — (1) Parts, (a) number of faces, (b) kinds of

faces (plane or curved), (c) number of edges, (eZ) relative

direction of faces (whether parallel, perpendicular, etc.). (2)

Comparison with other solids as to (a), (b), (c) and (d). (3)

Length of all the edges. (4) Surface area. (5) Volume or

solid contents.

The limitations of work prescribed in experimental and con

structive geometry should not be too strictly drawn. The

better way will be to present an outline from which teachers

may select work adapted to the ability of their pupils. Such

an outline may include : (1) Definition of volume, surface, line,

angle. (2) Definitions of various kinds of lines. (3) Defini

tions of various kinds of angles. (4) Division of line into any

number of equal parts. (5) Construction of angles of various

magnitudes. (6) Definitions of various kinds of triangles,

parts, etc. (7) Problems relating to angles and sides of tri

angles. (8) Definitions of quadrilateral and kinds of quadrilat

erals. (9) Problems relating to angles and sides of parallelo

grams. (10) Definitions of pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, etc.

(11) Problems relating to the construction of polygons. (12)

Problems relating to the division of polygons. (13) Problems

relating to the construction of similar polygons. (14) Defini

tions of circle and parts of circle. (15) Problems relating to

diameter, circumference, arc, chord, secant and tangent. (16)
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Definitions of various kinds of volumes. (17) Problems in

relation to the surfaces of volumes. (18) Problems in relation

to the solid contents of volumes.

The problems indicated in the above outline may be either

concrete and constructive, or demonstrative, depending upon

the ability of a class or of the individual pupils of a class.

If the purpose of algebra in the grammar school is as indi

cated in a previous paragraph, its limitations might be somewhat

as follows: (1) Algebraic notation. (2) Simple arithmetical

problems, solved by algebra. (3) Addition, subtraction, mul

tiplication and division. (4) Factoring of simple algebraic

quantities. (5) Reduction of fractions. (6) Resolving of

equations containing one and two unknown quantities. (7)

Practical problems involving the foregoing.

Group III. — Elementary Science.

1. The immediate end of all the studies of this group is a

knowledge of nature, including man and all that is below man.

The term nature study in recent years has been made to cover

the study of plants, animals and minerals, and the elementary

work done in physics and chemistry. This group also includes

physiology and hygiene and geography.

While it may be necessary in nature study to lead the pupils

to learn through observation the facts of nature, they will learn

them not for their own sake, nor mainly for the use they will

make of them later in the study of science, but for the habits

of observation which the lessons will help to form and for the

abiding love of nature which they will help to arouse. These

two ends, therefore, — the formation of habits of observation

and the arousing of a love for nature, — will determine largely

the character and extent of the study. It will include in their

appropriate season the observation of minerals, plants and ani

mals, and some of the more apparent physical forces. These

observation lessons will fail to produce the desired ends if they

stop with a knowledge merely of what is observed. The inter

pretation of phenomena is of more value than the mere obser

vation of them as facts. The adaptation of parts of animals

and plants to the uses they perform will early become an object

of inquiry. It should be observed that, while a love for nature
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is the primary end of nature study, it cannot he reached by

simply talking about the objects observed. Such lessons may

drift into mere sentimental reflections of little value. The facts

must.be learned not by reading or hearing, but by observing,

and those facts should be reviewed frequently enough to be

readily brought to mind.

The study of physiology and hygiene includes in its scope

such knowledge of the anatomy of the body, and the uses of

the various parts as will help the pupils to have respect for the

body and to keep it in health and strength. The study should

be especially helpful in guarding against the dangers of the use

of stimulants and narcotics.

Through the study of geography the pupils acquire a knowl

edge of the earth as the home of man. There are two elements,

therefore, of this branch of study ; first, nature, in making the

earth suitable for human habitation ; and, second, the people,

in making it a place in which all the activities of life are carried

on. So far as possible, the pupils' knowledge of the earth

should be interpreting knowledge, or knowledge by which they

may understand the relations to human life of its various feat

ures, such as climate, surface, soil, etc.

2. The facts acquired in nature study are closely related to

the primary facts of geography ; indeed, many of the facts of

nature study and geography are identical. The subjects of

study in these two branches should therefore be arranged in the

course with reference to purposes of correlation ; and where it

is possible the relations should be made to appear, as, for ex

ample, the effects of running water as a topic of nature study,

and the study of relief forms as a topic of geography.

The relations also of one or both of these branches to arith

metic and history should be indicated. Probably no subjects

in the course will be found to be more serviceable for compo

sition and for drawing than these. If these relations are not

indicated in the course, opportunity at least should be afforded

for abundant practice in expressing in writing or in drawing

the facts acquired.

In the lower grades resemblances and differences of the

human structure and that of the lower animals should be

objects of study, and in the higher grades the connection of
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the facts of anatomy and physiology with those of chemistry

and physics should be made to appear. In all grades the rela

tion of parts of the body to uses and of uses to health and

strength should be shown.

3. The allotment of work in nature study to be done in a

given time, whether it be for a year or a day, should be deter

mined by the pupils' natural powers, both of observation and

of interpretation. With young children, little is gained by

establishing a fixed order of presentation. In general, it may

be said that the observations should be made first ' ' in the

large " and afterward more minutely ; but, if children are inter

ested in the parts of an object very early in their observations,

attention should be given to them, especially if the interest

centres in the uses of the parts. It is always a safe rule to

teach those things which will best serve as interpreters of other

things of value for the child to know. On the same principle,

a clear and definite knowledge of home surroundings is neces

sary to a proper knowledge of distant features and conditions.

A knowledge by observation of a hill range will be the means

of interpreting the distant mountain range described in the

book. As far as possible also the logical order should be fol

lowed in teaching the various topics. The situation and sur

face of a continent or country may determine to some extent

the climate and rainfall, — a knowledge of which helps the pupils

to infer what the productions and the occupations of the people

are. In anatomy and physiology, the practice in the best

schools of deferring the teaching of the internal structure of the

body until the later years of the grammar school seems wise.

4. The two chief ends of nature study should be kept in

mind in determining the amount to be done. To form good

habits of observation and to acquire a love of nature, there

should be no forcing of acquisition. In no study will it be

found more necessary to be led by the natural aptitudes and

desires of the children than in the study of plants, animals and

minerals. While it may be well to set before the teachers a

wide field for observation, it should be understood that such

selection of the work assigned may be made as will be best

suited to given conditions. Again, a broad range of topics

will furnish the needed extra and optional work for some pupils

already spoken of.
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While it is true, as shown in a previous report,* that nearly

all the best schools are giving attention to nature study or ele

mentary science, there is a great difference in the amount and

kind of work attempted. In some places, largely through the

efforts of a superintendent of schools, especially interested in

the subject, and a special teacher, the amount of ground cov

ered is ten times that covered in other places. One superin

tendent reports recently that his schools even in the higher

grades do but little more than give the pupils a knowledge of

the common flowers and trees. But it should be remembered

that the highest ends of the study do not depend upon the

number of facts acquired. Here is an additional reason for

making the requirements elastic.

Group IV. — History.

1 . The place and scope of history as a branch of study have

materially changed in recent years. Instead of occupying, as

it once did, a small part of the last year or two of the grammar

school course, it is now in the best schools begun in the first

year and carried on throughout the course ; and, instead of

being a dry and profitless study of wars and dates, it has come

to be regarded as a study both pleasureable and useful as a

means of culture. According to this later view of the subject,

its purpose from the first should be to inspire the pupils with

high ideals of life, both as citizens and as members of society.

Moreover, to lead the pupils to acquire a taste for history, the

subject should be made interesting from the first. Myths,

fairy stories and stories of semicivilized and colonial life

should be told to and read by the children in the lower grades,

to be continued each year by the reading of stories of biogra

phy and of American history in chronological order in the

middle grades, and by the study of English and American

history in the higher. All phases of social, civil and institu

tional life are to be presented to the children in forms suited

to their interest and capacity. Thus we see that history, which

is a record of the growth of a people from their earliest state to

the present, includes biography and civil government as well

as history proper.

* Preliminary Report, pp. 7, 8.
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2. As history teaches all sides of life, it stands in close

relation to all the other studies of the school which are supposed

to he a preparation for life : to arithmetic, in furnishing mate

rial for computations ; to science, in showing the analogies of

the evolution of the race and that of the individual ; to geogra

phy, in the use of charts and maps, and in furnishing a basis

of comparison whereby the present conditions of social and

civil life are better known ; to literature, in providing the basis

of much of the finest forms of the oration, and the ballad, the

drama and the epic ; and to drawing and language, in awaken

ing thoughts that deserve the pupils' best efforts of expression.

While most of these relations cannot appear in a course of

studies, they must be considered in giving history its proper

place. In literature especially should the close relation of

history be recognized in the course of studies. There are

phases of history that can best be known through literature,

as there are forms of literature that can be fully interpreted

only by a knowledge of history.

3. While the order of topics will depend somewhat upon

the interest and capacity of the pupils, there is now a generally

recognized order of presentation which should be embodied in a

course. The first year or two may be given to the telling and

reading of folk and fairy stories, myths and fables. These

should be followed by reading stories of Indian and early settle

ment life, supplemented by biographical stories. As soon as

the pupils are ready for it, and before the consecutive reading

and study of American history are begun, attention should be

given to interesting facts of local history, such as -scenes of

celebrated events, early settlers and well-known traditions.

Consecutive topical study in connection with the reading of

both American and English history should be prescribed for

the last years of the course.

4. The limitations of subject-matter in history should be

determined largely by the limitations of time and by the de

mands of other subjects. Not even a minimum of requirements

should be prescribed, so far at least as such requirments are

made a basis for marking or examinations. In this, as in no

other subject, may the amount read and studied be adapted to

the abilities of each individual pupil. If the work required to
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be done be given out and recited by subjects or topics, each

pupil may learn as much of each subject or topic as time and

ability will permit. The course therefore should be so ar

ranged as to permit the greatest degree of freedom in teaching

the subject. If this is done, and examinations have their

proper place, the teachers alone will be responsible if the

pupils have not a loving interest in the subject, — not only

while they are being taught, but also after they have left school.

Group V. —Miscellaneous.

1. In no branch of instruction has there been a greater

change of place and scope than in drawing. Twenty-five years

ago the number of public schools in which drawing was system

atically taught was very small. Now the schools in which it is

not taught are as rare to find as were the schools formerly

where it was taught. At first the cultivation of the resthetic

sense was considered the only end to be sought, and it was

in some way thought to be reached through drawing endless

castles and rustic mills from flat copies. Later, the dominant

purpose seemed to be to make the subject as practical as pos

sible. This was carried out by the introduction of mechanical

drawing, which had little relation to practical mechanics, and

which was generally a laborious and tedious process to all con

cerned. Gradually these two ideas of the purpose of drawing

as a branch of study have been supplemented by a third, which

is that drawing is educational, and serves to train all the powers

of the mind. As such the subject has its strongest claim for a

place in the program. With this later idea of the function of

drawing have come improved methods of teaching the subject,

which serve to accomplish in good ways the ends that were

formerly sought, — of aesthetics, by leading the pupils to draw

and to use colors in imitation of nature and to appreciate by

observation and study the most beautiful works of art ; and of

practicalness, by drawing free-hand from objects and by con

necting closely the mechanical part of the subject with the work

of manual training and with the every-day uses of life.

The growth of manual training as a branch of study in the

schools has been somewhat like that of drawing. At first it

was sought as an accomplishment, afterwards as a trade, now
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as a means of mental discipline in furnishing a good foundation

for practical life. Its claims to a place in the course of studies

are: that (1) it teaches dexterity of hand; (2) it trains to

habits of order and neatness ; (3) it cultivates a sense of truth

and right by demanding exactness of details ; (4) it cultivates

the will in its requirements of persistence until an object is

completed; (5) it serves as a valuable aid to drawing and art

studies ; (6) it cultivates the ethical sense in enabling pupils to

make useful objects; (7) it serves to offset the strain of intel

lectual work ; and (8) it gives respect for manual labor.

The reasons for making singing a regular and systematic

subject of instruction are that it affords rest and recreation, is

a means of healthy exercise and cultivates the aesthetic, ethical

and religious sense. Governed by these ends, the aim and

scope of singing as a subject of instruction are clearly (1) to

train the ear so as to appreciate and enjoy good music that is

felt and (2) to understand and be able to sing at sight any

ordinary secular or sacred piece of music.

2. The relation of drawing to manual training is so close

that each may bo said to be incomplete as a subject of instruc

tion without the other. Both subjects also are closely con

nected with geometrical measurements. Drawing as a form of

expression is closely related to every other subject of study, —

to literature in illustrated sketches, to arithmetic in plans and

working drawings, and to history and geography in diagrams

and maps. In fact, it may be used as other forms of expres

sion are used, and in some cases it may be used profitably

when other means fail to express the thought or feeling.

In the lower grades the placing of singing in close relation

to the reading and nature exercises and to the morning talk is

made very effective. In the lower grades also singing in con

nection with some of the physical exercises is found beneficial.

The use of singing tones has come to be recognized as a valu

able means of securing good speaking tones, just as the phonic

exercises in spoken tones have been found helpful in developing

a good singing tone.

3. Skill in the subjects of this group, as in all technical

subjects, will depend upon the fidelity with which the successive

steps are taken. Nowhere is a close application of the maxims
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• • from the known to the related unknown " and ' ' from the

simple to the complex " more necessary than in connection with

these subjects.

In the early stages of drawing as at present pursued there is

a free expression of ideas through illustrative sketching without

reference to principles. Attention is then given to form with

special reference to correct proportion and outline, succeeded

by exercises which give skill in rendering characteristic detail.

Finally, there is sought to be secured a full and free expression

of grace of form and harmony of color. In the mechanical side

of drawing the successive steps are : first, exercises in precision,

as paper folding and cutting; second, exercises in accurate

measurement; third, accurate drawing of surfaces of given

dimensions ; fourth, conventional grouping of figures to ex

press solidity ; and, fifth, drawing to scale.

So far as the occupations of the kindergarten are educative,

they are but the beginning of a series of manual exercises which

should have no break throughout the elementary school course.

In the earlier stages of the course, paper and cardboard should

be extensively used, and always in close connection with draw

ing, for the purpose mainly of developing manual dexterity.

In the later stages exercises to teach the use of tools should be

given, and applications of what has been learned should be

made in the manufacture of useful objects. In the last two

years the course may, if thought desirable, be divided into two

departments,— one for wood working and the other for sewing.

In singing, care should be observed that the steps of tech

nique be taken in a natural order, and that the demands upon

the children keep pace with their vocal powers and musical

appreciation.

4. Within the scope and time already laid down, there need

be given no limitations in drawing and manual training be

yond what is necessary under a class system of instruction.

Here, as in other branches, the minimum of what is expected

to be done may be prescribed, together with extra or extended

work to suit the circumstances.

Limitations in singing should be made in two directions :

first, in respect to the time of learning the language of music ;

and, second, in respect to reach of tones. The child needs to
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acquire a musical sense, — that is, a love for aud appreciation

of music, — before the language of music is learned. For this

reason two or three years of careful practice in simple phonic

exercises and rote songs should be spent before sign reading is

begun. Such exercises are also needed for a proper develop

ment of strength and sweetness of tone. The danger of over

straining young children's voices is avoided by confining the

exercises during the first year to the lower tones.

A Foreign Language.

It will be observed that no reference has been made to a

foreign language in the preceding discussion, although that

subject was recommended in previous reports.* In my second

report I referred to the desirability of making it a part of the

elementary course, but of oflering it as an elective, " either by

making it an extra study or by permitting it to be taken in

place of some part of the work in English grammar." If it is

taken as a separate and extra study, of course only those pupils

should take it who have time and strength for it in addition to

the required work of the school. If the new language is begun

in the fifth or sixth year of the course, and if but two recita

tions a week are given to the study, little extra time need be

given to it to acquire a fair degree of facility in reading and

some knowledge of the grammar of the language.

The question of what foreign language shall be selected for

study in the elementary schools has been discussed by educa

tional leaders. No agreement has been reached, and perhaps

none should be expected or desired. The preponderance of

practice seems to be in favor of Latin. The arguments in favor

of Latin are : (1) the desirability of giving pupils who do not

go to the high school an opportunity of acquiring some knowl

edge of a language from which a large percentage of English

words are derived ; (2) the advantage of a good start in the

study before the high school is reached, so that the increased

requirements for entrance to college may be met easily in four

years ; and (3) the comparative ease of getting good teachers

of the subject.

* See Preliminary Report, p. 45, and Second Report, p. 16.
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Weighty as the above reasons are for choosing Latin as the

foreign language to be offered in the grammar school, they seem

to be outweighed by considerations in favor of a modern lan

guage, French or German. In the first place, in making the

choice there should be primarily regarded the interests of those

pupils who are not to continue their studies beyond the grammar

school, on account of their limited means of culture. For such

pupils a slight knowledge of French or German would be quite

as disciplinary as Latin, and far more useful. In four years,

with the limited time indicated, — two lessons a week, — a

pupil should be able to read easy French or German at sight,

and to talk somewhat in the language studied, — acquisitions

which would be much more useful in a living than in a dead

language. Again, if French is selected, the comparative ease

of acquisition should be considered, not merely for the acquisi

tion itself, but for the use that may be made of it in learning

Latin. Many teachers advise the study of French two years

before Latin is begun, for the help which it gives in the latter

study. If French or German is taken as an optional study,

there should be no more than two lessons a week, involving

comparatively little of outside study. Easy reading should be

put into the hands of the pupils after a few weeks of oral lessons.

Attention should be confined to reading and talking during the

first two years, or grades five and six. During the last two

years these exercises should be supplemented by simple gram

mar lessons and writing, all pointing to the practical ends of

correctness and facility in reading and talking.

Sub-primary Class.

Before giving an outline of prescribed work for the sub-

primary class, I desire to give the reasons for recommending

the formation of such a class, and to explain more fully than I

have done the character of the exercises proposed for it.

In the first report of this series the following statements are

made with reference to the need of a special class for children

under six years of age : —

It is possible that the differences in this country in the earliest age

of admission to the elementary schools and in the length of the course

of such schools will disappear when the kindergarten becomes uni
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versally a part of the public school system. It may be fairly ques

tioned, however, in any event, whether much of the formal intellectual

work now carried on in many first-year primary classes should be

demanded of children before the age of six. If, where children are

permitted to enter school at five, a sub-primary course could be pur

sued, consisting largely of manual and observational work, advance

ment in subsequent work required would be likely to be quite as rapid

as it is at present, where pupils are required to read and write' much

during the first year. In case there is a kindergarten course which

children can begin at three or four years of age, the work of this

sub-primary class could be supplementary to the work of the kinder

garten and preparatory for the more formal work of the primary

school. According to many of our best kindergartners and primary

school teachers, this connection between the two schools is very much

to be desired.*

Again, in a later part of the same report I said : —

In many schools where children are permitted to enter at five, as

much is attempted and frequently as much is done in reading, writing

and number as is done in schools whose minimum age of admission is .

six years. That this gain is only an apparent one is obvious to all

who are able to compare results at the end of the course. The plan

that I would recommend is, that in all places where children are per

mitted to enter school at five years of age, sub-primary classes be

established, whose work shall consist largely of an extension or modi

fication of the manual and observational work of the kindergarten,

supplemented by some of the nature work and drawing now pursued

in our best primary schools, and by a little reading, writing and num

ber work.

If sub-primary classes are formed for children under six years of

age, the nine years' course for children who enter school at five will

be reduced to an eight years' primary and grammar school course,

thus agreeing in age of admission, grades and age of graduation with

our present eight years' course for children who are admitted at six

years of age.f

In view of all that has been said by experienced teachers

regarding the advisability of supplementing the work of the

kindergarten by less formal work than is usually required in a

primary school, it would seem unnecessary to plead for the

introduction of the proposed class. Every primary school

* Preliminary Report, p. 6. t Preliminary Report, p. 38.
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teacher realizes that the change is very great from the com

paratively unrestrained freedom of the kindergarten, with its

dozen or fifteen children, to the school where restrictions are

made necessary by the large number of children and by the

character of the work required. " Connecting classes" between

the kindergarten and the primary school have been formed in

several places, and they have invariably been found to be of

great use in wisely leading the children into good school habits.

Frequently the class exercises have been such as to permit

pupils to omit a portion of the first-grade primary work.

But, if the sub-primary class is needed for those children

who have had the benefits of the kindergarten, much more is

such a class needed for children who have not had the advantage

of the better training. The change from the home to the school

is even greater than that from the kindergarten to the school,

and therefore needs the bridge that the proposed class offers.

Most people can recall the ordeal through which they passed

during the first few weeks of school life. Perhaps the modern

school has made the ordeal less trying than it used to be ; but

we can scarcely realize how great, under the best conditions,

the gap is between the freedom of the home and the constraints

of the schoolroom, where forty or fifty children have to be

controlled by a single teacher.

To those parents who believe in the usefulness of the kinder

garten and have not the opportunity to send their children to

one, the proposition to establish sub-primary classes ought to

be very welcome ; for certainly more of the spirit of the kin

dergarten can be infused where there is large opportunity given

for the gifts, occupations and games than in the ordinary pri

mary school, where so much formal work is required. In

places where the kindergarten is forbidden through ignorance

of its benefits, or where it does not exist through lack of means,

the establishment of the proposed grade will not be difficult to

bring about. Indeed, in places where the age of admission is

five years, it lies wholly in the hands of the school authorities

to carry the plan into effect, inasmuch as it would simply take

the place of the first-grade primary.

There is another, and, I believe even stronger, argument for

the formation of the proposed class ; and that is, the claim that
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too much formal and too little observational work is now done

in the first year of school. Children five years of age can no

doubt do a prodigious amount of formal work. They can read

through a dozen first readers, write a good hand, go to a hun

dred or a thousand in numbers, and perhaps read music in

three keys, — all during the first year. But the question is,

Ought they to do it? Ought they to do half or quarter as

much? A fair answer to this question will, I am sure, lead

us to revise the primary course, as now generally pursued, in

the direction of the plan proposed.

The course to be pursued in the sub-primary class will de

pend somewhat upon the previous training of the children ; but

in any case the program will consist of an extension of the

work of the kindergarten, especially along observational and

manual training lines, with a comparatively small amount of

reading, writing and arithmetic. The following general out

line may suggest the character of the exercises most desired

for the proposed class. The grouping and limitations of time

are those given in the time program on a previous page of this

report.

Groups I. and IV.—(Time spent daily in recitation and

busy work for a single group of pupils, about 90 minutes.)

Story telling, — selections from kindergarten stories, myths

and fairy tales. Reading of words in sentences on blackboard

and chart and on picture slips. Reading sentences from black

board and chart. Phonic drill. Some analysis and synthesis

by sounds. Writing on tracing slips, blackboard and paper.

Large movements.

Group II. —(Time spent daily, about 15 minutes.) Fourth

and fifth kindergarten gifts for counting and combining.

Group III. —(Time spent daily, about 45 minutes.) Recog

nition of common plants and trees, and their principal parts.

Observation of and talks about familiar domestic animals and

birds. Some resemblances and differences noted. Adaptation

of parts to uses observed.

Group V., — including physical exercises, singing, games,

drawing and hand work. (Time spent daily, about 90 min

utes.) Construction and design, with tablets, sticks and blocks.

Moulding in clay. Painting in color with brush. Paper fold
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ing and parquetry. Free illustrative sketching from memory

and imagination. For physical exercises and singing, make

selections from kindergarten songs and games.

Outline of a Course of Studies for Primary and

Grammar Schools.

The following outline suggests a possible adjustment of

primary and grammar school work to the conditions indicated

in this and in previous reports. While it is probably insuffi

cient to meet fully the needs of any system of schools, it is

hoped that it will fulfil in some degree the requirements of a

general course, upon which more detailed courses may be

constructed suited to various localities and conditions. The

absence of repeated directions to review previous work and

to follow proper lines of teaching indicates the presumption

of professional ability on the part of teachers. A course of

studies is not a manual of methods and theories of teaching,

however important such a statement of methods and theories

may be in somo places. Happy is it for those schools whose

courses of studies may presuppose the employment of teachers

whose knowledge of the principles of teaching is undoubted,

and whose judgment is fully trusted in the selection of mate

rials within the bounds of an outline not greatly extended.

It should be understood that this course is intended for

pupils who enter school at six years of age, and who come

either from the kindergarten or sub-primary class. Some

pupils who have taken the course outlined for the sub-primary

class may be able to take the work outlined for the first grade

in less than a year.

The figures in the left-hand column indicate the year and

quarter during which the work in parallel columns is supposed

to be done. For example, 23 means the third quarter of the

second year. The figures in decimals above each year's out

line of work denote the approximate percentage of recitation

time which a pupil or a group of pupils should give to the

allotted group of subjects. These figures are taken from Table

XV of the Second Report.



(a)DrawingandArt. (6)ManualTraining,

(c)Singing.

(a)Freeillustrativesketch ingfrommemoryand imagination.The solarspectrumfor

color.

(c)Breathingandphonic exercises.Rote

songs.

(a)Studyofpicturesfor story.Thesixspec

trumcolors.

(6)Paperfoldingforaccu

racy.

(c)Breathingandphonic
exercisescontinued. Dictationandmemory exercises.Tone

buildingonmusiclad der(notabovefifth

tone).Rotesongs.

GroupV.(.24)

(6)Paperfolding.

(a)HistoryandBiography.

(f>)CivilGovernment.

(ra)Tellingofcarefully selectedfairystories, suitabletothecapacity ofthechildrenandto theseason.Selectalso withreferencetowhat isdoneinnaturestudy andreading(seelist
ofbooksandselec

tions).

(a)Storiesprescribedfor firstquartercontinued.

GroupIV.(.10)

withbodiesofanimals studied.Compare

uses.

(d)Suitableselections(see

GroupIII.(.12)

(a)NatureStudyandEle- mentaryScience.(6)Geo
graphy,(c)Physiologyand

Hygiene,(d)Information
Readingconnectedwith theLessonsofthisGroup.

(a)Recognitionofcommon plantsandtrees. Teachprincipalparts.
(6)Usesofplantsandtheir

partstoman.

(c)Partsofbody,—move
ment,useandcareof

eachpart.

(djSuitablestoriesand

selections(seelist).

(a)Observeflesh-eatingani mals(dog,cat)forhab
itsandadaptationof partstohabits;pict uresofunfamiliarani

malsforcomparison.

(6)Usesofanimalsandtheir partstoman.Animal

productions.

(c)Comparepartsofbody

list).

(a)Arithmetic.(6)Formand

GeometricalExercises, (c)Algebra.(d)Book

keeping.

berstotenwithand withoutobjects.Use offiguresinexamples. Teachpint,quart.

Originalstories.

(b)Areaofsurfaceofinch cube.Lengthofedges.

GroupII.(.12)

(a)Combinationsofnum
berstoten,using blocks.Alloralwork.

Originalstories.Use termsonehalfandone

fourth.

(6)Comparisonofblocksin

size.

(a)Combinationsofnum

storiestoldorread. Copyingwordsand

sentences.

(d)Learningandrecitingof

(a)Reading.(6)Writing,
(c)CompositionandSpelling,

(d)MemoryWork,

(c)Grammar.

(a)Wordsinsentencesfrom

blackboard.

(6)Copyingwordsfrom
blackboardandslips.

(c)Tellingofstoriestold (d)Learningandreciting ofshortpieces—amin imumaverageoftwo

linesaday.

(a)Sentencesfromchartor reader.Analysisand synthesisofwordsby

sound.

(i>)Copyingwordsandsen
tencesfromblackboard andslips.Copying

singleletters.

(c)Oralreproductionof

GroupI.(.42)
byteacher.

shortpieces.

Grade
and

Quarter.

r

Is



(a)Blackboarddrawing,
freemovemesi,

straightlinesand curves.Sixstandard

colors.

(6)Drawinglineswithruler

frompointtopoint.

(a)Drawingfromnature simplegrassesand flowers,usingcolored

crayons.

(6)Cuttingtoalinewith

scissors.

(o)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(c)Asinsecondquarter.

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(c)Asinsecondquarter.

previouslessons.Parts
ofhead.Careofteeth,

hair,ears,eyes,face.

(a)Recognitionofcommon plautsandtrees.Ob serveandnamequali
tiesascolor,size,torm,

number,surface.

(6)Usesofplantsandtrees
andtheirparts.Veg

etableproductions.

(c)Partsofhandsandfeet. (d)Suitableselections(see(a)Recognitionofcommon rocks.Budsobserved. (6)Usesofrockstoman.
Mineralproductions.

(c)Reviewandcontinue (d)Suitableselections(see

Uses.Careofnails.

list). list).

(a)Combinationsofnum berstotwentywithob- jects.Teachdozen, quart,gallon,pint,gill,dime,foot,inch.Frac tionalpartsofnum
bers.Examplesand problems.Original

problems.

(6)Comparisonofsurfaces ofinchcubeandother

surfaces.

(a)Sameaslastquarterwith andwithoutobjects.Reviewandapplyweightsandmeasure mentsinpracticalprob

lems.

(6)Comparisonoflengthof edgesofinchcubewith
edgesofotherblocks.

(a)Sentencesfromfirstpartoftwoormorefirst readers.Analysisandsynthesisofwordscon

tinued.

(*)Copyingwordsandsen tencescontinued.Cor rectformsofsingle

letterstaught.

(c)Oralreproductionofsto
(d)Learningandrecitingof

shortpieces.Review laBthalfyear'swork

frequently.

(a)Readingeasierpiecesof
fourormorefirstread ers.AnalysisandSynthesisofwordsby

soundandbyletter.

(6)Copyingsentencesfrom modelsandwritingfromdictation.Writ ingofsingleletterscon

tinued.

(c)Copyingsentencescon-
tinned.Dictationof shortsentences.Teach pupilstowritetheir

name;school;town;father's(Mr.)name;mother's(Mrs.)name;
teacher'sname.Period

andquestionmark. Oralandwrittenrepro
ductionofwhathas

beenreadortold.

(d)Learningandrecitingof

shortpieces.

riestoldorread.
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(o)Illustrativedrawing. Memoryandimagina tion,withhelpoflive objects(birdsandani mals).Sixstandard

colors.

(6)Paperfoldingandcut

ting.

(a)Studyofpicturesfor story.Useofwater

colors.

(6)Paperfoldingandcut

ting.

GroupV.(.24)

(c)Asinfirstyear. (c)Asinfirstyear.

(a)Tellingandreadingof fairystoriesandfables. Selectwithreferenceto capacityofchildren,to theseasonandtowhat isdoneinnaturestudy andreading(seelistof

booksandselections).

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

GroupIV.(.10)

animals(cow,horse, sheep)forhabitsand adaptationofpartsto habits.Usepictures ofunfamiliaranimals
ofsameclassforcom

parison.

(b)Usefulanimalproduc tions.Position,direc

tion,distance.

Familiarbodiesofland

andwater.

(c)Useofthebonesofthe body.Howinjured. Effectoftobaccoand

alcohol.

(d)Suitableselections(see
(a)Extendobservationsof firstgradeinrecogniz ingcommonplantsand

trees.

(6)Usefulvegetableproduc tions.Locationof plantsobserved.Posi tionanddirection(gen.

eral).

(c)Theskin,-use,careand cleanliness.Useofthe

senses.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Observegrass-eating

GroupIII.(.12)

1)Allcombinationstothirty;

list).

oftenswithsmaller

numbers.

noaddedorsubtracted numberormultiplier ordivisorgreaterthan

ten.

(3)Applicationtofamiliar
(1)Fractionalpartsofnum

(6)Perimetersofinchcube

list).

(a)Numbersfromonetoone

hundred:—

(1)Combinationsoftensand ofteuswithnumbers

lessthanten.

noaddedorsubtracted numberormultiplier ordivisorgreaterthan

ten.

(3)Applicationtofamiliar
weightsandmeasures. (1)Fractionalpartsofnum

(6)Areasofinchcubeand (a)Numbersfromonetoone

hundred:—,

(1)Combinationsoftensand
1)Allcombinationstofifty; weightsandmeasures.

andoftwoinchcube.

GroupII.(.12)

(5)Originalproblems. oftwo-inchcube. (5)Originalproblems.

bers.

sitionscontinued.
Commonabbreviations

suchasusedinarith
metic.Dictationfor correctformsofmirds,

spelling,etc.

bers.

(d)Memoryworkreviewed
andcontinued(seelist).sitions(reproductions, etc.),daily.Common abbreviations.Useof

periodandinterroga tionmark.Useofcap
italatbeginningof sentence.Dictation

dailyforspelling,etc.
(d)Memoryworkreviewed

andcontinued(seelist).
(o)Difficultportionsof severalfirstreaders.

Phonicdrill.

(6)Copyingandwriting fromdictationcontin ued.Practiceupon formsofsingleletters

ifneeded.

(c)Oralandwrittencompola)Selectionsfromseveral firstreaders.Analysis andsynthesisofwords

continued.

(6)Copyingandwriting fromdictationcontin
ued.Teachcorrect formsofsingleletters. (c)Oralandwrittencompo-

GroupI.(42)
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(a)Blackboarddrawing:
relatedcurvesand straightlines.Flat

washesoftints.

(6)Rulinglinesofdefinite lengthsanddivisions.

(c)Asinfirstyear.

(a)Drawingfromnature Bimplegrassesand flowers,usingwater

colors.

(6)Cuttingtoalinewith

scissors.

(c)Asinfirstyear.

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(6)Plantsandpartsusedfor
foodandclothing. Useofseedstoman.

Formsofwater.Winds, directionanddistance. drinking,breathing andsleeping.Health
fulfoodsanddrinks.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Extendobservationin
recognizingandnam

ingcommonplantsand treesofneighborhood
andcultivatedplants.

(6)Directionanddistance appliedtofamiliar bodiesoflandand
water.Productions—

animalandvegetable

—ofthetown.

(c)Valueofsleep.Venti lation.Colds.Draughts. Shape,useandworkingofmuscles.Effectsof exercise.Bestkinds ofexercise.Besttime

toexercise.

(d)Suitableselections(see
(a)HistoryofplantlifefromseedtoBeed.Observe beanandpea.Plant severalkindsofseed forobservationand

comparison.

(c)Simplelessonsoneating,

list). list).

(6;Comparisoninsizeof prismseachofwhose basesisoneinchsquare. 1)Applicationtofamiliar
(3)Fractionalpartsofnum

(6)Comparisonofsurfaces

ofprisms.

(a)Numbersfromonetoone

hundred:—

(1)Allcombinations;no addedorsubtracted numberormultiplier ordivisorgreaterthan

ten.

1)Applicationtofamiliar weightsandmeasures.
(3)Fractionalpartsofnum

(0)Numbersfromonetoone (1)Allcombinationswith weightsandmeasures.

(1)Originalproblems.

hundred:—

andwithoutfigures.

(1)Originalproblems.

•

bers. bers.

dictationexercises. Teachuseofcapitals. Reviewinsentences commondifficultwords. (6)Copyingandwriting fromdictationcontin ued.Practiceupon formsofsingleletters

Ifneeded.

dictationexercises. Ordinaryuseofcap itals,commonabbrevi ations,useofperiod, interrogationandex clamationmarks.Spel lingofcommonwords. (d)Memoryworkreviewed
andcontinued(seelist).

(a)Easyportionsofseveral secondreaders.Dailyphonicdrill.Easyse

lections(seelist).

(6)Copyingandwriting fromdictationwithpenandink.Practiceupon singlelettersifneeded. (c)Dailycompositionand (d)Memoryworkreviewed
andcontinued(seelist).

(a)Severalsecondreaders
andselections(seelist).

Dailyphonicdrill.

(c)Dailycompositionand
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(a)Freedrawingofplants

andothercommonob
jects.Huesofcolor bymeansofcolored

papers.

(6)Paperfoldingandcut

ting.

(c)Breathing,phonic,dic tationandmemoryex- ercisescontinued. Tonebuildingonmu
sicladder.Alltones ofscale.Rotesongs. (a)Studyofpicturesfor story.Huesofcolor

iuwashes.

(6)Paperfoldingandcut

ting.

GroupV.(.22)

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)(1)Classicalmythsand

stories(seelist).

1)Storiesofancientworld,Egypt,Assyria,Babylonia,Judea.Bible stories(seelistof

booksandselections).

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
lirstquartercontinued.

GroupIV.(.10)

(a)ExtendobservationIn
recognizingandnam

ingcommonplantsand treesgroupingaccord

ingtohabitat.

(fe)Cardinalandsemi-car- dinalpoints.Distance continued.Detailsof

hills,plains,valleys.

(c)Fleshmakingandheat givingfoods.Saltyfoods.Wholesomeand
unwholesomedrinks.

(rf)Suitableselections(see

list).

(o)Localmineralsandrocks forrecognitionand propertiesiucolor,form,hardness.Qual-itiesofairandwater. (ft)Plansreadshowingdi rectionsanddistances
offamiliarobjects.Detailsofbrooksand ponds.Weatherrec

ord.

(c)Simplelessonsondigestionandcirculationof
blood.Effect*ofto

baccoandalcohol.

(rf)Suitableselections(see

list).

GroupIII.(.15)

(«)Numberstoonethousand. withandwithoutob

jects.

1)Continueapplicationsto familiarweightsand measuresanduseof
fractionalpartsofnum

bers.

(6)Comparisonofsurfaces ofcubesandprismswithsurfaceofinch

cube.

(ra)Numberstoonethousand. sionwithandwithout

objects.

(1)Additionandsubtraction (1)Multiplicationanddivi 1)Continueapplicationsto familiarweightsand measuresandfrac tionalpartsofnum

bers.

(6)Comparisonofperimeterofknownsurfaceswith perimeterofsquare

GroupII.(.15)

(3)Originalproblems. (3)Originalproblems.

(a)Difficultportionsofsev eralsecondreadersand otherbooksofcorres pondinggrade(Bee

list).

(5)Copyingandwritingfromdictationcontin

ued.

(c)Dailycompositionand dictationexercises. Attentiongiventoab breviations,spelling,
punctuationanduseof

capitals.Alsotocor
rectwordsandcorrect

formsofwords.

(<1)Memoryworkreviewed andcontinued(seelist).
(a)Booksandselectionsof correspondinggradeto

thirdreader(seelist).

(i>)Copyingandwritingfromdictationcontin

ued.

(c)Dailycompositionand dictationexercises,givingattentiontospelling,punctuation,use ofcapitals,correct wordsandcorrect

formsofwords.

(d)Memoryworkreviewed
andcontinued(seelist).

GroupI.(.38)
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(o)Illustrativedrawing.
DrawingofanimalsIn ink,silhouette,or color.Harmonious arrangementofone colorwithblack,white

orgray.

((>)Drawingandcuttingfiguresofdefinitedf

mensions.

(a)Drawingofgrasses,leavesandflowers fromnatureincolor. Useofflora]elements inbordersorsurface

patternsincolor.

(6)Cuttingunitsofdesign.

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(e)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)Storiesprescribedfor
firstquartercontinued.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)Studybirdsforhabitsandadaptationofparts
tohabits.Comparativestudyoffeathers. Changinglengthofdayandnightandvarying

temperature.

(6)Drawingofplanstoscale. Erosiveactionofwater. Soilformation.Land andwatersurfaceof neighborhood.Weather

record.

ingrespirationand

ventilation.Theskin,—
sweattubesandbath

ing.

(c)Simplelessonsconcern- (d)Suitableselections(see (a)Changesinplantand animallifeinspring.Groupingofplantsac cordingtohabitat;timeofappearance,
etc.Lifehistoryof corncomparedwith

beanandpea.

(6)Surface,soil,climate andproductionsof
town.Planofneighborhooddrawntoscale.

Mapoftown.

(c)Careofteeth,eyes,throat,earn,hair,fingernailsSimplelessons
oneating,sleeping,ex

ercising,etĉ

(d)Suitableselections(see

(a)Numberstoonethousand. 1)Applicationsincommon weightsandmeasures.
(6)Measurementsofshort andfamiliardistances

andpracticalapplica

tions.

list).

(a)Numberstoonethousand. 1)Applicationsincommon weightsandmeasures. (6)Measurementsoffamil iarsurfacesandprac

ticalapplications.

list).

(1)Alloperations.

(3)Originalproblems.

(1)Alloperations.

(3)Originalproblems.

(a)Booksandselectionsof correspondinggradeto
thirdreader(seelist).

(6)Copyingandwriting

fromdictation.

(c)Dailycompositionand dictationexercises. Attentiongiventospelling,punctuation,use ofcapitals,choiceof wordsandformsof words;alsotoclear

nessandoriginality.

(d)Memoryworkreviewed (o)Booksandselectionsof correspondinggradetothirdreader(seelist). (6)Copyingandwriting

fromdictation.

(?)Dailycompositionand dictationexercises. Attentiongiventocor rectnessofspelling,
punctuation,useof capitals,choiceof wordsandformsof words;alsotoclear

nessandoriginality.

(d)Memoryworkreviewed

andcontinued.andcontinued.
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GroupV.(.20)

(a)Freehanddrawingin anyappropriateme
diumofplantn,fruits andotherobjects(spherical).Analysis ofleavesandflowers

forcolorschemes.

(fe)Accuratedrawingswith

rulerinvolvingJ313

»J ,andcuttingin

cardboard.

(c)Breathing,phonicdic tationandmemoryexercisescontinued. Staffnotation,—study
ofnotes,rests,etc.,

andaccent.Bote

songs.

(o)Studyoffamouspaint ingforcentreofin terestandemphasis. Tintsandshadesin

watercolor.

((/)Simpleconstructivede sign,—cardpicture framesandthelike,
ofgoodproportions.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

GroupIV.(.12)

(a)(1)Storiesfromthe

Iliad.

1)Headingofstoriescon
nectedwithpioneer life,especiallyofthe partofcountryin whichthechildren

live.

(a)(1)Storiesfromthe

Odyssey.

1)Storiesconnectedwith famouspersonB,Marco Polo,Columbus,Ma gellan,Balboa,Drake, LaStnle,DeSoto,

Raleigh.

—*—

ofleavesandflowers; changeofflowerto

fruitandseed.

(b)Lessonsonnaturaldivi sionsoflandand water.Mapreading

ofCountyandState.
workandprotection; number,namesandlo

cation.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Animals:recognition, habitsandadaptationofparts.Cycleofani mallifeasshownin frog;groupingof

knownanimals.

(6)Teachwithglobegen. eralfeaturesofland
andwatersurface;

alsogeneralfactsof climateproductions, people,countries,

cities.

(c)Compositionandstruct

ureofthebones.

GroupIII.(.20)

(a)Plantanditsparts:p,irts
(c)Thebonesasaframe

list).

measures.

(6)Areasofparallelograms.(3)Simplebusinesstransac (1)Commonweightsand

GroupII.(.16)

(a)(1)Integerstoonemil lion.Additionand

subtraction.

1)Fractions:halfs,fourths (3)Simplebusinesstransac (1)Commonweightsand (6)Anglesandareasof

rectangles

(a)(1)Integerstoonemil- lion.Multiplication

anddivision.

1)Fractions:thirds,smiths,

andeighthB.

tions.

measures. twelfths.

tions.

GroupI.(.32)

(a)Literaturesuitedtothe interestandcapacity

ofpupils(seelist).

(f>)Instructiontopupilswho donotformletters

well.

(c)Dailycompositionand dictationexercisesgiv ingattentiontocor rectnessofspelling,
punctuation,useof capitals,choiceand formsofwords,—also toclearness,concise nessandcomprehen sivenessofexpression (d)Memoryworkreviewed

andcontinued(seelist).
(0)Literaturesuitedtothe interestandcapacity

ofpupils(seelist).

(1)Instructiontopupils

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

whoneedit.
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(o)Drawingsinmassof animalsandchildren ininterestingatti tudes.Illustrative drawinginotherstud ies.Studyoftintsand shadesofonecolorin

design.

(6)Accuratesubdivisionsof

fieldsfordesign. (c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)Drawingsinanyappro-
priatemediumof leavesandflowers

fromnature.Arrange-mentlnspaces.Applicationinborderand surfacepatternsin

color.

(6)Cuttingofgeometric

formsinthinwood.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.Two partexercisesand

songs.

(a)(1)Storiesconnected withearlylocalhis

tory.

1)Storiesoffamousper
s",Jo"1it3

HenryHudson,Stuyve- sant,MylesStandish, Massasoit,RogerWil liams,GovernorBrad

ford,KingPhilip.

(a)(1)Storiesconnected withearlylocalhistory.1)Storiesoffamousper sons,Franklin,Wash ington,Lafayette,Fulton,Morse,Lin

coln,Grant.

(a)Teachpebbles,sandand claywithreferenceto lifehistoryofrocks. Observecrystalsand showhowtheymaybe found.Effectofneat

onwaterandair.

(6)NorthAmericabytopics.Speciallessonsoncli

mate.

(c)Joints,ligamentsand (d)Suitableselections(see (a)Recognitionofplantscontinued.Changesin natureandtheirrela
tiontoplants,animals andman.Movement

andchangesinmoon.
Observestargroups.

(6)UnitedStatesasawhole
andinsections,bytop

ics.Teachbytopics

Stateandtown.

(c)Growthandhealthofthe bones.Effectsofexer cise,rest,posture, clothing,foodandalco

holicstimulants.

(d)Suitableselections(see

cartilages.

list).

businesstransactions andincommonweights

andmeasures.

(6)Practicalapplicationsin

findingareas.

list).

(a)(1)Integersunlimited.

1)Fractionstotwelfths, decimals,tenthsand

hundredths.

(3)Simplebusinesstrans (1)Commonweightsand
(a)(1)Integersunlimited.

1)Commonfractionsto twelfths;decimalfrac

tionstothousandths.

(3)Applicationsinsimple

(6)Areasoftriangles.

actions.

measures.

(a)Asinfirstquarter. (6)Asinfirstquarter. (c)Asinfirstquarter. (d)Asinfirstquarter. (a)Asinfirstquarter. (6)Asinfirstquarter. (c)Asinfirstquarter. (d)Asinfirstquarter.
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GroupV.(.20)

(a)Freehanddrawingin anymediumofplantn,fruitsandsimplesphericalandcylindricalobjects.Analysisofleavesandflowers

forcolorschemes.

(6)Accuratedrawingsof
polygonswithcom

passesandruler.

(c)Previousworkcontin ued.Exercisesinkey

ofC,GandF.

(a)Studyoffamouspaintingsforcentreofin terestandemphasis.Subordinationacces-
sorles.Huesinwater

color.

(6)Modificationsofpoly
gonsforobjectsof beautifulline,silkreel,badge,etc.Construc tioninappropriatema

terial.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

GroupIV.(.12)

(a)(1)ConsecutivereadingrelatingtoexplorationsanddiscoveriesinNorth

America.

1)StoriesrelatingtoIndian
lifeinNorthAmerica.

(o)(1)ConsecutivereadingrelatingtoexplorationsanddiscoveriesinSouth

America.

1)Storiesconnectedwith lifeoftheAztecBand

Incas.

GroupIII.(.20)

(a)Plantsandpartscontin
ued,emphasizingroots

andstems.Form,
leavesandbarkof trees;groupingof

plants.

(6)ThecountriesofNorth America,otherthanthe UnitedStates,bytopics.Speciallessonson mountainrangesand

slopes.

(c)Thestructure,kinds,ac tionandusesofthe

muscles.

(</)Suitableselections(see

list).

(a)Studyofrockformingminerals,quarta,mica, feldspar,etc.Build- ingstones.Motionand pressureinsolids,

waterandair.

(i>ContinentofSouthAmer
icabytopics.Special

lessonsondrainage.

(c)Developmentofthemus cles.Effectsofexer cise,rest,narcoticsand

alcoholicstimulants.

(d)Suitableselections(see

GroupII.(.16)

(a)(1)Additionandsubtrac- tionofcommonfrac

tions.

1)Applicationswithcom
monweightsandmeas

ures.

(6)Kindsofpolygons.

(a)(1)Multiplicationand divisionofcommon

fractions.

1)Applicationswithcom
monweightsandmeas

ures.

(6)Areasofpolygons.

list).

GroupI.(.32)

(a)Asinfourthgrade. (6)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade. (a)Asinfourthgrade. (6)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.

-
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(a)Drawingsinmassof animalsandchildren ininterestingatti tudes.Illustrative drawinginother

studies.Studyofan- alagouscoloring;re
latedhuesindesign.

(6)Accuratesubdivisionof fieldsofdesignsinto

polygons.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(n)Drawingsofplantsand insectsfromnaturein anyappropriateme
dium.Arrangement

inspaces,app1ica- tionsinborders,sur facepatternsandro

settesincolor.

(6)Developmentofsur
faceofpyramidsin cardboard.Applica

tionsinthinwood.
(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)(1)Consecutivereadingofhistoryrelatingto theearlycoloniesof

NorthAmerica.

1)Storiesconnectedwith theearlyhistoryof

continentalEurope.

(a)(1)Consecutivereadingofhistoryrelatingto theIndianwarsin

NorthAmerica.

1)Storiesconnectedwith theearlyhistoryof

England.

(a)Mineralscontinued.
Continuestudyof changesinheaton waterandair.Applytophenomenaofsea sons.Changesinposi

tionofsun.

(6)ContinentofEurope topically.Specialles

sonsonsoil.

(c)Structureoftheskin, hairandnails:theper spiratoryandseba-

ceousglands.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Insects:studyofonefor

typeofinsectlife,—

grasshopperorbutter fly;adaptationofparts tohabits;metamor
phosis.Relationof knowninsectstoman asusefulorinjurious. (6)BritishIslesandde

pendencies.Special lessonsonclimateand

productions.

(c)Functionsoftheskin andtheirrelationto thehealthofthebody.Effectsofbathingand clothing,stimulants

andnarcotics.

(d)Suitableselections(see

(a)(1)Decimalfractions: alloperationsunlim

ited.

1)Applicationsinbusiness

transactions.

(b)Areasofsurfacesof

list).

(o)(1)Decimalfractions: alloperations,unlim

ited.

1)Applicationsindenom
inatenumbersand

businesstransactions.
(6)Areaofsurfaceof

squarepyramid.

list).

cubeandprism.

(a)Asinfourthgrade. (6)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade. (a)Asinfourthgrade. (6)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.
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ofplantsandcommon objects.Analysisof leavesandflowersfor

colorschemes.

(b)Workingdrawingsof simplerectangular

objects.

(c)Previousexercisescon tinued.Workinchro maticIntervals.Exer cisesInkeyofDand

Bflat.

(a)Studyoffamouspaintingsforcentreofinter estandemphasis,groupingofacces soriesforleading

lines.

(6)Designandmanufacture ofsimpleobjectsIn
paper,cardorwood; pinbox,candybox,

etc.

GroupV.(.20)

(a)Drawinginanymedium

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

GroupIV.(.12)

(a)1)Consecutivereadingofhistoryrelating totheevolutionary warandeventswhich

ledtoit.

1)Storiesconnectedwith thehistoryofRussia,
GermanyandFrance.

(a)1)ConsecutivereadingofUnltedStateshistoryrelatingtotheperiod

between178S-1815.

1)Storiesconnectedwith thehistoryofSpain,

GreeceandItaly.

GroupIII.(.20)

(a)Studyoftreescontinued.
Fruitanddispersionof seeds.Groupingof

plantscontinued.

(6)ReviewUnitedStates. TeachRussia,Ger manyandFrance,bytopics.Speciallessons onmotionsoftheearth

andtheireffects.

(c)Thebones,musclesand skin,—structureand

function.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Studyofcommonmetals
andtheirores,—Iron, copper,etc.Grouping

ofbirdsastohabits,—

perchers,scratchers,

swimmers.

(6)Reviewstate,countyand town.Teachcountries ofEuropenotbefore taught.Speciallessons onlatitudeandlongi

tude.

(c)Thegrowth,wasteand renewalofthebody.Theorgansandproc

essesofdigestion.

(d)Suitableselections(see

GroupII.(.16)

(a)1)Metricsystemof
weightsandmeasures. 1)Percentageandsimple

applications.

(6)Solidcontentsofcube

andofsquareprism.

list).

(a)1)PracticalproblemsIn metricsystemandde

nominatenumbers.

1)Simpleapplicationsof

percentage.

(6)Solidcontentsofrec

tangularprism.

list).

GroupI.(.32)

(a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)AsInfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade. (a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.
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(a)Drawingsinmassof animalsandchildren ininterestingatti tudes.Illustrative drawinginotherstud ies.Studyofanalo gouscoloring,related

lines,indesign.

(6)Accurategeometric

basisfordesigns.

(a)Plantformsinappropri atemedium.Arrange
mentsinspacesof

differentshapes.Applicationsinborders,
surfaces,rosettes,etc.,

incolor.

(6)Developmentofsurface ofprismandcylindersincardboard.Applicationsinappropriate

material.

(a)(1)ConsecutivereadingofUnitedStateshis toryduringtheperiod

from1815to1860.

1)Storiesconnectedwith Japanese,Chineseand

Philllpineislands.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(o)(1)ConsecutivereadingofUnitedStateshistoryduringandsincethe

civilwar.

1)Storiesconnectedwith colonizationsinAfrica andtheislandsofAus

tralasia.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)Studythecombinedef fectsofheatandgravityonwaterandair. Groupingofbirdscon
tinued.Compareparts withcorresponding

partsofvertebrates.

(6)ContinentofAsia,Ja
pan,China,Philippine Islands.Specialles sonsonwindsand

oceancurrents.

(c)Thecompositionand usesoftheblood.The organsofcirculation

andtheirfunctions.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Studyabsorption,trans- ferandradiationof
heatbysolidsandliquids.Clustersofflow

ersinmaple,elm,horse chestnut,oakn,birches,

treefruits.

(6)ContinentofAfrica,Aus tralasia.Specialles sonsonclimateand

rainfall.

(c)Therelationoftheblood tohealth.Effectsof narcoticsandalcoholic stimulantsuponorgansandprocessesofdiges

tionandcirculation.

(d)Suitableselections(see

(a)(1)Practicalproblemsin metricsystemandde

nominatenumbers.

1)Simpleapplicationsof

percentage.

(6)Measurementsofcircle.

list).

(a)(1)Practicalproblemsin
denominatenumbers.

1)Businesstransactions

andaccounts.

(d)Areaofsurfacesof

prismsandcylinders.

list).

(a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)AsInfourthgrade. (o)AsInfourthgrade. (c)AsInfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.
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GroupV.(.20)

(a)Drawingsinanyme diumofplantsand commonobjects.Il lustrativedrawingin otherstudies.Analy sisofbeautifullycol orednaturalobjects

forcolorschemes.

(6)Workingdrawingsof commonobjectsto

scale.

(c)Previousworkcontin ued.Exercisesand

songsinallkeys.

(a)Studyoffamouspaintingsforcomposition oflineandoflight

andshadeormass.

(6)Designandmanufact ureofsimpleobjectsinpaper,cardor wood,—matchsafe, toothpickholder,

bracket,etc.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

GroupIV.(.15)

(a)(1)Topicalstudy:An cientAmerica;North men;voyagesanddis coveriesofColumbus, theCabotsandVespu-

cius.

1)BeadingfromearlyHis

toryofEngland.

(6)Localtownandcounty governments.Officials: bywhomchosen;du

ties,etc.

(a)(1)Topicalstudy:Colo nizationofNorth AmericabySpaniards
andFrench,withre

view.

1)ReadingfromHistory

ofSpainandFrance.
(6)Stategovernment.

Branches:functionof each;officials,—bywhomchosen;terms;

duties.

GroupIII.(.16)

(a)Studycompositefamily, orgrassesandgrains.
(6)GeneralreviewofNorth America:United States,WestIndies, SouthAmerica.Speciallessonsinmathe

maticalgeography.

(c)Thecompositionandpur
ityofair.Organsof refpirationandtheir

functions.

Id)Suitableselections(see

list).

(o)Studyofcoalseries.com-bustion:studyofcan-

dieflameproducts.

(6)Generall,evlewofcoun triesofEurope.Speciallessonsoncom

merce.

(c)Structureofthelungs.Effectsofrespiration upontheairandblood.
Howbeatofbodyis

generated.

(rf)Suitableselections(see

list).

GroupII.(.16)

(a)Insurance,commission,
profitandloss,taxes.

(6)Measurementsandprob lemsrelatingtoangles.

(a)Duties,interest.

(6)Areasofsurfacesofpyr

amidandcone.

(«)Thesentence.Kindsof sentences.Subjectand

predicate.

(e)Partsofspeech.Phrases

GroupI.(.33)

(a)Asinfourthgrade. (c)AsInfourthgrade. (d)AsInfourthgrade. (a)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.

andclauses.
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(a)Drawingsinanyme diumofchildrenin interestingattitudes, andofdetailsofinte riorofroom.Free handperspective.StoryofChristianarch itectureandornament.

(6)Useofcommontools,—
try-square,gauge,etc.

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)Adaptationofnatural formstopurposesof
decorativedesign. Applicationstoini

tials,headandtail pieces,etc.,inblack andwhiteandcolor. Complementarycolors

indesign.

(6)Workingofwoodin

threedimensions. (c)Asinfirstquarter.

(a)1)Topicalstudyofcol- onizationinAmerica

byEnglish.

1)Readingfromhistoryof

Englandto1760.

(6)Topicalstudyofstate governmentcontinued.
(a)1)Topicalstudyof

UnitedStateshistory,

from1763to1783.

1)ReadingEnglishhistory

to1785.

(6)TopicalstudyofUnited Statesgovernment.
Branches:functionof each;officials,—quali

fications,etc.

(a)Studytypicalmarinean
imals,—starfish,oyster orclam,lobsteror crab.Comparewith

vertebrates(flsh). Compositionofair,
waterandvarious

foods.

(b)GeneralreviewofAsia andAfrica.Special lessonsuponcolonies

andcolonization.

(c)Therelationofrespirationtohealthwithspe cialreferencetoven tilation,disinfectants,
exerciseandclothing.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Studyrosefamily.Some principlesofacoustics. (6)GeneralreviewofAus tralasia.Specialles sonsuponproductions

andgovernment.

(c)Thevocalorgansand theirfunctions.Effects ofstimulantsandnar

cotics.

Id)Suitableselections(see

list).

(a)Banking:stocksand

bonds.

(6)Solidcontentsofcylinder,pyramidandcone.

list).

(a)1)Businesstransac

tionsandaccounts. 1)Ratioandproportion.

(6)Solidcontentsoffrustum ofpyramidandcone,

andofsphere.

kindsandforms.Rules ofsyntax.Analysisof

sentences.

(e)Verbs,—kindsand form.Rulesofsyntax.Analysisofsentences.

(a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.

(e)Nounsandpronouns,—

(a)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.
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GroupV.(.20)

(o)Drawingsinanyme diumofcommonob
jects.Illustrative

drawingsinotherstud ies.Analysisofbeau
tifullycolorednatural objectsforcolor

schemes.

(6)Workingdrawingsof commonobjectsto

scale.

(c)Previousworkcontin ued.Threepartexer cisesandsongs.In
troductionofminor

scales.

(a)Studyoffamouspaintingsforcomposition

oflineandofmass.

(6)Designandmanufacture ofsimpleobjectsinappropriatematerial. Scutcheon,hinges,

vases,bowls,etc. (c)Asinfirstquarter.

GroupIV.(.15)

(a)(1)Topicalstudyof UnitedStateshistorv

from1783to1815.

1)ReadingofEnglishhis toryto1S15;alsoof

FrenchRevolution.

(6)TopicalstudyofUnited Statesgovernmentcon-tinued.Electionand appointmentofofficials. Termsofoffice.Duties.

Civilservice.

(o)(1)TopicalstudyofUnitedStateshistoryfrom1815topresent

time.

1)ReadingofEnglishhis-

torytopresenttime.

(6)Principlesoflocalgovern- ment.Basis.Duties ofcitizens.Local

questionsdiscussed.

GroupIII.(.12)

(a)Poisonousplantsand

trees.

(6)Comparativestudyof
climateandclimaticin

fluences.

(c)Thenervoussystem.Organsandfunctions.
(cf)Suitableselections(see

list).

(a)Lessonsoncohesion

gravityandheat.

(b)Comparativestudyof vegetationindifferent

latitudes.

(c)Relationofthenervous systemtohealth,with referencetoexercise, variouskindsofwork,

rest,foodanddrink.

(d)Suitableselections(see

GroupII.(.20)

(a)Definitions,rulesandfor mulas.Miscellaneous

exercises.

(b)Definitions,problemsandtheoremsrelating

toanglesandlines.

(c)Algebraic,notationand simpleproblems.Ad- ditionandsubtraction. (a)Definitions,rulesandfor- mulas.Miscellaneous

exercises.

(6)Definitions,problemsandtheoremsrelatingtoangles,sidesand areasoftrianglesand

parallelograms.

(c)Multiplicationanddivi

sion.Factoring.

list).

GroupI.(.33)

(a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.

(e)Kinds,formsandusesof
adjectives,adverbs, prepositionsandcon

junctions.Analysisof

sentences.

(a)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (<1)Asinfourthgrade.

(e)Rulesofsyntaxandap
plications.Analysisof

sentences.
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(o)Drawingsinanyme diumofchildrenin interestingattitudes,andofdetailsofinte- riorsofbuildings.Freehandperspective.Storyofpre-Christianarchitectureandorna

ment.

(6)Makingofsimplejoints,

(c)AsInfirstquarter.

(a)Adaptationofnatural formstopurposesof
decorativedesign.Applicationsinbook covers,titlepagesetc.Complementary groupsofcolorsIn

design.

(6)Makingofsimpleob jectsinvolvingjoints,

(c)Asinfirstquarter.

(o)Topicalgeneralreviews: suchasAmericanIn dians;negroslavery;taxation;politicalpar-ties;inventions;growthofterritory;
causesandresultsof warsinwhichUnited

Stateswasaparty.
Questionsconnected

withcurrentevents.

(6)Principlesofstategov
ernment:basis;objectoflaws;relationof eachbranchtoeach other;dutiesofciti zensandofofficials; statequestionsdis

cussed.

(a)Topicalgeneralreviews
continued:thetariff;growthofindustries;territorialexpansion;civilservicereform;

steam;electricity.Questionsconnected

withcurrentevents.

(6)Principlesofnational
government:thecon

stitution;national questions;rightsanddutiesofnations;war

andarbitration.

(a)Lessonsonlight,sound

andelectricity.

(6)Comparativestudyof windsandtheireffects. (c)Organsofthespecial
senses;careandtrain

ing.

(d)Suitableselections(see (a)Injuriousinsects;time andmethodofexter

mination.

(6)Comparativestudyof

statesofsociety.

(c)Theeffectsoftheuseof
narcoticsuponrespiration,nervoussystem

andmentalactivity.

(d)Suitableselections(see

list). list).

(a)Definitions,rulesand formulas.Miscellane

ousexercises.

(6)Definitions,problemsandtheoremsrelatingtosimilarpolygonsand

circles.

(c)Reductionoffractions.

plications.Analysisof

sentences.

Resolvingofequationswithtwounknown

quantities.

(d)Simpleformofaccounts. (a)Definitions,rule6and formulas.Miscellane

ousexercises.

(6)Definitions,problemsandtheoremsrelatingtoprisms,pyramids,spheres,cylindersand

cones.

(c)Involutionandevolu

tion.

(<Z)Simpleformofaccounts.

(e)Rulesofsyntaxandap (e)Rulesofsyntaxandap
plications.Analysisof

sentences.

(a)AsInfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade. (a)Asinfourthgrade. (c)Asinfourthgrade. (d)Asinfourthgrade.
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A List of Books and Selections.

Following are the lists of books and selections to which refei-

ence has been made in the foregoing course of studies. It is

difficult to draw the line between books of literature and books

of information. Some of the books classed as literature may

not properly belong there by a strict definition of that term,

and some belonging under both heads are for the sake of

bi.evity placed under only one. The selections are intended

for reading and memorizing by the pupils. Some of them may

be used by teachers of the lower grades for reading to the

children. The list is far from complete, and should be added

to by the teachers as good selections are found.

Books of Literature (Grades I, II. and III.).

.ffisop's Fables.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Dodg-

son).

Bible Stories, 2 vols. (Modern Readers'

Bible Series) .

Child Life in Verse (Whittier).

Children's Garlands (Patmore).

Child's Garden of Verse (Stephenson) .

Christmas All the Year Round (Howells).

Dream Children (Scudder).

Fables and Folk Stories (Scudder) .

Fairy Tales (Andersen).

Fairy Tales (Grimm).

In the Child's World (Poulsson).

Jungle Book (Kipling).

Kindergarten Stories (Wiltse) .

Nature in Verse (Lovejoy).

Nature Myths (Cooke).

Old Greek Stories (Baldwin).

Old Stories of the East (Baldwin).

Old Testament Stories (Houghton).

Open Sesame, No. 1.

Poems for Children (Ewing).

Poetry for Children (Eliot).

Poetry for Children (Lamb).

Poetry of the Seasons (Lovejoy).

Rainbows for Children (Child).

Stories for Children (Wiggin).

Stories for Children (Lane).

Stories of King Arthur (Hanson).

Sunshine Land (Thomas).

Selections of Literature for Reading and Memorizing (Grades I., II.

and III.).

Calling the Violets (Larcom).

Christmas Bells (Longfellow).

Daffodils (Wordsworth).

Hiawatha's Childhood (Longfellow).

Lady Bird (Southey) .

Lady Moon (Lord Houghton).

Little Dandelion (Bostwick) .

Little Kitty (Prentiss).

Little Things (Anonymous).

Mountain and the Squirrel (Emerson).

New Year's Eve (Andersen).

One by One (Procter) .

Rain in Summer (Longfellow).

Seven Times One (Ingelow).

Spring (Thaxter).

Stop, Stop Pretty Water (Follen).

Sweet and Low (Tennyson).

Thanksgiving Day (Child).

The Baby (MacDonald).

The Bee and the Flower (Tennyson).

The Brook (Tennyson).

The Brown Thrush (Larcom).

The First Snowfall (Lowell).

The Night Before Christmas (Moore).

The Spider and the Fly (Howitt).

The Frost Spirit (Whittier).

The World (Lilliput Levee).

The Lamb (Blake).

We are Seven (Wordsworth).

Who Stole the Bird's Nest ? (Child.)
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Books of Information

All the Year Round, 4 vols. (Strong).

American Life andAdventure (Eggleston) .

Annt Martha's Corner Cupboard (Kirby) .

Brooks and Brook Basins (Frye) .

Child's Book of Nature, Vol. 1 (Hooker).

Friends in Feathers and Fur (Johonnot).

Grandfather's Stories (Johonnot) .

Historic Boys and Girls (Brooks).

Learning AbontCommonThings (Abbott).

Little Folks in Feathers, etc. (Miller).

Little Folks of Other Lands (Chaplin).

Madam How and Lady Why (Kingsley).

(Grades I., II. and III.).

My Saturday Bird Class (Miller).

Nature Stories (Bass).

Nature's Byways (Ford).

Queer Little People (Stowe) .

Rab and His Friends (Brown).

Seed Babies (Morley).

Stories for Children (Hale) .

Stories of Animal Life (Bass).

Stories of Plant Life (Lane).

Stories of Colonial Children (Pratt).

Stories of Massachusetts (Hale).

Stories Mother Nature Told (Andrews).

Books of Literature (Grades IV., V. and VI.).

Among the Hills (Whittier).

Ballads of New England (Whittier).

Bible Stories (Modern Readers' Bible

Series) .

Cricket on the Hearth (Dickens) .

Gods and Heroes (Francillon).

Grandfather's Chair (Hawthorne).

Gulliver's Travels (Swift).

Hiawatha (Longfellow).

King of the Golden River (Rnskin).

Little Daffydowndilly (Hawthorne).

Little Lord Fauntleroy (Burnett).

Merry Adventures of Robin Hood (Pyle) .

New England Legends, etc. (Drake).

Old Greek Stories (Baldwin).

Old Stories of the East (Baldwin).

Open Sesame, No. 2.

Popular Tales from the Norse (Dasent).

Rab and His Friends (Brown).

Robinson Crusoe (Defoe).

Six Tales from Arabian Nights (Eliot).

Stories of the Iliad and Odyssey (Church).

Swiss Family Robinson (Wyss).

Tanglewood Tales (Hawthorne) .

Tent on the Beach (Whittier) .

The Birds' Christmas Carol (Wiggin).

Water Babies (Kingsley).

Wonder-Book (Hawthorne) .

Selections of Literature for Reading and Memorizing (Grades IV., V.

and VI.).

Abou Ben Adhem (Hunt).

A Child's Thought of God (Mrs. Brown

ing).

All Things Beautiful (Alexander).

Barbara Frietchie (Whittier).

Barefoot Boy (Whittier).

Belle of Atri (Longfellow).

Building of the Ship (Longfellow)

Cassabianca (Hemans).

Children (Longfellow).

Christmas Carmen ( Whittier) .

Daybreak (Longfellow).

Do All that You Can (Sangster).

Flower in the Crannied Wall (Tennyson).

From My Arm Chair (Longfellow).

Grandmother's Story (Holmes).

Gulliver's Travels (Swift).

Hiawatha's Friends (Longfellow).

Hiawatha's Sailing (Longfellow).

How the Leaves Came Down (Coolidge) .

In School Days (Whittier).

Landing of the Pilgrims (Hemans).

Leak in the Dike (Cary).

March (Larcom).

Marjorie's Almanac (Aldrich).

My Playmate (Whittier).

PaulRevere's Ride (Longfellow).

Pegasus in Pond (Longfellow) .

Queer Little People (Stowe) .

Robert of Lincoln (Bryant) .

Sheridan's Ride (Read).

Snowflakes (Longfellow).

Spring Has Come (Holmes).

Story Hour (Wiggin).

The Arrow and the Song (Longfellow) .

The Brook and the Wave (Longfellow).

The Battle of Blenheim (Southey).

The Birds' Christmas Carol (Wiggin) .

The Building of the Ship (Longfellow) .

The Little People of the Snow (Bryant).

The Gladness of Nature (Bryant).

The Rainy Day (Longfellow).

The Sandpiper (Thaxter).

The Bugle Song (Tennyson).

The Village Blacksmith (Longfellow).

The White-footed Deer (Bryant).

The Yellow Violet (Bryant).

Wreck of the Hesperus (Longfellow).
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Books of Information (

A-Hunting of the Deer (Warner).

A Man Without a Country (Hale) .

Around the Hub (Drake).

Birds and Bees (Burroughs).

Biographical Sketches (Hawthorne).

Black Beauty (Sewell).

Boys of 76 (Coffin).

Boys of '61 (Coffin).

Building the Nation (Coffin).

Cast Away in the Cold (Hayes).

Children of the Cold (Schwatka) .

Child's Book of Nature, Vol. 2 (Hooker).

Claws and Hoofs (Johonnot) .

Curious Homes, etc. (Beard) .

Each and All (Andrews).

Fairyland of Flowers (Pratt) .

Fairyland of Science (Buckley).

Five Little Peppers (Sidney) .

Geographical Reader (Scribner).

Geographical Readers (Philips).

Geographical Readers (King).

Hans Brinker and Silver Skates (Dodge).

Historical Readers (Gilman).

Grades IV, V. and VI.).

Indian History for Young Folks (Drake).

In Brooks and Bayou (Bayliss;.

Old Times in the Colonies (Coffin).

Our Fatherland (Carver and Pratt).

Pilgrims and Puritans (Moore).

Seven Little Sisters (Andrews).

Sharp Eyes (Burroughs).

Stories of American History (Pratt).

Stories of Great Americans (Eggleston).

Stories of Greece (Guerber).

Stories of Our Country (Johonnot).

Stories of the Old World (Church).

Stories of the Romans (Guerber).

Ten Boys who lived on the Road from

Long Ago till Now (Andrews).

Ten Great Events in History (Johonnot).

The Boy's Froissart (Lanier).

The Boy's King Arthur (Lanier).

The Children's Crusade (Gray).

The Story of the Biids (Baskett) .

True Stories from New England History

(Hawthorne),

pur Own Birds (Bailey).

Books of Literature {Grades VII. and VIII).

Ben Hur (Wallace).

Banker Hill Orations (Webster).

Cape Cod (Thoreau) .

Character (Smiles).

Christmas Carol (Dickens).

Courtship of Miles Standish (Longfellow).

Enoch Arden (Tennyson).

Evangeline (Longfellow).

Feats of the Fiord (Martineau).

Greek Heroes (Kingsley).

Idylls of the King (Tennyson).

Ivanhoe (Scott).

Jason's Quest (Lowell).

Julius Caesar (Shakespeare).

Kenilworth (Scott).

Lady of the Lake (Scott).

Legends of New England (Hawthorne).

Magna Charta Stories (Gilman).

Marmion (Scott).

Merchant of Venice (Shakespeare).

My Hunt after the Captain (Holmes).

Patriotic Reader (Carrington).

Peasant and Prince (Martinean).

Pilgrims Progress (Bunyan).

Selections from the Alhambra (Irving).

Selections from Ruskin.

Self Help (Smiles).

Snow Bound (Whittier).

Tales from Shakespeare (Lamb) .

Tales of a Wayside Inn (Longfellow).

Tales of the White Hills (Hawthorne).

The Talisman (Scott).

Tom Brown at Rugby (Hughes).

Uncle Tom's Cabin (Stowe).

Vicar of Wakefield (Goldsmith).

Vision of Sir Launfal (Lowell).

Selections of Literature {Grades VII. and VIII.).

Address at Gettysburg (Lincoln) .

Among the Hills (Whittier).

An Invitation to the Country (Bryant).

Belfry of Bruges (Longfellow) .

Bells of San Bias (Longfellow).

Charge of the Light Brigade (Tennyson).

Concord Hymn (Emerson).

Christmas Carol (Dickens).

Chambered Nautilus (Holmes).

Duty (Emerson).

Excelsior (Longfellow).

Freedom (Lowell).

Good Cheer (Bronte).

Gradation (Holland).
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Selections of Literature (Grades VII. and VIII.) — Concluded.

Herve Riel (Browning).

Horatius (Macaulay).

How they Brought the Good News (Brown

ing).

I wandered lonely as a Cloud (Words

worth).

King Robert of Sicily (Longfellow).

Ladder of St. Augustine (Longfellow) .

March (Larcom).

Marco Bozzaris (Hallcck).

Nobility (Carey).

Old Ironsides (Holmes).

Pied Piper of Hamlin (Browning).

Psalm of Life (Longfellow).

Rhcecus (Lowell).

The Gladness of Nature (Bryant).

The Forest Spirit (Whittier).

The Corn Song (Whittier).

The Arsenal at Springfield (Longfellow).

The Day is Done (Longfellow).

The New and the Old (Bryant).

The Builders (Longfellow).

The Battlefield (Bryant).

The Boy of Ratisbon (Browning).

The Pumpkin (Whittier).

The Sea (Procter).

The Witch's Daughter (Whittier).

The Snow Storm (Emerson).

The Rivulet (Bryant).

Three Bells (Whittier).

The New and the Old (Bryant).

To a Water Fowl (Bryant).

To-day (Carlyle).

To the Rhodora (Emerson).

To a Cloud (Bryant).

To the Fringed Gentian (Bryant).

The Vision of Sir Launfal (Lowell).

Washington's Character (Everett).

Wind and Stream (Bryant).

Winter (Tennyson).

Books of Information (Grades VII. and VIII.).

American Boys' Handy Book (Beard)

American Girls' Handy Book (Beard).

American Explorers (Higginson).

Among the Law Makers (Alton).

Autobiography (Franklin). «

Boy Travellers (Knox).

Building of the Notion (Coffin).

Bulfinch's Ago of Chivalry (Hale).

Bulfinch's Age of F'able (Hale).

Child's Book of Nature, Vol. 3 (Hooker) .

Child's History of England (Dickens).

English History for Beginners (Higgin

son).

Ethics of Success (Thayar).

F'ifteen Decisive Battles of the World

(Creasey) .

Life of Washington (Fiske-Irving).

Life of Washington (Brooks).

Marco Polo (Towle).

Plutarch's Lives (Ginn).

Story of our Continent (Shaler).

Stories of the War (Hale).

Stories from English History (Harpers).

Ten Great Events in History (Johonnot).

The American Citizen (Dole).

The Making of New England (Drake).

Washington and his Country (Irving).

Zig-Zag Journeys (Butterworth).
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